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1990 has been a trying year for the nation
In the face of a difficult
and the party.
election, we hold true to our programs, our
ideas and our ideals.
The Mission is still sound . . .
"GOPAC's mission for the 1990's is to create
and disseminate the: doctrine which defines
a caring, humanitarian reform Republican
Party in such a way as to elect candidates,
capture the
United States
House of
Representatives and become a governing
majority at every level of Government."
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An Overview
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OVERVIEW
We can only characterize the 1990 election as an opportunity lost. Opportunity
lost for GOPAC, for the Republican Party, for the country.
What should have been the "breakthrough" election turned, in the last month or
two, into a state by state, campaign by campaign, no trend, no message
election.
GOPAC election results mirrored the nationwide results. Where Republican
gubernatorial candidates were weak, our legislative candidates lost by razorthin margins.
The great news is that at least 9 members of the GOPAC farm team are brand
new members of Congress. These are candidates who have been part of the
GOPAC family. They have received training, tapes and/or cash, some
beginning as far back as 1982.
Election year 1990 continued the farm team building process. We supported 91
candidates in 19 states and trained 2835 activists in 32 states.
Even though the election results were not all that we had expected, 1990 was
an exciting and productive year for GOPAC. Our Charter Member report
contains a brief section on each of the GOPAC 1990 projects.
The political report lists all of the candidates we supported, reports on the states
where we were active, and gives results and contribution amounts. We think
our Charter Members can be very proud of what we did.
The training and tape program continues to be our most effective and costefficient method of spreading the unique GOPAC message. We sent out 36.000
audio tapes to legislators, candidates and activists in 1990. Everywhere we
travel, the tapes are praised and appreciated (and copied).
The GOPAC focus group project, one of the largest ever undertaken in the
Republican Party, identified language and ideas that would motivate young
people to become active in the political process and encourage them to vote
Republican.
And for a real learning experience, GOPAC got into the television production
business. Our May 19th American Opportunities Workshop was, we believe,
the largest satellite network ever put together. The success of that broadcast
led to the American Citizens' Television series, as you will see in that report.
Our shirtsleeves sessions continue to grow and inspire. If you have not rolled
up your sleeves and participated, you are missing a special experience.

1
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The last section in this report will give you a brief look at preliminary plans for
GOPAC 1992. We believe that the unique capabilities of our General Chairman
Congressman Newt Gingrich means that GOPAC will take the lead in planning
for 1992.
The unparalled opportunity in 1992 because of redistricting, and because of
retirements means that there will be some 170 districts where no incumbent is
running or where an incumbent is running in a very different district from the one
when he was elected.
Because the opportunity is so great, the planning has already begun, and
GOPAC Charter Members and Congressman Newt Gingrich are the motivating
force behind the planning.
1990 has been an exciting, productive year for GOPAC. We could not have
done any of it without the ideas, the inspiration and the support of our Charter
Members. We can't wait to see what 1991-92 wilt bring.
And yes, we will control the U.S. House. We'll do it in the next election or the
one after that. We're serious about it.

Kay Riddle
Executive Director

,1.
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GOPAC IN THE 1990s
Introduction
During the 1980s, GOPAC has continued its original mission, laid out
under the leadership of Pete du Pont, of developing a "farm team" of state
legislators and other state and local officeholders from which the next
generation of Republican congressmen will emerge. Through contibutions
to state legislative candidates, GOPAC has helped literally hundreds of
candidates to achieve a foothold od the political ladder.
Since 1986, under the leadership of Newt Gingrich, GOPAC has grown
into a nationally-recognized center of training and doctrine for grassroots
Republican activists and candidates. Through its training seminars, its widelydistributed video and audio tapes and its project to develop and communicate
"An Agenda Worth Voting For,* GOPAC has taken the lead in
communicating the next generation of conservative ideas and in creating a
caring, humanitarian, reform Republican party.
Thanks in part to GOPACs past efforts, the Republican party has an
oppocrunity during the 1990s to become a governing majority in America, at
every level of government. The center-right coalition that has carried every
Presidential election since 1968 is ready, finally, to seize control of the rest
of government at well, from the Congress to the school boards.
Based on its history and experience, its capabilities and stengths as an
organization and its assessment of the vast opportunity available to the
RepubUcan party, GOPAC has developed the following Mission Statement for
the 1990s:
is to create and
GOPAC's mission for the
ar
dsseminate the doctrine which derse
hurranrian. reform Recbcn ary in such a way
House of
&-e U.
as to elect candidates. ctur
Represntatives and become a Euvernirw majority at
eve7v level of goverr-.ment
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This mission statement, it should be noted, is consistent with the entire
range of current GOPAC activities, from training to giving funds to individual
state and local candidates. But it goes much further. The Mission Statement
for the 1990s provides the basis and the motivation for a GOPAC that can
serve as the catalyst for political realignment at the grass-roots level.
-Creation' and "Dissemination": The Operational Principles
GOPAC's new Mission Statement translates immediately and directly
into operational principles for GOPAC activities. Its role is to both create
and disseminate the doctrine of a majority Republican party.
Tne creation of new doctrine is essentially a research function, involving
the development of new ideas at the strategic, operational and tactical level.
Strategic doctrine, in this context, consists of the language, policies and
programs that will define the caring, humanitarian, reform Republican agene
of the 1990s. Operational doctrine consists of the political message animage which will attract voters and e!ect state and local candidates in support
of this new agenda. And, tactical doctrine consists of the specific political
techniques Republicans will use to win elections and enact governing
conservative policies.
Under the leadership of General Chairman Newt Gingrich, GOPAC
as played a central role in developing the Republican doctrine of the 1990s.
From developing the Conservative Opportunity Society, to creating the
GOPAC tapes CWe Are A Majority," "Listen, Learn, Help, Lead," and
"Visions, Strategies, Projects, Tactics"), to teaching the party how to "define
the left," Gingrich has led the way towards defining a new Republican
doctrine.
Tne challenge for the party, and for GOPAC in particular, is to flesh
out thcse ideas into a full-fledged, intellctually complete doctrine -- one that
offers specific policies and programs, comprehensive tactical guidance for the
party, and usable operational guidance for specific state and local campair
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GOPAC's new Mission Statement calls for it to take up this challenge by
undertaking the research activities needed to create a complete Republican
doctrine for the 1990s.
As important as the creation of new doctrine is its dissemination.
During the 1980s GOPAC and Newt Gingrich have led the way in applying
new technology, from C-SPAN to video tapes, to disseminate information to
Republican candidates and political activists. And, GOPAC has successfully
used the "old technology," (e.g. sponsoring meetings and seminars, mailing
materials to farm team members, direct mail, etc.) to get its message out.
But the Mission Statement demands that we do much more. To create
the level of change needed to become a majority, the new Republican
doctrine must be communicated to a broader audience, with greater
frequency, in a more usable form. GOPAC needs a bigger "microphone."
Fortunately, the information revolution provides the needed tools. The
successful dissemination techniques of the 1990s will involve increased. use of
teleconferences, television "narrow-casting", "900" numbers, computer bulletin
boards, broadscale faxing and other technologies not yet explored - or even
invented. If GOPAC is to be successful in disseminating the new doctrine as
widely and frequently as required, it must remain on the cutting edge of the
information revolution.
Advanced technology will be a supplement, not a replacement, for the
successful communications techniques GOPAC has developed during the
1980s. Continuing the training seminars, creating a new set of video tapes,
increasing the frequency and quality of the audio tape program and
sponsoring additional meetings and seminars will remain essential to
disseminating the message. Giving funds to state and local candidates can
also play an important role. By increasing the probability of electing
aggressive, eccquent spokesmen for the new Republican party, GOPAC can
help to create effective advocates for the changes that must be made. And,
by choosing its candidates effectively, GOPAC can send a message to the
party and to the world about the Republican party's commitment to attract
new voter; among minorities, in inner cities, in the South and elsewhere.
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In August 1989, GOPAC received commitments for funding of six
specific projects designed to create and disseminate the new Republican
doctrine of the 1990s:
1. Overall Planning- Oversee the development of the strategic,
operational and tactical doctrine of the new Republican party and disseminate
it to Republican candidates and activists.
2. No-Tax-Tncrcase Coalition: Energize the no-tax-increase movement
at the grassroots level as well as in Washington.
3. National COS Movement: Create the communications network for
a national Conservative Opportunity Society movement, working with existing
state COS groups.
4. Create an Inner City COS Agenda- Develop and disseminate the
strategic-level doctrine for COS-based progress in urban areas.
5. Create a Rural COS Agenda: Develop and disseminate the
strategic-level doctrine for COS-based progress in rural areas.
6. - Education Qoice .Coalition: Energize the education choice
movement at the grassroots level as well as in Washington.
Each of these projects involves both the creation and dissemination of
with some weighted more heavily towards creating new doctrice
doctrine,
new
(The National COS
and some more towards doctrine dissemination.
Movement, for example, is essentially a communications/dissemination project;
the Inner City and Rural COS projects are more heavily weighted towards
research/ doctrine creation.) Each is an integral part of GOPAC's tuissicr
for the 1990s.
To carry out these projects, GOPAC will expand and reorient two
its existing divisions.

6
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GOPAC will reorganize and expand its research, development and
2ananing division, which will undertake the research-intensive Overall
Planning, Inner City COS and Rural COS projects. The research division will
not involve on-staff GOPAC employees, but will rely on consultants working
under the direction of a Research Projects Director (Jeff Eisenach), who will
be hired on a contract basis. Newt Gingrich will be extensively involved in
the design and direction of these activities.
GOPAC will also expand and reorient its communications division. A
full-time GOPAC staff person will be hired, working in the Washington office,
to coordinate the dissemination of doctrine ftom the three research-intensive
projects, manage the three commuriications-intensive projects (No-TaxIncrease Coalition; National COS Movement; Education Choice Coalition)
and, most importantly, aggressively develop new technology for political
communications. Some or all of these activities may also involve the use of
outside consultants or part-time staff. Bo Callaway will be extensively
involved in designing and directing this expanded communications program.
Oagotor GOPAC Activities
GOPAC's current activities will continue under the remaining three
GOPAC divisions: Political, Finance and Administrative.
The political division will continue and expand the existing training
seminar program, and oversee the direction of funds to state and local
candidates, under the direction of Political Director Tom Morgan. ITe
training program will be expanded in two ways: First, an additional staff
person will be added to the program (possibly from existing GOPAC staff - Mark Colluci?) to enable it to provide training to local candidates and
Republican activists, as well as to state legislators. Second, the Political
Director will work directly with the communications division to develop ways
of distr-buting the GOPAC training program via television, teleconferences,
etc.
With respect to funding candidates, the political division will direct its
efforts specifically to identifying state and local candidates that meet the two
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criteria discussed above - effective spokesmen for the new doctrine, and
candidates representing new GOP voter groups.
The finance division will continue to oversee the Charter Member
program, the National Leadership Council (S1,000 donors) and the direct mail
program. The direct mail program will be substantially reoriented, in keeping
with the new mission, to aggressively market new doctrine through GOPAC
"products" (e.g. the audio and video tapes).
In addition, the finance division will aggressively market existing and
prospective research and communications projects to Charter Members, with
the objective of identifying funders to maintain the current set of activities
and undertake additional ones. Through high-dollar donations, GOPAC will
aim to double its annual funding base each year through 1992.
The administrative division will continue to manage GOPAC's financial
and legal affairs under the highest possible financial, legal and ethical
standards.
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GOPAC
REPORT TO SHAREHOLDERS
April 26, 1993

GOI'AC's mission, building the grass-rools base fromt which Republicans will capture the U.S. I louse and win majorities at
every level of government, has never been more important than in 1993 -- and the opportunities for success have never been
greater. While we have lost control of the White I louse, Republicans currently:
o lId 33 more House seats than in the first year of the Carter Presidency;
o I lold nearly 100 more state legislative seats than in 1980 -- and 600 more seats than in 1977;
o I lave majorities in 33 (of 94) state legislative chambers -- the most since 1980;
o I lave the tremendous advantage of munling against a Demioctaic administration which isradically to the left of the
majority of Americans.
In teuims of GOPAC's most fundamenal goal -- winning Republican control of the U.S. House, one startling fact is worth
bearing in mind: If Republicans gain as many seats In 1994 and 1996 its we dId In 1978 and 1980, we wIll hold an eight sent
majority in the U.S. House.
The challenge facing Republicans, however, is ai awesome one: We must build a governing majority, founded on basic
Ill inciples, that is prepared to do what we failed to do during the last 12 years: Replace the Welfare State with an Opportunity
Society and demonstrate that our ideas are the key to progress, freedom and the Renewal of American Civilization.

I

1993 GOPAC Charter Member Events
January 13

Oct Acquainted Breakfast

llhe Willard Intercontinental
Washington. D.C.

May 7

Receptin and Dinner
National Center
Dallas. Texas

l Policy Analysis

January 22-23

The State of the Union Under President Clinton
Tue Willard Intercontinental
Washington, D.C.

May 25

Oct Acquainted Dinner
The HlayAdams Hotel
Washington. D.C.

March 16

Get Acquainted Dinner
Tle liay Adams Hotel
Washington, D.C.

June 8

Get Acquainted Dinner
The Ilay Adams I otel
Washington, D.C.

March 21-22

COPAC Events
New York, New York

June 22

Get Acquainted Dinner
The Hay Adams Hotel
Washington, D.C.

April 20

Get Acquainted Dinner
The Ilay Adams IHotel
Washington, D.C.

November 13-15

Fail Charter Meeting
Location to be determined

January 1994

California Regional Charter Meeting

April 24.26

Spring Claier Meeting
The Willard Intercontinental
Washington, D.C.

1993 GOPAC POLITICAL PROGRAMS
Status Report
April 26, 1993

MAJOR PLANNING ASSUMPTIONS
o

While both "message" and "mechanism" are important, GOPAC's comparative advantage lies in
developing new ideas -- i.e. in the "message" part of the equation. GOPAC will thus continue to focus
its efforts on developing and communicating our values in a way voters can understand and support.

o

GOPAC will remain an "independent" organization, without formal ties to the RNC or other
Republican committees, so as to be able to continue to serve effectively as the "Bell Labs" of the
Republican Party -- i.e. GOPAC will continue to have the freedom to take risks and try new ideas.

o

GOPAC has emerged as the premier training organization in the Republican Party by virtue of a very
strong program, and continues to have a comparative advantage in offering political training programs
focussed on ideas, messages and strategies. Thus, GOPAC should remain active in political training
and take the necessary steps to ensure the "product" continues to be of the highest possible quality.

o

GOPAC will continue to rely primarily on the Charter Program for its funding, and will operate on
a total budget of roughly $2.5 million for calendar 1993.

o

GOPAC's role in Congressional elections in 1992 was important in the winning campaigns of at least
two dozen, and perhaps as many as 40, of the 47 members of the 1992 freshman class. Thus, GOPAC
should remain involved in helping to recruit, train and support Republican challenger campaigns.

o

While the "Gavel Club" raised subs!hntial funds for I louse challengers, the program was in niany ways
poorly structured and should either be eliminated or significantly restructured.

o

GOPAC will continue to give cash to candidates at the state and local level, but cash to candidates is
not GOPAC's main mission. Our experience in the 1991-1992 cycle provided still more evidence that
GOPAC's "teach them to fish" model is the most effective means of providing value to candidates.
Thus, we will continue to focus on training, networking and providing in-kind contributions, with cash
contributions serving in part to leverage tlhe effectiveness of our other activities.

MAJOR PROJECTS OVERVIEW
Project Line

Status

Curriculum Update and Expansion -- virtually
complete re-working of the existing GOPAC
training curriculum and expansion of the curriculum
to new areas (e.g. Quality).

Taping of new training tapes scheduled for June 5
training session at Virginia Republican Convention;
post production complete and materials ready for
use by July 1.

"Tory (Franchise) Model" R&D -- identification of
"marginal" districts to be targeted for a permanent
"seven-days-a-week, 52-weeks-a-year" presence and
initial development of alternative models for
establishing such a presence.

Planning session held on April 24 to discuss
feasibility of various approaches and recruit possible
"franchisees" for 1993-1994 test program.

Off-Year State Legislative Races (New Jersey,
Virginia) -- focussed training, strategy and message
development and contributions (cash and in-kind) in
these "off-year" states where GOPAC's presence has
made a big difference in recent years.

Newt speaking at and teaching training seminar for
candidates at Virginia Republican Convention;
discussions underway with New Jersey party to
schedule training; "scouting" underway to identify
target races in both states.

Message Development/"Renewing American
Civilization" -- focus group project designed to test
and improve the "Renewing American Civilization"
message in preparation for its use in 1993 legislative
campaigns and 1994 Congressional races.

April Charter Meeting breakout sessions designed
to present and improve core elements of the
message; focus groups to be scheduled in
Summer/early Fall 1993.

Ongoing Political Activities -- on-site training
seminars, audio training tapes and targeted
teleconference training, plus initial recruiting and
training for 1994 Congressional candidates, etc.

First 1993 tape to drop in June with training
modules on Renewing American Civilization and
health care. Teleconference "train the parties"
program underway.

Attachment One
CURRICULUM UPDATE AND EXPANSION
Background
Since GOPAC first latinched its on-site training program in 1987, we have trained well over 10,000 candidates in nearly
every state in the union. The GOPAC curriculum continues to receive rave reviews, and very few weeks go by when we do

not receive a request for tis to provide an on-site seminar. This high demand for our product is strong evidence that it
continues to be very useful to Republican candidates.

The on-site seminar curriculum currently consists of two core modules: The "Core Doctrine" module ("Vision, Strategies,
Projects, Tactics," "Listen, Learn, Help, Lead," "Wedges, Magnets, Shields, Turf," etc.) and the "Flying Upside Down" module
(based on Joe Gaylord's landmark book, now in its second edition). Both elements exist in video tape, audio tape and written
outline formats, with the video tape and written outline formats directly supporting the seminars.
1993 Objectives
1. Update and Expand Core Doctrine Module: The current edition of the "Core Doctrine" module was produced in
May 1992 and is dated by the election. At a minimum, tie underlying principles need to be applied to the current political
situation, tie video needs to be re-shot and the written outline needs to be re-written to correspond to tie new presenlition.
An audio tape will also be produced based on the new video tape, both for mailing to the fan Ileam and to be given to
participants in on-site seminars as post-training reinforcements. We should also produce a written "doctrine manual" similar
to the book version of Fivine Upside Down. Tmis project Is on track to be completed by early Summer.
2. Re-introduce the "We Are a Majority" Module: The "We Are a Majority" Module, which explained the core
differences between is and the Left and the reasons why our side is in the majority in each area, was one of the major elements
of our program through 1989, at which point elements of this module became dated (e.g. our differences with the Left in our
understanding of the Soviet Union). By updating and re-inltroducing this module, we will fill a burning need within the
Republican Party to be reminded of the principles which unite us against the agenda of the Left. This project Is on track to
be completed by itld-Inlte Summer.
3. Build anld Test a "Quality" Module: Thanks to Newt's relationship with Dr. W. Edwards Deming and to the efforts
of several GOPAC Charter Members to expose GOPAC staff to core principles of Quality, we believe we now havc the
+lunderstanding to take a first cut at teaching Quality to republican organizations and campaigns. This will be an inherently
expeiinlimtal effort, but the potential payoff is Iremendous, Initial work on this project Is underway, and the objective is to
have a test product tiy lte Summer or early Fall.
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Attachment Two
TIFORY (FRANCIlSE) MODEL" R&D
Ilackeround
The notion of building a pernanct presence in a set of "marginal" Congressional districts has been around for many

years, most recently in discussioIs of creating "Finucht ise" districts' and/or adapting the British Toy
Party's model of pcrmnnent

campaigns. There are three major reasons to believe this is a good lime to move the concept front the "idea"
to tie "test"
phase: (1) GOPAC's work with House challengers in 1992 resulted in development of very strong iclationships with
Republican leaders imdozens of Congressional districts; (2) During 1992, we undettook a family intensive study
of the British
Story Parly's experience with a similar model, and we have established a good working relationships
with senior Tory
officials who are willing to work with us to apply what they know to the American environment; and (3)Congressional Party
districts
are now "set" through 2000 -- i.e. we now have eight years, and four elections, to work on targeted districts
without worrying
that district lines will be withdrawn.
1993 Obectives
1. Identify "Marginal" Districts: Itt 1992, we identified 176 Congressional districts which were either
"open seats" or
held by Democratic incumbents. Republicans were elected in 45 of these 176 districts, leaving
131 districts where our initial
analysis suggests Republicans should be electable. Our first task this Spring isto review that initial
analysis
ott 1992 results) and produce a revised list of 100-150 marginal districts Republicans should target during (based especially
the 1990s. First cut
target lIst Is complete.

m'5
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2. Developing a Doctrine for "Franchise" Districts: Through various efforts over tlte past several years,
we have already
done a significant amount of research into how a "franchise" model would work and even tested several
elements that will no
doubt be included in a final doctrine manual. Over ithenext few months, we need to (a) formally study
the British model and
analyze which elements might be adapted to U.S. campaigns, (b) talk with potential "franchisees" (i.e.
customers) about what
they need and (c) lake a first cut at actually writing down tlte key elements of a franchise district
doctrine (e.g. training,
funding, recruiting, etc.). Next steps here depend on the outcome of the April 24 planning session.
3. Idenify 1994' lest Districts: We have had exploratoiy conversationswilh
a dozen or note Reptblican Icadersaround
the country, including several Charter Members, who are prepared to devote titte and
energy to establishing permanent
campaigns i Congressional districts where they live. Frot among these franchise candidates, and
others we may identify over
the next few months, we need to select 6-12 Test Districts in.which to lest the franchise model doctrine.
This selection -Including the development of explicit franchise agreements with district leaders -- should be complete by November
1993.

5
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Attachment IThree

OFF-YEAR STATE LEGISLATIVE RACES
Backgronti
Two states, New Jersey and Virginia, will be liolding state-wide elections for state legislaimic this year. Beginning in
1989, GOPAC has played significant roles in both states, providing training, focus group and otlier research, strategic advice,
in-kind contibutions (e.g. caiera-ready ads) and cash contributions. Our theory has been, and cmains, that these off-year
states. provide a unique opportunity to "market lest" our "on-year" political piograms before rolling them out nationwide.
I however, we have also been active for the much simpler reason of helping to elect Republicans -- and oil this score, our efforts
have been very successful. Legislative leaders in both states give GOPAC significant credit for tihe major gains they made in
1991, and they are enthusiastic about having GOPAC's help again. It is important to remember that Iubernatorial races with
national implications (Florio in New Jersey and the Wilder vacancy in Virginia) are on the ballots in both states.
1993 Objectives
1. Recruiting and Training State Legislative Candidates: We have contacted state legislative leaders and offered to
candidate recruiting in both New Jersey and Virginia, and we expect that Newt will be asked to assist personally
with
assist
in persuading some of the stronger potential candidates to run. lit addition, we are currently working to sclied uic major
training semiinars in both New Jersey and Virginia for June/July 1993, and will use these sesiinars to "roll out" the new GOPAC
training ctirriculiim now tinder development. it addition, we are developing a teleconference training curticulun for both states
which we expect to roll out in late Summer. (Recnl that we first tested timeteleconference training program, which was so
successful in 1992, with state legislative candidates in New Jersey and Virginia in 199,1.) On track, witl Newt Gingrich training
seminar scheduled for June 5 at the VIrginIn Republican Convention.
2. Research and Strategic Consultation: As in 1991, we will work directly with the Republican leaders itt New Jersey
and Virginia to determine how GOPAC canl best imeel their needs for research and strategic consultation at both the candidatespecific and the state-wide party level. Discussions with state leaders are already underway; specific projects will be developed
over tile course of the next several months.

m

3. In-Kind and Cash Contributions: GOPAC's most effective program in 1991 was the "Wilder Index" ad campaign
5
cy2
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we developed for Virginia state legislative candidates. In September, we mailed cimcra-rcady art, tailored specifically to each
they were running against
campaign, to every Republican challenger. The ads demonstrated that tite Denocratic incumbent
voted with Governor Wilder (the most unpopular political figure in the state at that point) on a large proportion of key
thad
votes. As we survey the situation in New Jersey and Virginia this year, we will be looking for similar opportunities. Of course,
we will also ie evaluating state legislative candidates for possible cash cotributions, and tentatively expect to contribute about
$25,000 it eacti of tlte two states.

9.

Attachment Four
MESSAGE DEVELOPMENTRENEWING AMERICAN CIVILIZATION
liackgouIld
In the Spring of 1990, GOPAC undertook a series of 18 focus groups designed to better understand Ile altitudes of
young, middle-class Americans. It was the laigest and most sophisticated focus group project undertaken by the Republican
Party for ma11111
than a decade. More importantly, it allowed us to uudeisand botl the level of and the causes of fear,
resentment and frustration among middle-class Americans (i.e. to anticipate the strength of the anti-incumbency movement,
the term limits movement and the Perot candidacy, among other things), to develop appropriate political messages and
strategies, and, through our training programs, to improve the campaigns of literally thousands of Republican candidates.
Given the dramatic change in the political landscape since 1990, it seems appropriate that we should consider undertaking a
research project designed to help us better understand how our values, principles and policies can best be communicated to
voters, including specifically testing the "Renewing American Civilization" message Newt is in the process of developing.
1993 Objectives
1. Develop Research Agenda: The fist step in this project is to state clearly what we hope to learn -- about values,
printciples, issites, policies, etc. Newt's "Renewing American Civilization'speech and associated materials have been forwarded
to the focus group design teamn
we have worked with in the past (Market Strategies, Inc.), and we look forward to having aRl
initial research agenda back from their by mid-Spring. ltllial conversations will Market Strategies cotipleted; research agenda
to be completed by mnild-June (slightly behind schedule).
2. Develop Test Poolocol: Once we have talked through the research agenda, we will begin working Witlh Maikel
Strategies to design a specific research protocol, which will include details ott the number of focus groups to be conducted, sites,
participant profiles and a discussion outline. This step should be complete by late Spring or early Summer. Still on track.
3. Collect Data/Report/Follow-Up: Our objective is to be "in the field" sometime this Sumnuer (probably over the
course of several weeks), and to have written results back in by September 15. The primary means of dissemination (e.g.
incorporation into training program, sending reports to Republican leaders, press briefings, etc.) will be decided over the course
of lte next several months. Onl track.

t

Attachment Five
ONGOING POLITICAL ACTIVITIES
IBackgrounii
A significant part of GOPAC's political program involves citlier (a)ongoing"routine" activities and (b) taking advantage
of targets of opportunity. These include: conducting on-site training seminars for activists, potential candidates and
incumbents; producing and mailing audio training tapes; serving as a networking point for Republicans to share new ideas; and,
participating in special elections (both state and local and Congressional).
Specific 1993 Objectives
1. On-Site TrainingSeninars: We are currently working to schedule roughly two dozen on-site training seminars during
1993. In addition to the states with off-year state legislative races, we expect to be active in Mississippi (where there is anl
important race for governor and where GOPAC has been active in tlie past) and in several other states (e.g. Texas
Pennsylvania, California) where GOPAC training has been well-received in the past. first GOPAC training session of 1993
will lie conducted at (le Southern Republican Exchange meeting in Louisville ontMay 8; additional seminars now being
scheduled.
2. Audio Training Tapes: We have planned and budgeted for six audio training tapes to be mailed during 1993,
including two or three tapes including our updated trailting curriculum. At present, we are working on updating the mailing
list to reflect results of 1992 state and local races and are preparing to mail Acustomer satisfaction/needs survey to ile entire
farm team list. Mailing list has been updated and survey Is In preparation; first tape scheduled for June on "Renewing
Anwiv
I-an Civilization" and "Entrepreneurlal Health Care."
3. Wisconsin Support: In tie category of "targets of opportunity" there are a series of special elections for tlie State
Senate in Wisconsin coming up this Spring -- the outcomes of which will determine control of the Senate. We are currently
working to schedule trips for Newt to make appearances on behalf of the Republican candidates In these races. Trip completed
April 23.
-4-
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AMERICAN OPPORTUNITIES WORKSHOP:
REWRITING GRASSROOTS POLITICAL
MOVEMENTS
A new chapter in the history of American political movements was written on
May 19, 1990.
That was the day GOPAC launched "The American Opportunities Workshop."
The American Opportunities Workshop (AOW) brought together citizen activists
at 650 workshops across the country, linked together by television and
satellites.
In 50 states, and hundreds of thousands of homes (via The Family Channel),
activists listened as Congressman Newt Gingrich challenged the country to
solve local problems by using common sense. . The model became known as
"the triangle of American success" -- harnessing high technology,
entrepreneurial free enterprise and basic American values in searching for
community based solutions to the country's problems.
AOW far exceeded our goal of 300 workshops in 20 states with 650 workshops
in all 50 states. We knew that we could not let this "electronic town meeting"
end on May 19th. Indeed, itwas just the beginning.
Taking To The Airwaves
The decision was made to produce three pilot programs over the course of the
summer. The project became known as American Citizens' Television (ACTV)
and was sheparded by the Abraham Uncoln Opportunity Foundation, a nonprofit 501 (c) 3 organization chaired by Bo Callaway. Though legally no longer
a GOPAC project, ACTV did rent space and operate out of the GOPAC office.
Our mission is to establish ACTV as a new, interactive information network. By
using the latest in communications technology, we have already put together an
impressive network of thousands of activists across the country.
The first pilot aired live on July 21st, again, on The Family Channel. The
program centered on activists' involvement in television, specifically cable
access television.
Because of this show, 200 activists contacted us about enrolling in television
production courses at their local cable access stations. Our goal is to ultimately
have thousands of community leaders producing their own local programming,
tagged on to the end of our show and serving as the local portion of American
Citizens' Television in their community.

bW6 4
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American Citizens' Television:

Creating a National Dialogue

Our next ACTV program aired in September; back to school month. We used
the opportunity to showcase the provocative idea of "education choice." Choice
in education allows families to send their children to any school they choose,
public or private, with government education funds following students to the
school of their choice.
With dozens of education groups around the country supporting the program,
over 400 citizens joined us for workshops on September 29th. Hundreds of
thousands more saw our program "Education Choice: The Citizens' Solution"
on The Family Channel. Our program was hosted by The Honorable Pete du
Pont, a strong advocate of choice in education for America's children and
former chairman and founder of GOPAC.
Activists took advantage of the subject to invite school superintendents, PTA
Presidents and teachers to local workshops and discuss the merits of the
program. These workshops made it possible to advance the cause of education
choice in communities across America.

Imitation -- The Sincerest Form of Flattery
Word quickly spread across the Washington community of the success of the
American Opportunities Workshop and American Citizens' Television.

On September 22nd. Dr. Alan Keyes, President of the Council for Citizens
Against Government Waste approached ACTV about heading up a new project.
Dr. Keyes wanted ACTV to take a leading role in organizing and planning the
national "Taxpayer's Action Day." The plan called for hundreds of rallies across
the country on October 27th, protesting high taxes and government waste and
corruption. The goal was to recruit thousands of activists to protest in front of
local, state and federal government offices and focus national media attention
on the mood of angry taxpayers. Of course, the launching point for these rallies
would be "Taxpayer's Revolt, " the third and final ACTV pilot, aired on the
morning of October 27th on The Family Channel.

With 4 weeks to go the project was nothing but an idea. Within days of taking
on the project, ACTV made the idea a reality. Using techniques learned from
earlier projects, ACTV organized rallies in 250 congressional districts. The
rallies ranged in size from 3,500 in Detroit to 5 in Rome, New York.
Congress voted on the Federal budget voted on Taxpayer's Action Day. The
timing couldn't have been better. All three networks carried news of the rallies
and the public's outrage over the tax increases and the government's lack of
spending discipline.
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Ultimately, Taxpayer's Action Day would not have been possible without the
expertise developed by GOPAC and ACTV in grassroots organization. The
innovative American Opportunities Workshop has opened up new doors for
mobilizing citizen activists.

Getting Out the Message
July 21

Sept. 29

Oct.

Workshops: 650

350

400

N/A

Affiliate
producers:

N/A

212

35

N/A

Rallies:

N/A

N/A

N/A

250+

9,000

16,000

May 19
27

"Estimated
attendance: 40,000
50,000+

... Does not include television audience estimated at 250,000 per show.
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ACTV
UPCOMING PROGRAMS
Saturday, September 29:
*Focus on
Education" -- Featuring Gov. Pete du Pont,
Brookings Institution Scholar John Chubb and
leaders of the education choice movement.

(Date TBA): "Veterans Solving Prohicms for
Veterans'

:0

>

--

Veterans going outside the

bureaucracy to solve problems in health care,
education and retirement.
(Date TBA): 'he Privatization Solution" -Local governments arc leading the way in
privatization, cutting bureaucracy and
improving services.

0

AMERICAN CITIZENS' TELEVISION

2N
September 29th show airs on the Family Channel at:

1000 an.m.
Eastern
9:00 a.m. Central
8:00 an. Mountain
7:00 or 10:00 an.m.
Pacific (check local listing)

American Citizens' Television is a
project of the Abraham Lincoln
Opportunity Foundation, Do
Calloway, Chaiman.
For information, write or call:
ACTV
440 FirstSLNW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 484-2312

0
0
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440Fina Sue, N.W.
tWtastngwun.
D .C.2011111

GOPAC
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ORGANI Z ING
A
WORKSHOP
4440 First Street, N %V
Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 200n11
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Step 1:

CALL US!

Call us at A.C. T.V. and Let us know
that you are interested in hosting a
workshop. we will add you to our
National Directory so you can be
linked up with other activists.
We
will also send you a press release.
media attention
Ua
this to attract
and community interest.

Stey 2:

COtACT CONNUNITT LEADERS

Contact community leaders and get them
interested in your workshop. The grou;
can work an finding solutions for local
problems.

Step 3:

FIND A ROOM

Find a roam, school room, church hall,
community center, hotel room, small
that you can use
business, any

zoom

as a meeting place. Make sure it is
a facility where you can to watch
t.v.

and receive the Family Channel On

cable.

Exbd
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Step 4:
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TALK TO LOCAL CIVIC GROUPS

Talk to local civic groups about the
workshop you are preparing. Local
groups are always looking for speakers.
Ask them to come loin you on the date
of the workshop. Some examples Lnclude
the Elks, the Rotary Club, Kwants CluD.
civic groups, non-profit organizations,
church clubs, and activist groups.

Step 5:

NIL PRESS RELEASES

As soon as you receive the sample press
release. adjust it to your specifications
and mail it to local t.v. stations, news
rooms, newspapers, radio stations, anywbe:
you think it can create publicity for you
The release should include the who, what,
when, where, and why of the broadcast and
the workshop.

Step 6:

CALL TOUS LOCAL TALK SHOW

Call year local radio call-in shows.
They may even feature you as a guest
you should talk about
on their show.
ACTV and about the dates, times, etc.
Everything listed in your press release.
you could accept calls from the public,
answer their questions, and sign them up
to attend your workshop.

EA bJ 4
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Step 7:

K

CONTACT YOUR CABLE ACCESS STA:

7a~c tz
5a::,%ranaqe: a=c. .
sn
access sza:;:c and ask rsin
::A::-

*

Zoca-I

SCTete/isio

Step

vers~zn

8:

:f :ne na::cna. sn:

SHOMTIME!

On the day of the workshop, have

s

the

room prepared, refreshments available
(coffee, donuts, etc.). materials ready,
(clippings from newspapers about your
topic, sign-in sheets, etc.) Also have
your To-Do list
for a project or projects
you would like to see the group undertake
the broadcast.
after
Step 9:

CALL uS roa RELP

Call us any time with your questions
We are here to help you every step of

the way.

Call American Citizens Television at:
1-800-872-2798
or call:
Mark Colucci, Executive Director,
American Citizens Television.
(202) 484-2312.
Tel.#:
American Citizens Television is a project of
the Abraham Lincoln Opportunity Foundation
Produced and Illustrated

by J. Stafanie Mass

£VA
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HOWARD H. CALLAWAY

CHAIRMAN

FAM 0011
May 31,

1990

Mr. Tim Robertson
The Family Channel
1000 Cente-ville Tu-mike
Virginia Beach, Virginia 23463
Dear Tim:
I enjoyed talking with you last Friday. I especially want to thank you
for your offer to cont---ute one hour per month on the Family Channel to us.
On May 19th GPAC launched the beginning of a new citizens' movement in
America.
The American Coprtunities Workshop was a great success. We're very
pleased about the depth of our television coverage and estimated that our
audience at these workshops was over 40,000. The telecast focused on the
experiences of citizens solving local problems in innovative ways by applying
the principles of common-sense alte-natves to bureaucracy and examining
specific examples where these principles have been put to work.
I'd like to take a moment anid introduce you to the Abraham Lincoln
Opportunity Foundation, a new non-partisan foundation that will continue
building on the grass roots movement which began on May 19th. One of the
projects AZF is undertaking is the "American Citizens' Television" which will
feature success stories of those individuals who were able to affect positive
change in their communities by using alternatives to the failed methods of the
bureauc-atic welfare state.
These broadcasts will offer common-sense programming to be used by grass
roots activists on local community access cable TV channels. This "American
Citizens' Television" will be an ideal opportunity for a citizens' movement
that is dedicated to the principle that American citizens, recruiting their
friends and neighbors to solve local problems, are the key to success in the
1990's and essential for driving positive change in America.
By creating a citizens' movement, my fellow activists and I hope to
communicate the principles of entrepreneurial free enterprise, basic American
values and technological progress to the general public.
I want to invite you to share with me my deep commitment to changing
America in a positive anid innovative way -- by empowering the private citizen.
Please join me today as a partner in this dynamic, educational project and
bring America back. I am very excited about this foundation and the many
important projects they are undertaking. We are now working very hard to get
the seed money necessary to begin funding this new entity.

E)i'oi S
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The Abrabam Lincoln opportmity Foundation is a non-partisan, non-profit
educational foundation an corporate as well as insivdual contributions are
accepted. This organize tion has been given 501(c)(3) status by the Internal
Revenue Service and your contrbtin is deductible on your incom tax form.
I have enclosed a letter from the Internal Pevenue Service for your review.
Please contact Stacey aualt at 484-2282, if you have any questions or would
lie more information.
Again, thank you for your generous and important contribution.
Im sorzy
things got so confused at the end with the orkshop but everything went
extrmly well. I look forazd to cidng with you and hope to see you in the
near future.

Sincerely,

000061
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EXHIBIT 6
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0357

AMERICAN CITIZENS'TELEVISION

Prospectus
for

AMERICAN CITIZENS' TELEVISION

Seprenbe 17, 1990

440 F.rs Scre- NW

Sne 400
W.h.c.gon. D C. 20001
3306
Phone: (202) 4842312 Fx: (202)

783

A Proor of th, Abr.hamLmeI OIpr-a' FounIuaon

Eisenach
0358

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
0 The Abraham Lincoln Opportunity Foundation (ALOF), a 501(c)3
organization chaired by former Congressman Bo Callaway, has launched an exciting
new project -- American Citizens' Television (ACTV) -- to produce and distribute
television programming designed to inform grass-roots citizens groups about the need
and opportunities for replacing failed government programs with opportunity-oriented.
citizen-based solutions.
o Working in conjunction with grass roots groups such as Citizens Against
Government Waste, ACTV produces 30 minutes of reform-oriented programming each
month. Programs are distributed to cable systems and shown nationally on the Family
Channel on the third Saturday of every month.
o ACTV is more than a TV show. It is an intrinsic part of a broader
movement to educate citizen activists and teach them the communications tools that
will be needed to get a reform-minded message across in the 1990s. Thus, ACIV
helps local community activists work with their own cable systems to have the show rebroadcast on local community access channels in conjunction with local meetings of
citizen activists. And, ACTV is helping nearly 200 local citizen activists become cable
access producers, so that they can produce their own locally-oriented programming.
o American Citizens' Television's near-term objectives are (a) to create a
network of monthly "electronic meetings" of citizen activist groups across the country,
each functioning as a nexus for communication between local reformers and,
simultaneously, being networked together on a national basis through ACTV, and (b)
to create a vehicle through which to attract broader interest in the need and
opportunities for common-sense alternatives to bureaucratic government.
o ACTV begins with a base of over 600 groups of community activists who
organized workshops as part of the American Opportunities Workshop (AOW) project.
AOW is a nationwide teleconference/television show airing on May 19, 1990, hosted
by Congressman Newt Gingrich and sponsored by GOPAC, a national political
organization led by Gingrich and chaired by Bo Callaway. Each of the approximately
20,000 people who attended workshops received materials about ACTV.
o ALOF estimates that approximately $50,000 will be needed to complete
production and distribution of each monthly show, with additional (non-production)
costs of S20,000-S25,000 per month. ALOF believes this budget can be met,
eventually, through grants, co-sponsorship by other interested organizations, etc.
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OVERVIEW
The Starting Point: American Opportunities Workshop
The immediate predecessor of ACTV is the "American Opportunities Workshop
(AOW)," a nationwide, non-partisan teleconferenceltelevision show which aired
on
Saturday, May 19, 1990. AOW was sponsored by GOPAC, a national political
organization chaired by Bo Callaway and led by Congressman Newt Gingrich (General
Chairman). GOPAC was successful in building a network of more than 600 individual
sites at which more than 20,000 people gathered to view the American Opportunities
Workshop program and participate in follow-on workshops. AOW was shown
nationally on cable TV's Family Channel and, -importantly, was also aired by
approximately 50 cable access stations across the country.
AOW received substantial favorable coverage in the national press.
Attachment A.)

(See

In addition, GOPAC was successful in attracting more than two dozen major cosponsors and coordinating organizations to the AOW project, including the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce, the U.S. Business and Industry Council and National Review
magazine (which published a special supplement specifically for AOW participants).
GOPAC's decision to undertake AOW was based on two simple propositions.
First, restoring America's tradition of citizen activism is essential to accomplishing the
reforms needed in America in the 1990s. Second, the best, if not the only, means of
inspiring the needed level of activism in the electronic age is television.
What Happens After May 19?
From the outset, GOPAC saw the May 19 AOW project as the beginning of
something larger, not as an end in itself. Thus the question: "What Happens After
May 19?"
As the AOW project proceeded, it became increasingly clear that the best
follow-on mechanism would involve the continued use of television and, specifically, the
use of community access television on cable systems. (There are more than 1,500 cable
systems in the United States which operate community access channels for the benefit
of local citizens' groups. These stations are required to make time available to any
group which wishes to show community-oriented programming that is not obscene and
meets minimal additional standards.)
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Community access television provides a unique opportunity for networking
together individuals in local, grass-roots level with one another, and, in turn, with other
grass-roots groups across the country. It also offers a medium to get the reform
message out to the broader public and thereby increase participation in the reform
movement. Finally, the experience with AOW indicates that the national media is
interested in the concept of using television as a grass-roots organizing tool and will
provide ample coverage to such an effort, thereby further increasing its exposure.
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AMERICAN CITIZENS' TELEVISION
The Transition from AOW to American Citizens' Television
With these thoughts in mind, the Abraham Lincoln Opportunity Foundation -a 501(c)3 organization incorporated in Colorado and chaired by Bo Callaway -- has
established a new entity, American Citizens' Television, that will undertake to build on
the momentum created by the American Opportunities Workshop. As was the case
with AOW, ACTV programming will be educational and non-partisan in nature,
emphasizing the need and opportunities for reform.
To ensure a smooth transition, packages of information regarding American
Citizens' Television and were distributed to each of the 20,000 AOW participants.
These packages provided information about the project, and solicited the names of any
participants who wish to be involved. (See Attachment B.) In responses received to
date, the majority of the AOW participants are interested participating in the ACTV
project, and more than 100 individuals have indicated they are interested in producing
local cable television programs.
In addition, the Family Channel has indicated its desire to participate in
American Citizens' Television by carrying ACIV shows on a regular basis. The Family
Channel is one of the largest cable television networks in the U.S., reaching into 53
percent of all American homes -- i.e. virtually all homes wired for cable television.
American Citizens' Television: Near Term Activities
The first broadcast of American Citizens' Television occurred on July 21, 1990.
The one-hour program was produced in the studios of Prince George's Community
Television and focused on the opportunities presented by community access television.
Ms. Sharon Ingraham, National Chairperson of the National Federation of Local Cable
Programmers, was among the participants in the show, which was hosted by
Congressman Newt Gingrich. (See Attachment C.) Workbooks were mailed to AOW
with
participants, and nearly 300 workshops were held across the country in conjunction
the July 21 show, involving several thousand active participants.
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The Fall programming schedule has also been set. On September 29, 1990.
ACTV will air a 30-minute show focussing on the movement towards education choice.
Former Delaware Governor Pete du Pont, an active leader of the education choice
movement, will be hosting the show, which will also include Brookings Institution
scholar John Chubb, the author of Politics, Markets and America's Schools. Leaders
of the education choice movement have been active -participants in the May 19 and
July 21 efforts, and have played a significant role in formulating and promoting the
September show.
ACTV's October 27 show will be entitled 'The Taxpayer Revolt," and will be
hosted by Alan Keyes, chairman of Citizens Against Government Waste. The program
will be aired in conjunction with 'Taxpayer's Action Day," an effort to unite citizen
activists from around the country for one day in a single act of protest against federal
waste, fraud, ineptitude and abuse. Local organizers will bring activists together to
view the television show and then hold their own rallies to express voter dissatisfaction
with federal mismanagement of taxpayer's money. The rallies will give the citizens the
opportunity to express their anger over the government waste and corruption that will
be detailed in the October 27 show.
We are now developing programs for the coming year that will include such
topics as crime, child care, privatization, the environment, housing and other important
topics. Each show will focus on citizen-based solutions to community problems.
As a general matter, near-term activities will fall into four distinct categories:
Planning and Design; Program Production; Coordination and Promotion; and
Fundraising.
Planning and design will be overseen by Bo Callaway and carried out, to a large
extent, by many of the same personnel who worked on the American Opportunities
Workshop (working, in this capacity, for American Citizens' Television on a contract
basis). Mr. Mark Colucci, formerly Deputy Political Director of GOPAC, has been
hired as Executive Director of ACTV and will supervise all activities on a day-to-day
basis. Obviously, major co-sponsors are also expected to play a major role in the
planning and design phase of the project.
Program production has been contracted out to a production company, Prime
Time Design. Prime Time Design is an established production company, and its work
on the July 21 show was superior. Like the July 21 show, future shows will be
produced in the studies of Prince George's Community Television, both to save money
and to highlight the importance of community access television to our effort.
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Coordination and promotion will be carried out by a small
staff based
Washington, DC. The AOW workshop hosts and attendees thus far form ACTV'sin
base of local producers and workshop leaders, but this base is expected to expand
significantly as the project moves forward and additional co-sponsors add their own
grass-roots activists to the ACTV fold. A pamphlet has been prepared and distributed
to thousands of grass-roots activists and others who might be interested
in participating.
(See Attachment D.)
Fundraising for American Citizens' Television will be designed to raise as much
'outside" money as possible, as soon as possible. ALOF plans to begin fundraising
activities immediately, and Ms. Stacy Oswalt has been hired on a full-time basis to
carry out this function. Efforts will be targeted at five major groups: (1) Foundations;
(2) Corporations; (3) High-dollar individual donors; (4) Small (i.e. direct mail) donors;
and (5) Cooperating Co-sponsors from within the conservative/reform community.
American Citizens' Television: Lone-Run Goals
In the longer-run, American Citizens' Television faces two challenges: To
maintain and build on the base for its 60-minute monthly- program, and in the longrun, to grow into a comprehensive television-based vehicle for citizen activism in the
1990's.
The early challenges will be to expand the "reach" of the program, coordinate
local efforts to create follow-on local programming, sign up as many co-sponsors from
within the conservative/reform movement as possible and build a stable long-term
funding base. By the end of 1990: le program should be seen on as many as 300
community access stations; 100 or more lqcal groups should have created follow-on
programming that airs in conjunction with the national show; a dozen or more major
co-sponsors should have signed up; and, the program should be fully funded through
1991.
If these near-term objectives are met, then 1991 can be a year of building for
American Citizens' Television - towards an ultimate (blue-sky) objective of becoming
a 24-hour-a-day national cable network. Obviously, such ambitious thoughts depend
on near-term success, which is where all of our efforts will focus.
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1990-1991 Budget Requirements
American Citizen's Television will operate at the lowest possible cost. minimizing
overhead and contracting out as much work as possible while maintaining management
control.
While this is a pathbreaking project, and costs are therefore somewhat difficult
to predict, the experience with the American Opportunities Workshop project and the
July 21 ACTV program provide a solid basis for estimating the costs involved in
American Citizens' Television. In the near-term, these costs can be divided into the
four categories noted above: Planning and Design; Program Production; Coordination
and Promotion; and, Fundraising.
Monthly budget estimates for each activity are as follows:
Planning and Design
Program Production
(incl. distribution)
Coordination and Promotion
Fundraising

S 7,500

TOTAL

572,500

30,000
30,000

a

These estimates include all overhead costs (e.g. space, phones, stationery, postage and
printing, etc.).
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SUMMARY
American Citizens' Television, like the American Opportunities Workshop, is an
experiment. It may fail for any number of reasons. And, if it does, everyone involved
should be prepared to recognize that failure and walk away -- happy in the knowledge
that it was an experiment worth trying.
The reason this experiment is worth trying is because it has the potential to
produce a very significant increase in citizen participation in the democratic process
and, in turn, substantial reform of a government that is currently failing at so many
levels. No medium, other than television, has the potential to reach a large enough
audience, with a powerful enough message, to produce this result.
If American Citizens' Television succeeds, it will be seen as one of the defining
elements of American civic culture in the 1990's - the vehicle that gave American
citizens the chance to retake control of their government.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
JULY 19, 1990

CONTACT: Mark Colucci
202.484-2312

AMERICAN CITIZENS' TELEVISION PREMIERS THIS WEEK
Washington, DC: Former Congressman Bo Callaway announced today that the premier edition
of American Citizens' Television (ACTIV) a monthly television program hosted !,
Congressian Newt Gingrich, will be aired live on The Family Channel on Saturday, July 21.
at 10:00 a.m. EDT. The program. sponsored by the Abraham Lincoln Opportunity Foundaion.
which Callaway chairs, focusses on the need for increased citizen participation in the
democratic process.
Saturday s program will originate from the studios of Prince Georges Community Television.
in Landover, MD, and will focus on the potential of community access television in organizing
and empowering citizen activism. Sharon Ingraham, the Chairman of the National Federanlont
c. Local Cable Programmers, will be featured on the show, as will Patrick McGuigan., who
hosts a cable access program in Fairfax, County, VA. One of AC'rV's major objectives is to
create a nationwide network of cable access producers, each utilizing the national programn::
ACT will create as well as producing local shows focussing on local issues.
The show will run for 60 minutes, with the last half-hour dedicated to discussion with the
audience and call-ins from viewers.
American Citizens' Television is an offshoot of the widely acclaimed American
Opportunities Workshop, which took place nationwide on May 19, and was also seen on the
Family ChanneL Like the May 19 workshop, the ACT premier show will be seen by thousands
of people meeting in workshops across the country to discuss the show's content and developl
local initiatives. Callaway indicated that nearly 300 workshops will be held in conjunction with
the July 21 broadcast.
The next ACT show will be aired in late September, and will focus on the movement for
parental choice in education. Thereafter, the program will air on a monthly basis. providing
a constant source of information on opportunity-oriented solutions to local problems such as
crime and drugs, excessive bureaucracy and veterans affairs.
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An Introduction to

THE CITIZENS' OPPORTUNITIES NETWORK:
AMERICAN CITIZENS' TELEVISION

The success
of any citizens'
movement hinges on two things: Its
ideas and its ability to communicate
those ideas to the general public.
Simply put, a successful movement is a
'noisy" movement. That's why a group
of activists (including many of the same
folks who organized the American
Opportunities Workshop) is organizing
The Citizens' Opportunities Network.
Opportunities
The
Citizens'
will be a
(CO-NET)
Network
nationwide satellite television network
offering common-sense programming to
community access channels on cable
television systems across the country.
Now being organized, CO-NET will be
a project of a broad array of national
grass-roots groups.
CO-NET will offer to community
access stations more of the kinds of
programming seen on the May 19
American Opportunities Workshop exposure of bureaucratic welfare state
abuses, the principles of common-sense

reform and specific examples of success
stories where those principles have been
put to work.
American
the
like
Just
Opportunities Workshop, CO-NET is
founded in the belief that local activists.
recruiting their friends and neighbors to
solve local problems, is the key to
success in the 1990's. Based on that
belief, CO-NET will work with you to
help you set up your own community
access television show that, in effect,
will serve as a monthly electronic
meeting of the citizens' opportunities
movement in your community.
Every month, CO-NET will
provide at least 30 minutes of national
programming that you can use on your
show - but it will be up to you to fill
out the rest of the program (with
interviews, call-in opportunities, or video
tape that you produce locally). And,
CO-NET will take the best of all the
locally produced programs and make
them part of its national show:
"American Citizens' Home Videos."

monthly shows in
CO-NET will broadcast its first show on July 21, 1990, and begin
you
September. Its success depends on you. The next few pages are designed to help
community.
your
in
air
the
on
get started in getting CO-NET

SURE TO CHECK
IF YOU WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT CO-NET, BE
CARD
REGISTRATION
YOUR
ON
BOX
THE APPROPRIATE
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Getting Started Immediate Objectives
it is important to be realistic
about what is involved in producing
sour cn sho'w for community access
television. Don't expect to walk into
the community access office at your
local cable system and be on the air
with your own show the next week. On
the other hand, be assured that with a
reasonable commitment of time on your
part, you can be on the air within a
couple of months, or even sooner.
If you are willing to make this
small commitment, you will be amazed
how many people will watch your
community access show. The appetite
for public affairs programming is
unlimited - consider that, at any given
moment, hundreds of thousands of
people are tuned in to C-SPAN. This
is your chance to tap into that market
In the short run, you will want to
accomplish a few basic objectives.
(NOTE: As you work through these
points, refer to the worksheet on the
back of the next page.)
1. First, decide before you leave
today
who
in
your
American
Opportunities Workshop will take
primary responsibility for getting CONETs first broadcast - on July 21 - on

the air. It may not be possible for you
to have your own show in place by that
date, but that's OK Both the July 21
broadcast and those that follow will be
complete stand-alone shows, so that
follow-on local programming is optional
rather than necessary. Many community
access stations agreed to air the
American Opportunities Workshop,

many will be more.than w4iiling to carr.
"Amnerican Citizens' Home Videos."
2. To get started creating your own
show, contact your local cable TV
system and find the phone number and
location of the community access office.
Call them and request a package of
information on procedures for getting
on the air, training programs. etc. (In
many cases, your workshop leader
already has this information -- especially
if you are in one of the dozens of
communities in which the American
Opportunities Workshop is being
carried live on community access TV.)
3. Identify people you know -maybe people in your workshop -- who
already have experience producing
television programs. For example, w~e
know that several of the hosts of the
American Opportunities Workshop
program already have shows on
community access television.
4. Decide who among you, or among
people you know, would be most
interested in being part of an ongoing
community access television show. Put
together a production team, and
arrange with the community access
office at your cable system to sign up
for training. Before you leave today,
assign primary responsibilirv to one or
two people to take charge of the
project and make it happen.
5. Ask your community access office
for a list of people who have already
taken the station's training programs.
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Call them and see if they would be
interested in helping produce your show.
(This is more likely to produce results
than you may think:
many people
involved in community access TV are
there because they are interested in the
technical side of TV production. They
may be just waiting for a chance to put
their technical skills to work on your
project.)
6. Determine who will participate as
talent" - i.e. who will actually be the
host of your local show. Ideally, this
will be someone (an elected official or
well-known activist, for example) who
feels comfortable speaking in front of
groups and whose participation in the
show will guarantee a built-in audience.
7. Decide which examples of success

stories in your community - examples
like those shown in the American
Opportunities Workshop - most deserve
national attention. Using equipment
from your community access station, or
your own video cam-corder, produce a
short documentary-style video and send
The best videos
it to CO-NET.
received will be included in CO-NEIs
July 21 broadcat, American Citizens'
Home Videas.

Some Basic Facts About Communizv
Access Television
Community access channels were
created to give every citizen an
opportunity to produce and show
programs about local events. More
than 1,500 cable systems across the
country have community access stations
(i.e. they have allocated one or more
channels on the cable to communityaccess programming and they will make
available production facilities and
equipment for local people to produce
local shows).
There are very few restrictions on
what kinds of programs can be shown
on community access TV. Programs
cannot be obscene or libelous, and
many
systems
also
discourage
programming that is narrowly political
or advocates the election of particular
candidates. Some stations also require
that programs contain at least some
locally-produced material.
Most community access stations
require that people who want to
produce their own shows take a training
course to become familiar with the
equipment, and they generally offer
excellent courses for a nominal fee.

HELP INVENT THE CITIZEN ACTIVISM OF THE 1990'S.
HOST YOUR OWN TV SHOW AND
BE A PART OFAMERICAN CITIZENS' TELEVISION!
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CITIZENS' OPPORTUNITIES NETWORK
WORKSHEET
1. WHO WILL TAKE CHARGE OF GETTING THE JULY 21 SHOW ON THE
AIR:

2. OUR COMMUNITY ACCESS STATION IS:

3. PEOPLE WE KNOW WHO HAVE TELEVISION SKILLS:

4. WHO AMONG US HERE TODAY WILL TAKE CHARGE*

5. WHO WILL CALL TO GET NAMES OF PRODUCTION PEOPLE FROM
THE CABLE ACCESS CHANNEL
6. WHO WIL. BE THE stars(S" OF OUR SHOW:
7. WHAT LOCAL EXAMPLES OF SUCCESS STORIES SHOULD WE
NOMINATE FOR "AMERICAN CITENS' HOME VIDEOS":

MAKE SURE TO INDICATE ON YOUR REGISTRATION CARD
THAT YOU WANT MORE INFORMATION ABOUT CO-NET

E~-AA(o

What is American Citizcns' Telvision?
American Citizens'
Television ACTV is a unique
9

blend of 19 0s coninsuniications rechnolo, grass.
roots activism and an cypsortuniy-orientedapproach
to Anerica s problems. Sponsored
bytheAbrahames
Lirnha Olportunity Foundation, ACTV is a non.
partisan effortsto emipoiier citizens to createeffective
wlaioans to problems facing their manenuiies.

In fact. eachACTV pgrorun is desipwod to beused
as part alanlocal cable access rgresetunthat own canl
own conununity. One olf AC7Vs
Inrhre in
goals it to build a national cable accessnetwork,
with producersacross the cosmatyusing ACTVs
monthly programas part of a local show focussing
a local problenis and solutions - a sort enonunuhly
electronic acting of the citizens' opportunities
mtoen in eachcommunity.

YES ...

por

I WANT MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
AMERICAN CITIZEN TELEVISIONI
Please send me information on:
Dates and topics of ACTV programs.

ACTV is nest about top-don solutions front
Washiiino or aniwliere else, Ic is thast local
citizenscreasing comnum*snse sshailos to their
on problems. ACTV is a fonnt i which citizen
activists can share infosunation on local prmblemus
and -. more importantly ** on how to create
oppornities through lo-al sshulines.
ACTV prorksces
and distributesprograms that show
how citizens across fite cannuiyare sodvingspecific
problems ie their own cocumsnicies
-. education,
criter and drugs, housing, envirnmen. veteraus
issues, etc. ACTVs prTgrsc are distributed to
activists, consuittci accesstelevision stations and,
naitonitlv.
thi e Ftait Channel, etei of
Ameerica'seIrest cable networks.

ACTVt and Citizen Activism
AC7V is dedicated to the ilen that only ass
crplosion of citizen activist - a citizens'
titpportunities noeaeinc -- canicreate thesoltions
to Anericas problems. D encouraging citizen
ACTV iens
participationits the democratic process,
cit msaketie 1990s is decadeof reforms
and set the
stagefer is 21st centurvit which qtorttionities are
availale to all Amerncans.

ACTV and Cabic Acvs
ACTV is also distributed throengh
local public access
channels on cable trieision systrncs. There are
sore than 2,000such able cerss,fcilities, offering
priogranuning in coninuities all
citizernt-prioduced
across tie coutry.

How Con You Get Involved in ACrV?
The keytr ACTV is citizen panticipatin. Only if
thousands and uimiratelymiilliens of Americans get
solutions sill
involved to create commtoonsense
AC1V have achievedits goals. 'Get intolred by:
ACIV: Itire or call ACTV' and
o IWatchink
let us know
re arrested.
Well sendyrm a
Irngrami guide to ACTV shows airing intper
area,shooing whaftrpics are being covered.

Participatingin or sling an ACTV
iorksrlhop in ty cmscceunity.
Becoting an ACTVaffiliate producer anid
hosting my own cable access television
show.
Namc:

o Participating in an AC7V IVin*shon: All
over theecountry, citizensare holding workshlu in
conjunction with eachACTV monthly show. They
ieec -- in hanies, businesses, libraries or anprhere
that's conenient -. to satch tie show and design
local activiiies basedon what they learn. Gill
AC7V to find rat if thereso
a workshop in ),murarea
or. if no, hl, pmican start onae.

Daytime Pine:

o Decmning,An ACTV Preoduccr:Writeor call

ACTV and find out how you can prorhucepor on
local ACTV showon cable access.It's easier
than
jun ay think: Alost cable accessstations offer
training prgriuns that will prepare youe in le
prorhcing pur ownshow in as little asfour weeks.
And, ACTV staff are prepred to work with you
every stepof the way.
a Senldingls Your SuccessStories: Each
mnti, ACTV will highlight the successstories of
hlcal citizenssolving locl problems.
ste pur
hiner srto caerra candproduce a short sty an
what jouere doneinsairconunouuty

Detach and Retnm This Page
or
Call Mr. Mark Colucci
Erecutive Director, ACTV

(202) 484-2312
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EXHIBIT 7
MEMORANDUM
TO: Kay, Jeff, Don, Joe, Eddie,
Swillinger, Dan Meyer
FROM:

Mark,

John,

Steve,

Dan

Bo

SUBJECT:
DATE:

Tom,

Project Launch -

the first meeting and follow up.

January 20, 1990

Most of you were at the initial meeting to launch ProjJeff will have minutes to
ect Launch on January 18, 1990.
The minutes will outlines decisions
all of you shortly.
memo is to give some of
This
taken.
be
to
actions
and
made
my thoughts that might add to the minutes that you will receive.
DECISIONS AGREED TO:
1. The project will be called "American Opportunity
Workshop - New Solutions for the '90's".
2. The date will be May 19, 1990 - Saturday morning.
3. There will be some kind of national TV access,
probably through an uplink to one or more satellites and
downlinks to dishes available in individual homes and meeting places such as hotels and chambers of commerce.
4. A major aspect of the project will be press coverThis is the only way that we will enlarge those who
age.
into our target group of those
are effected beyond activists
The initial press briefing
who do not currently vote.
should be national in scope and held around the end of February.
5. Newt will have primary responsibility for the content of the program, but will not otherwise be involved in
the implementation of the project other than to give ideas
that may or may not be accepted.
Although we should do everything possible to
6.
achieve as much participation as possible, success is defined as at least 300 sites
with hosts or hostesses in at
least 20 states.
PROCEDURE:
1. All actions will be clearly defined and reported in
minutes.
Every action will have the person(s) responsible
and a date for completion of the action.
2. All meetings will begin with a report on all previously assigned actions.
3. Bo will preside - Kay will preside in his absence.
COMMENTS ON WALK WITH NEWT -

Friday, January 19

I. Newt is very pleased with the enthusiasm that all
of us and the others that he has contacted have for the
project. He feels confident that we will achieve success.

*
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2. Newt reacted to several of my concerns as follows:
Concern:
It will be very hard to have a high quality
television program that lasts as long 90 minutes.
Response:
Newt is not wedded to 90 minutes or to any
particular length.
If 45 minutes would do the job better,.
he would be all for that.
"Network Quality Television"

Concern:
that

several

in

the meeting said

it might

is so expensive

cost as

much as

$500,000. At even half of that cost, the production cost
would be too much for us to consider the kind of follow up
that we otherwise might want.
Even if we could get a project donor to pay for a S500,000 program, this is not the way
to launch a movement.
It is too expensive and too generated
from the top.
As an example, if we got 10,000 at our 300
sites (33 per site, a high number), we would be paying
$50.00 per person viewing the program, clearly inappropriate.
Response:
Newt felt
that it would be absurd to spend
that kind of money on production.
If the works "Network
Quality" are the problem, let's
use the words "Public Broadcasting Quality" or some words like that.
Let's use the
common sense approach - go to all tape if necessary - use a
studio that is donated or cheap, either NRCC or RNC or elsewhere in Washington - get the examples around the country by
asking people such as Gov. Campbell, Keith Butler and even
the housewife with a success story to submit their own tape.
Most of them will have access to someone who can do a pretty
good quality job if we give them the specifications of what
we want.
Then the main job that we will need to have done
centrally is a first class editing job.
Newt has some firm
ideas on the kind of production that he wants which is appropriate since he is responsible for content.
He wants to
be involved in the RFP from the initial draft.

G2
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EXHIBIT 8
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EXHIBIT 9
Eisenach

3907

April 19,

MEMORANDUM FOR NEWT GING

1990

CH
i

FROM:

Jeff Eisenach

SUBJECT:

AOW Production Status Report

4

Production for the AOW show is going well.
issues, however, that you need to be aware of.

There are

some

Family Network
After failing
to return phone calls
for a week, the Family
Network has said no.
I have talked with Judy Lyons, the
Programming Executive in
charge of special programming.
She
discussed the AOW show with Paul Krimsier, the VP for programming
(and the name given us by Pat Robertson), who simply indicated they
were not willing to break into their
children's
programming for
this.
In talking with me today, Judy was very frank in indicating
that
Pat Robertson often tells
people that
they can get on the
Family Network, but that
he doesn't often really
"mean it"
-- i.e.
that
absent a call
from Pat to Paul Krimsier, we won't be taken
seriously.
They also indicated that
a price of $30,000 or thereabouts
would compensate them for lost revenue, if they were to carry the
show (but, absent a call from Pat, they don't want to do it even
for $30,000).
Bottom line
is:
For us to get on the Family Network, you are
going to have to call
Pat Robertson and tell
him that
Paul Xrimsier
needs to hear directly from Pat that this is important. I believe
that
I will get a call
from Paul Krimsier about 30 seconds after
Pat makes that
call
and that
things will go smoothly from there.
Robertson's number is 804/424-7777.

Scriot
A copy of the current working draft
of
to it
You may want to refer
Attachment A.
following paragraphs.

the script
is
at
as you read the

1.
We have not been able to make contact with Raymond
Kurzweil, and my conversation with George Gilder suggests he may
particular
moment anyway.
(He's
not be the right
story at this
started
a new business which is
having a tough time of it,
and
therefore is very focussed on other things.)
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As an alternative, we have identified an inventor/small
businessman in Maine, Doug Sukeforth, who has invented sludge dewatering technology and also makes an environmentally sound
refrigeration system. He checks out with EPA and the Chamber, and
Ron feels he will make a good story. I am also checking him out
with McKernen's office. He's also sympathetic to what we're about,
and would be able to come to Portland.
Background on Sukeforth is
at Attachment B.
Barring other thoughts or concerns from you or others who
receive this memo, Ron will fly to Maine to tane the Sukeworth
story sometime next week.
With Babbitt's pullout in San Diego, we are without a co2.
host at that site. Rose Mofford has been suggested, but Jon Kyl
reports she probably would be better on tape than live. Having her
an tape, however, would (a) increase the program's tilt away from
live versus taped material, (b) conflict with Kemp's taped segment,
which is to be introduced out of San Diego, and (c) increase the
production budget by $3,000-5,000.
Unless I hear from you to the contrary, I intend to make one
more pass at Jon Kvl on the notion of Gov. Mofford auvearing.
however briefly, live at the San Diego site. Her role would be to
co-host the site (which basically means standing next to KYl and
to say (following the Luis Garcia video) something about how she.
sees Histanics all over Arizona succeeding in much the same way.
usina the same entrepreneurial spirit and basic American values.
If Jon feels this is lust not workable, I recommend we don't
proceed further.
3.
The veterans story that makes far and away the most sense
involves "BRAVO," the veterans affairs show broadcast through a
network of cable access channels.
BRAVO has also been involved in
putting together a "buddy-finder" system for Vietnam veterans to
locate people they served with.
(See script at Attachment C.) The
plan is
for Tony Diamond (BRAVO)
to take a camera crew to
Davenport, IA-on Tuesday and Wednesday of next week. Ron will then
shoot a story that shows BRAVO shooting the "buddy-finder" story
for showing later on the BRAVO network.
At the same time, Fred Grandy has expressed strong interest
in our covering a story on the "Orange City 21 Foundation," an
economic/community development group that is just getting started
in orange City,
IA (the workshop site).
(See materials at
Attachment D.)
Orange City 21 is, in some ways, not that strong
a story. First, it doesn't appear to be particularly unique in any
way.
Second, it is just getting started, and therefore doesn't
have any notable success stories to be told. On the other hand,
I'm pretty confident that the leaders of an economic/community
development foundation in Orange City must be (a) "real Americans"
and (b) applying common sense focussed on opportunity and success.
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Page 3
One possibility is to use the Orange City 21 story to explain
common sense focussed on opportunities and success,-and to use the
BRAVO piece as a way of explaining the use of cable access TV to
build a movement.
Ron can shoot both the BRAVO and Orange City 21 stories while
he is in Iowa next week- and we can then decide how to use each.
This is how we will proceed unless we hear from you.
Follow-Throuch/Post-May 19
Through a series of discussions involving Jim Tilton, Daryl
Connor, Steve Hanser, Eddie Mahe, Bo, Kay and myself, a consensus
has developed that a 501(c)3 organization should be created (or,
alternatively, an existing 501(c)3 organization recruited) for
post-May 19 activities associated with the Citizens Opportunities
Movement. Further, it is universally agreed that that organization
should be in place on May 19,
that its
existence should be
announced on the show (if not before), that it should monitor and
assist specific projects that may be discussed on the show or in
the workbook and that funding for the organization should be
solicited on the show (this last point is less clear than the first
three).
The people noted above have appointed themselves the "design
committee" for creating this entity. Jim Tilton, Bo Callaway and
I are meeting with Alan Keyes on Monday, April 23 to discuss his
interest in participating in and helping to fund such a project.
And, Jim Tilton is actively exploring re-activing Bo's 501(c)3 in
Colorado as another option.
Our belief is that your formal participation in this
organization should be quite limited, due to the inevitable
conflicts associated with a politician participating in an
explicitly non-political, tax-exempt organization. However, this
whole zone is something we need to discuss as soon as possible -e.g. on April 27, a day you have set aside for AOW planning
purposes.
Attachments
cc:

Bo Callaway
Kay Riddle
Daryl Connor
Steve Hanser
Ron Hersh
Eddie Mahe
Jim Tilton

EXHIBIT 10
COUNcIL FOR

FAM 0024

CITIZENS AGAINST
GOVERNMENT WASTE
1-800-USA-DEBT
1301 Conn.cenI Ae. N.W. Sude 400. Wshaoqon D.C. 20036
Te.hone 202-467.5300
Fe- 202.4674253

October 21, 1990
Mr. Paul Teja
The Family Channel
1000 Centerville Turnpike
23464
Virginia Beach, Virginia
Dear Paul:
Please find enclosed a check from the Council for Citizen's
for the amount of $25,500 to
Against Government Waste (CCAGW)
As you know,
pay for the airing of "Taxpayer's Revolt."
"Taxpayer's Revolt" is an ACTV special on October 27 at 10:00
a.m. (est), sponsored by CCAGW.
This check should replace the payment made on September 26th by
American Citizens' Television (check number 1171).
After review of the program, both parties agree the content
reflects an agenda better suited to a 501(c)4 organization like

the Council for Citizens Against Government Waste.

ACTV is

a

501(c)3.

Please rebate the original payment made to The Family Channel
on September 26th to American Citizens' Television by
Wednesday, October 24 so that we can proceed with the program.
Thank you for your understanding!
Sincere ,

Mark Colucci
American Citizens' Television

Tom Schatz
CCAGW

1x

EXHIBIT 11
WASHINGTON POLICY GROUP, INC.
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ROUTING BLIP

DATE:

TRANSMIT BY:
PROM:

TO:

HAND

FEDEX

MAIL

JEFF EISENACH

MARY BROWN

LINDA NAVE

BO CALLAWAY

TOM MORGAN

BILL DYKE

kAY RIDDLE

JOE GAYLORD

FRED STEEPER

MARIANNE

GINGRICH

DAN SWILLINGER

NEWT GINGRICH

LEN SWINEHART

STEVE HANSER

PAUL WEYRICH

EDDIE MAHE

OTHERS

DAN MEYER
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E(AHNT 11
717SECOND STREET. N.E.

WASHINGTON. DC 2M

(202)542
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TAXAYER ACTIONDA

... OCTOBER 20 1990

Goal : To focus the general dissatisfaction with Congress and Washington.
American citizens
threat of higher taxes, a
virtual "House of Lords,"
obscene "art" - and they

are increasingly angered over the Congressional Pay Increase, the
Congress without term limitation that has been transformed into a
pork-barrel and wasteful spending - our tax dollars used to finance
are frustrated by a sense that they cannot control this mess.

Our goal is to help direct this anger at incumbents and to ensure that the last few weeks
of the 1990 campaign focuses on these questions and whether or not Congressional incumbents
are part of the problem or a potential part of the solution.
October 20:
A one hour television show from Washington, going out over the Family Channel listing
the bill of particulars - the indictment of the behavior of Congress.
Local organizers will bring activists together to view the television show and the hold a
demonstration outside the district office of the incumbent member of Congress.
Pre-Ocrober20 Activities:
1)

Press conference to announce the coalition and its plans for Taxpayer Action Day.

2)

Select an organizer for each targeted Congressional district.

3)

Provide the organizer material for the demonstration.

4)

Radio talk show blitz to outline criticisms of Congress.

5)

Repeated contact with the local organizer.

6)

Press work, friendly Congressmen.

7)

Friends in Congress to speak to this day on the floor.
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Post-October 20 Activides:
1)

Local press work by organizer.

2)

Continue Radio talk show appearances.

3)

Op/Ed column work.

What other resources/oprrnm ities ar

La L

-:

What member newsletters can echo the themes of Taxpayer Action Day ?
What columnists, radio or television appearances do our member organizations have ?

IE'610

1

On October 13,
CarrIlis Message

To YourgLeast Favorite
Politician
*
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EXHIBIT 12
MAY-2-90

1417

COVER LETTER TO JEFF:
th'.

FA- NC. C

F. T

May 25, 1990

Jeffs I Q faxing
documents, one
memorandum
:raoait,,n from AOWtwo
to ACT. the other a
a budget.

on

Theare based on my understanding of where we
are go
Ing on toa very sealed down version of our productions
that
we discu
ed on our walk yesterday.
They are obviously
very tentative,
but I need to have a general direction in my
head to get everything started.
Newt came to GOPAC to make calls this
morning.
He his
seen the memo and budget and has approved with a couple of
comments, as follows:
1) He wants to lock in the three dates with his
dar and with studios as soon as possible.
in g

Be wants to be active in requesting
. the specs of what we need for them

calen-

vil -s and

While here Newt called Tim Robertson an
d to hi,
about recall. being a partner with us in prouc
e shsis.
Tim was **.,
excited and suggested a weekly 1/Z r. !: sco.
Newt got him back on the track of a monthly hour show from
now until the end of the year at which time we could mke a
decision as to whether to continue or expand or make
changes.
Newt wants you to call TV Cuide and find out their
time
schedule for insertion of program dots.
His idea is that we
need to knew this when we talk to the Robertson people.
Tim is prepared to come to Washington with his production, legal and administrative team to discuss this with us
in detail during the week of June 4.
The idea is for you
I'm present - I'll
he here on Monday and Tues(and me, if
day) to get the co=miter.t from Tim, then work out the deIt is our hope that the
tails with the technical people.
the satfamily Channel will do everything - the production,
ellite costs, etc.
We would do the program content, the
workshops and such promotion a3 we can afford.
The challenge mow is to start
getting answers to the
details of the program.
Can you make a list
of the things
that occur to you that we can be doing before our meeting
with the Family Channel, together with a s ggeation as to

who should do what?
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ME-MCRANDUM

TO.

NEWT,

JEFF,

Zf'flo

K.Y

FROM: 30
SUJECr;

TRANSITION FROM AOW TO ACT

I as writing this

memorandum

in

an attempt to give

my

initial ideas on where we go from here as we transition from
AOW to ACT. The decisions discussed in this memo are still
tentative and subject to change as we go forward,
is where I come out now:

but bore

1. The decision to run our new TV program on a bare
bones basis is a good one and should be adhered to even if
funding requested from Citizens Against Govwe get the full
ernment Waste (CAGW).
This is true because even if we get
the full
$250,000 from CAGW, we will still
have to put up
our matching $250,000 and, regardless of funding available,
it will be a better
program, more capable of being a model
for others, if it
is inexrensive.
2.
The Abraham Lincoln Opportunity Foundation is new
being transferred to the GOFAC office.
Judy Barrett will
keep the books as a part of her job, Stacey Oswalt will be
the full
time Finance Director, Mark colucei will revert to
the conventional GOPAC for the bulk of his time, but will
spend such time as necessary in wrapping up the AOW program
and in supervising the interns for the new program.
There
Jeff Eisenach
will be no others on the payroll initially.
will be the Project Manager.
The fee currently paid from
to come from COPAC and ALOF in a proporGOPAC will be split
tion to be decided later.
One on July
3. we will commit now to three workshops.
It is
21, the other two probably in September and October.
hoped that by October funding is assured to continue the
program longer.
Over time, it is hoped that GOPAC and ALOF
GOPAC
will ease out of the program and have others fund it.
can make a real contribution by spawning numbers of other
successful projects that are taken over by others as soon as
they are strong enough to do ao. The fund raising arm of
ALOF will be important, both to fund ACT now end to be ready
to fund future educational projects.
4.
We will send one postcard to all
site
hosts in the
next ten days.
This will thank then and ask then to host
another meeting on July 21.
All participants will receive a
combinatice informational letter
and request for funds
around June 20.
Site hosts will receive a final mailing
around July 10.
This mailing will contain a small inexpenSive packet punched so that it can be inserted in the folder
they have already received.
New site
hosts will receive a
aore complete, but still
Inexpensive packet.
We will keep
open our EO number since the tsnes should generate

Es ii
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h
ste hos.
We wil1 sot pay for ch-nel 20I
Fromotion will consist almost entirely in getting in
guides and Cable magazines throughout the country.

the TV

5. Newt will have full control over the content of
anything we do.
He will continue to have this control in
the future, no matter what additional funding comes in until
such time as we make a conscious decision to turn all
or
part of the program content over to others.
6.
The program will be done very inexpensIvely.
All
we require is a studio with profesional quality lighting
and camera work and perhaps room for a minimum of twenty in
the audience in order to improve the quality of Newt's precosts should be no
sentation and the rest of the program.
more then $15.000 and hopefully a lot less.
w-will try to
th: e programs on
the
run
to
agree
to
get the Fanily Channel
their network and furnish the studio, cameras and editing in
If so, we might
lieu of the $25.000 previously promised.
bring these costs to nearly $0.
7. The present plan is to have a one hour s:.w, about
in
a half hour produced and the other half hour for a call
could
The half hour sh',
show similar to Larry King live.
live
a
ins,
call
having
are
if
we
but
,e taped in advance,
and pracWe will be checking out coshow is indicated.
deof the various options before making a final
ticability
: .on-.
S. The format of the program is now set well enough
that w6 don't anticipate the need for regular meetings as we
We will have a half day meeting during the
had with AOW.
week of June 10 to review what we are doing and get suggesInvited will be Newt, Joe Gaylord, Eddie Mahe, Jeff
tions.
This meeting
Eisenach, Steve Hanser, and the producer.
in the week with a one hour meeting
should be followed later
Ed
including the above plus Mary Matalin, Jim Pinkerton,
Rollins, Pck Shelby and others such as Foul Weyrich that
may be suggested by Jeff or Newt.
9.

A

draft

budget is

attached.

10. This sean is written on the assumption that CAGW
the budget
If they do,
in a major way.
will not participate
will change and Alan Keys will be a major participant in all
content
the
decisions with the only caveat that Newt control
of the programs.

.
...
...
...
..
...
...
...
...
..
-- - - ..
... - ----------.
--

FUND RAISING:
Personnel
s2,500
$375
FICA, etc
-500
Travel
s500
Oer ead

$2,500
$375
$500
$500

$2,500
$375
$500
$500

$2,500
$375
$500
$500

$2,500

$5,COO
$750
$530
$500

$17.500

$375
$500
$500

$3,b75

$3,875

$3,875

$3,875

$3,875

$6,750

$25,125

.0
,nnel
,tion

$5,000
$1,030

$5,000
$5,000
$3,000

$5,000
$1,000

$5,000
$5,000
$1,000

$5,000
$5,000
$1,000

$10,030

$15,000
$35,000
$5,000

I

$,C

$11, coo

$6,000

$11,000

$11,000

$10,000

155,000

$250

$250
$2,000
$1,000
$2,000

$250
$2,000
$1,000
$2,000

$500
$4,000
$1,000
$4,000

$1,7:
$14,00:
$6,000
$14,000

Ss,5

$35,750

Tot.

$2,625
$3,000
$3,000

ISTRATIVE:
$250
ting
Ac;s
Rent, etc.
$2,000
$1,000
Legal
$2,000
Overhead

$2,000
$1,000
$2,000

$250
$2,000
$1,000
$2,000

$5,250

$5,250

$5,250

$5,250

$5,250

$10,000

*20,000

$20,000

$20,000

$20,000

$50,000

3140,003

$3,875
$5,030
$5,250

$3,875
$11,000
$5,250

$3,875
$6,000
$5,250

$3,875
$11,000
$5,250

$3,875
$11,000

$5, ;-3
$10,000

$23, tle
$55,000
$35,750

Total Emp

s5,125

$20,125

$15,125

$20,125

520,125

$26,250 $116,875

Net

(55.1

$4,875

($125)

($125)

*

Total
SUMMARY;
Revenue
.;,d Rise
Production
Admin

")

($125)

$5,260

55,500

$23,750
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EXHIBIT 13

4nac

Key Factors in a House GOP Majority

Key Propositions

1. The fact that 50% of all potential voters are currently
outside politics (non-voters) creates the possibility that a new
appeal might alter the current balance of political power by
bringing in a vast number of new voters.
2. Issues and ideas as articulated and defined by leaders are
the keys to historic changes (e.g. the Jeffersonianand
Jacksonian Revolutions, the use of the Republican Party, 1854-60,
both Bryan and McKinley in 1596, the Progressive movement, FDR
and the New Deal, the Goldwater-Reagan movement-'
3. It is possible to articulate a vision of "an America that can
be" which is appealing to most Americans, reflects the broad
values of a governing conservatism (basic American values,
entrepreneurial Free Enterprise and Technological progress), and
is very difficult for the Democrats to co-opt because of their
ideology and their interest groups.
It is more powerful and more effective to develop a reform
movement parallel to the official Republican Party because:
a.

the news media will find it more interesting and cover
it more often and more favorably;

b.

the non-voters who are non-political or anti-political
will accept a movement more rapidly than they will
accept an established party;

c.

opinion leaders, activists and resource-holders may find
it more exciting and less restricting to participate in
a movement rather than to directly join an existing
structure;

d.

the new vision, strategies, structures and doctrine can
be implemented by activist Republicans within a movement
without the delays and fights inherent in trying to
formally shift the existing party structure;

e.

those party elements which do want to embrace the new
vision, etc. can simply do so since a movement is
inherently inclusive and open to new supporters.

5. As much as possible, the House Republican Party, the Bush
administration , Senate Republicans, incumbent Republicans across
.he country, the NRCC, RNC, SRCC and the conservative movement
should be briefed on movement developments; conflict within this
broad group should be minimized and coordination maximized.

206
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Page 2
The objective measurable goal is the maximum growth-of news
6.
coverage of our vision and ideas, the maximum recruitment of new
candidates, voters and resources, and the maximum electoral
success in winning seats from the most local office to the White
House and then using those victories to implement the values of a
governing conservatism and to create the best America that can
be.

Key Factors to be Worked On
1.
Developing and testing
be'.
2.

the vision of "the America that

can

Communicating our vision.

3. Developing a plan for a Caring Humanitarian Reform Movement
including strategies, structure and doctrine.
4.

Recruiting and training movement leaders.

5.

Implementing and coordinating the movement plan.

Developing the principles of governing conservatism so any
6.
citizen, activist or candidate can take the vision of "the
America that can be", apply the principles of governing
conservatism and use the technique of "Listen, Learn, Help, Lead"
to develop local issues.
7. Create a core set of key issues that we want to use as
strategists through 1992.
8.
Develop the model of activist groups and launch activist
groups on the key issues.
9. Create the legislative fights and news media coverage
(
necessary to make the key issues real and to energize the key
activist groups.
10.
Developing a system to fill the daily headlines so the Left)
has no vacuum to fill with their agenda.
11.
Planning a 1992 campaign large enough to realistically
House Republicans a chance to elect a speaker.

give(0)

2. Developing new model districts for Democratic incumbents
,e.g. committee of 100, permanent offices and spokesmen, etc.)
13.

Developing new model campaigns for GOP candidates.

Eisenach
4840

age 3
14.
Developing new models of resource gathering for money,
voters, etc.
15. Developing new models of communication for the news media,
for opinion leaders and for voters (including current nonvoters).
16. Developing a new model of candidate attraction, so we have
screening rather than recruiting environment.
17. Engaging in real efforts to change government and the laws
so it is clear the movement is serious and not merely rhetoric'
18.
Developing a coordinating leadingsystem -capable of
developing these 17 factors.
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EXHIBIT 14
WGC2 06081
GOPAC 3/30/90
CONGRESSIONAL BRIEFING W/NEWT GINGRICH
"AMERICAN OPPORTUNITIES WORKSHOP"

My apologies I'm not use to being upon one of these things.

I'm use to being down

in the middle of the first row and I really appreciate you coming up front. This also means
I've probably now goofed up whatever pattern was evolving in terms of signing in on the sign
in sheet. So, if we can send it back around one time if you haven't had this opportunity if
you can sign the sign-in sheet. That would help us in just keeping track and then contacting
you. I assume all of you know I'm Newt Gingrich and why you're in the Eisenhower lounge
and your not in fact missing some fund-raiser or some other planning meeting you thought
you were going to. I appreciate very much you coming over on a Friday morning and
meeting with us, and what I want to do is outline an opportunity that I think is very important
and that I hope that you and your office will decide you want to participate in, and I want to
ask Andy Ireland also to explain what he is doing because he frankly is putting together a
remarkable leadership effort in his own part to help us with this.

On May 19th we are going to host an American Opportunities Workshop. GOPAC is
coordinating it but it will be a nonpartisan effort. We are going to have some elected
Democrats. It will be an hour long television program, available by satellite to anybody who
has a downlink. So, anybody who has a cable access channel, anyone who has a dish

Ev&4
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receiver personally, any corporation or school or church or hotel that has a dish
receiver-there are over 3 million dish receivers in America now so -- it will be available to
anybody for free. Later on we will also make available the hour of video tape for anybody
who wants the actual video tape. The hour will include the President of the United States, the
Vice President. It will include a terrific black woman state senator in Milwaukee who is a
Democrat named Polly Williams who passed an educational choice bill for parents to really
dramatically change parents roles in her community. Did it in a united black Democratic
Republican Coalition against the Teachers' Union. It will include Keith Butler who is a black
Republican elected City Councilmen in Detroit. It will have five uplinks that are live from
San Diego, California where Duncan Hunter is going to help us, from Sioux City, Iowa where
Fred Grandy is going to be hosting.

From Portland, Maine where we're going to have the

Governor of Maine and we happen to be holding it on a weekend when the New England
Republican Exchange, which is state and local officials from all over New England are
gathering in Portland, Maine so we are going to have a terrific event right there and former
GovernorLamar Alexander of Tennessee is going to be their speaker so we are hoping that he
and Governor Jock McKernan (sp?) sort of co-host coming out of Portland. In Detroit we are
going to have Polly Williams and Keith Butler so we'll have a bi-partisan inner-city uplink,
and then I'm going to be hosting an event in Atlanta. And our goal is to spend one hour
giving you an intellectual framework for the 90's, laying out a way of making a very
important, very decisive transition in language. And at the end of that hour to then have an
opportunity in your local workshops to say, "boy if these ideas are right, if there moving us in
the right direction, then I'd like to be able to get involved, and I'd like to be able to say how
does this apply to my school system, how does it apply to my county, how does it apply to
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my solid waste problems" and so forth. Now that's a big order, so I want to walk you
through a way of thinking for a couple of minutes so you can see how we're trying to move
this and what we're trying to accomplish.. And let me start by saying that in a sense we are
trying to launch a citizens opportunities movement. This is not a Republican campaign
gimmick. It starts with the premise that for America to be successful in the 21st Century we
have to have a 1990's which is a decade of reform so that we are in a position that we are
concerned - you know we've done this twice before in this century - from 1910 to 1916 you
had the Progressive era and all of you studied about it in college and you had a real period
that said the big cities aren't working, there's too much urban corruption, we have to adapt
government to reflect modern industrial requirements and people really went out and changed
things. Again, and it was bipartisan, you had Theodore Roosevelt and you had Woodrow
Wilson, you had Lefalet(sp?)- there was a whole pattern of activism. Then in the 1930s in
the New Deal you had a wave of about six years from 1930 at least up to 1938-39 where
Franklin Roosevelt moved to a pretty dramatic change-the New Deal. What we are
suggesting is that when you look at New York or Detroit or Philadelphia. When you look at
the problems of the Defense Department and share bureaucracy and red tape. When you look
at the fact that America now takes ten years longer to introduce a new drug-I'm sorry it
takes years longer - it's ten years total -than France, or Germany or Japan. It is more
expensive and more difficult today to introduce new medicine in the United States than it is in
most of our industrial competitors. And you just see, all of you just deal with this and think
what your offices do everyday in terms of the sheer volume of casework, most of which is
unlocking things that should not have been locked up in the first place. So we are staring
with the premise that if you really want American to be successful in the 21st Century, we
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need as a country a citizens opportunities movement.. And we got to the notion of a
movement from a very practical question. All of us in this room are the products of the
Buckley, Goldwater, Reagan years of creating the modem conservative movement. If you
just think about the extraordinary impact starting with the founding of National Review in
the mid 50s, then the rise of conscience of a conservative in Barry Goldwater. Then the 1964
Reagan speech in October on television and then ultimately of course Reagan's victory as
President. In a sense that pattern -- which seemed very, very distant and.improbable in 1964
when Goldwater was crushed.- that pattern led to the success of what I would call opposition
conservatism. It was opposed to Lyndon Johnson, it as opposed to the Great Society, it was
opposed to Jimmy Carter, it was opposed to George McGovern, and don't misunderstand me,
these are frankly very good things to oppose. But the essential argument was, "look how
dumb the left is."

In a sense I would suggested to you the 88 campaign for President was

the last culmination of that model. That is, the real key to the Bush victory was we took
apart Michael Dukakis and we said, "do you really want a guy who thinks murderers ought to
be a practice adaptation on you on weekends? "Do you really want a guy who vetoes the
pledge of allegiance, do you really want a guy who looks that dumb in a tank?" I mean, we
walk through a series -- and the referendum was a referendum in whether or not the Left
could win, it was not a referendum on George Bush. Now we all face a problem which I'm
sure many of you thought about. This is the 10th year you've had a Republican in the White
House. I mean there does come a point when it is fair for the country to say, "okay you guys
win, we believe you intellectually. The Left is dumb, now what?" And I think the now what
has to be the transition from an opposition philosophy to a governing philosophy. And when
you start making that transition, I think you discover something that is very, very important
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for all of us to confront. I'm going to both describe it for a second and then explain it. It is
impossible for a Republican President or a Republican Congress to govern successfully within
the structure of the Left. And the fact is, if the yardstick used to measure us is their yardstick
we will never win. Because they've designed a game that in fact we ran against and so when
we go in-let me give you an example-George Bush goes out to Palm Springs and stays
with Walter Annenberg.(sp?) George Bush has been talking about a thousand points of light
which our friends on the Left giggle about. It's sort of sign that he is inarticulate and weird
and what does all that stuff mean. So Bush cares a great deal about the historically black
colleges. Barbara Bush got to meet Lou Sullivan by serving on the Board of Morehouse
Medical School. This is a truly deep commitment to ensuring that black Americans have a
reasonable chance of access to higher education. The President raises $50 million in one
weekend because Walter Annenberg instead of getting a tax increase , writes a check. Now in
this city that doesn't count. That is, when they look at the budget of the Bush administration
for Black Colleges, they will not score $50 million at CBO, The Congressional Budget Office
will say. "That wasn't federal money, so it doesn't count." Yet, the essence of what Bush is
saying is we can liberate a $6 trillion economy and 260 million people and that is more
powerful in changing the world than having 3 million civilian employees in a trillion dollar
Federal budget. I recently was on a panel with a leading Democrat who said the country
deserves more than a trillion, two hundred billion dollars. And I realized in his mind the
Federal government was the country. In his mind you couldn't mix the two. So let me stat
with this notion: to make the transition from opposing the left to a governing philosophy, we
have to establish at the vision level our language, our expectations, our yardsticks so people
can measure us against the game we want to play and that requires a very conscious effort
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and that is why we are talking about creating a citizen's opportunities movement and it does
mean some Democrats are going to be on our side. They are going to say "yeah, that's
right" and think about the fact that we've partially won this. I would come into all of you...
Barbara Mikulski's speech as reprinted in the Post yesterday morning next to the editorial
cartoon-the language values in that speech are almost exactly Reagan and Bush language
values. Now I would also point out to you that yesterday afternoon, we gave them an
opportunity on whether or not they believe in any of that language. We offered Bob Michel's
motion to recommit which I offered but it was Michel's pay as you go amendment. The
previous day we had a full half page of how Democrats care about pay as you go. Every
Democrat quoted in the Washington Post in favor of pay as you go voted against the pay as
you go amendment because while they can sing the language they can't in the end dance the
dance. The can't afford to dismantle their beauracratic welfare state. They can't afford to go
out and make their allies angry and they can't afford to give up power which in the
Democratic party means raising taxes to spend it through government. So we want to develop
a citizen's opportunities movement which is open to everybody, it's nonpartisan, it's not part
of an immediate campaign because we want to develop the ideas and language of the 90's and
it is very important -- most of you young enough that is is not a big problem for you but it is
a very big problem for your member. Almost all of us who are currently active grew up in
the 70's and 80's politically so we are use to the polarizations of that era. But I keep
reminding my friends we've entered the decade of the teenage mutant ninja turtle. And I say
that because, you know, common situs is picketing, and all of the variouss fights of the 70s
are a long time ago by the standards of America. I mean in a sense what Doonsberry has
been doing recently about rock music and what do you listen to and which groups matter is a
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symbol of that whole pattern. The 90's if you look forward to the 21st Century so we're
standing in 1990 looking forward, then it's incumbent on us to invent a language which
explains the next 20 years not to simply assume the set of fights that came out of the last 20
years, and in that sense George Bush's kinder gentler thousand points of light, the conscious
changes and style from Reagan- you know, from very few press conferences and an
occasional big speech at night to 1600 press conferences randomly held randomly around the
White House -- is a very important symbol to the rest of us-- we must be responsive to the
90s and not try to convince the 90s to vote as though it was the 70s. Now in that setting
here;s how we hope to go about it. Our goal is to have a workshop in as many places as
possible hosted by as many people as possible, open to everyone. I've encouraged the
College Republicans to challenge the College Democrats to co-host them, for example, and to
say just flatly, we want every American citizen who is interested in the 21st Century and
interested in the future and who wants to develop a better America and who wants to improve
their life and their families' life and their neighborhood's life, we want them to feel five to
participate and in a lot of places if you get on the cable access channel, of course people can
just turn on their cable and get up on Saturday morning and drink coffee and watch it right
there. But we really want to make the widest possible range. We already have as of today
something on the order of 350 sites that have been identified of people who are going to host
things. We are in 49 states, we are missing Hawaii right now but I have talked to Pat
Seike(sp?) and a number us have volunteered to go out personally and scout that last sight.
We are going to be in all 50 states. The National Review has committed to publishing a
special supplement which will be mailed to all of its hundred thousand subscribers and will
be used as a workbook that day on the premise that they help launch phase one of the
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movement, they oughta help launch phase two and Bill Buckley is very excited about what
we're doing and I'm confident we're going to get a column out of Bill encouraging
everybody in the country to participate. What we also in order to develop the intellectual
framework of assembling or in the process of still assembling a very large team who are
working on the idea base. I've talked for example last night with Michael Novak is going to
help us in thinking through the language and thinking through the pattern development, Jack
Kemp is helping us with the inner city part We're stealing some things from Jim Pinkerton
at the White House who is on our advisory committee, and from Dick Darman. And we are
really trying to reach out and really involve a whole range of people in looking at new ideas
and new approaches. We've asked Congressman Fred Grandy, Dick Army and Peter Smith to
help us and Don Ritter to help us work on the idea side and to look at the scripts and help
develop it.

In addition, in order to make sure that we are talking a language which is acceptable,
that is for people who suddenly say boy is that weird, we have the largest focus group
project ever undertaken by the Republican Party. Bob Teeter and Fred Steeper are in charge
of it. Wilma Goldstein who some of you know is working on it and we are having 23 focus
group - as all of you know a focus group is when you get 15 or 20 people in a room and
you get them to talk for about 2 hours. We are taping and transcribing that data base so that
we will have an enormous data base of what words work and what words don't And we are
really consciously trying to think through-by the way you will be interested to know the
people in the focus groups that we are listening to are under 40 non-voters. That is a very
important distinction about the 90s. The world has been turned on its head. When I entered
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politics in the early 60s, the Republican party was older, registered and one of the fewest
possible votes. We prayed for rain. And our theory was go where the ducks are and you try
to find the Republican precincts and maximize registration and maximize turnout. And, of
course in that era the older voter was the pre-depression Calvin Coolidgefilieodore Roosevelt
voter. In the 1990s, we are younger, unregistered, and want a bigger turnout This is actually
a formulation that Joe Gaylord came up that I think is very helpful. I want you to just walk
through that for a second. Younger, unregistered and larger turnout. We are now the party
that wants the sun shine except nowadays the sun shines and they all go to the lake so maybe
we want rain again for different reasons. But we want to have the largest number of people
registered, we want to have the largest number of people turning out to vote and we want to
organize the young. That is a very different Republican party then the party of even 10
years ago. It is a radically different party and so part of what we are trying to do is focus
groups is go to half colleges and half non-college, people who are under 40 who are not
registered.
a.

Make sure none of our language alienates them, and

b.

Listen to them describe what they want

and what we learned as of today - we've had reports on ten focus groups. And what we are
learning is fascinating. Let me first tell you the model we're using because I think that that
model will help you understand the framework and then I'll tell you how they're reacting to
it. They get to see some videotape and the videotape says we have a lot of problems in
America and you can summarize those problems as being caused by the bureaucratic welfare
state. Now we use that term deliberately. A lot of you know that in the early 1980's we said
to maximize the word opportunity as a Republican word and to maximize economic growth
9
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and jobs and again if you read Mikulski or if you read the Democratic Leadership Council
you'll see how far we won those fights and then we set out to talk about the liberal welfare
state and by 1988 Michael Dukaulds wouldn't use the "L" word until late October. So
designing language can work. What we've discovered is overwhelmingly the American
people believe there is a bureaucratic welfare state, they know exactly what the term welfare
refers to and they hate it There is an enormously deep sense that is not working, that is the
line I stood in last month that was very slow and very ineffective, that was the 23 pages of
regulations I had to fill out, that was the reason something went wrong when we sent in our
Medicare -there is just a general sense that's that system that isn't working. So we think we
are going to be able to report to you unequivocally the bureaucratic welfare state is a
devastating term that everybody ought to figure to get in their legislation mail with
something you are trying to change and that it works and that if we imprint it so that the
news media has to use the term, then we have an enormously long term advantage.

Second,

we are discovering that as part of what makes the bureaucratic welfare state really fail we're
talking about-permissive attitudes, promoting Johnny when he can't read, letting a criminal
out on the weekend when their time isn't up-all the things you would associate collectively
as permissive attitudes. And we're discovering two things. First is, people do identify with
them and they are very, very angry about it- In every group we talk to them, we say what do
you think is most threatened about what makes America work. And every group so far has
said values. In fact, we saw one videotape as we video tape all these focus groups and there
is one video tape where the guy gave them three options, and it was like listening to a chorus
yell values-they were that intense, they were that immediate, there was no question in their
mind and we walk them through a series of horror stories. One of which all of you know is
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about the man who attacked the actress 11 years ago and he is now promising to kill her if
they release him and they're talking about releasing 7 years early for good time although he
is openly saying he is going to kill this woman. This is all a true story, it is happening right
now in California and the reaction was overwhelmingly-it was summarized by one woman
who said, she is sick and tired about being told about good time. She wants prisoners sent to
jail for a set sentence and if they act badly they get bad time. So you can add on automatic
x-number of years and everything that you do that's wrong we keep adding years. But the
sense of anger you can hear in the tapes is unbelievable. People are sick and tired of being
told that the government can create a privileged elite, that for values reasons or other reasons
get away with things that the rest of us don't get away with. Phil Gramm's line is that in
many west Texas courthouses, the only air conditioned room is the jail because the federal
judge has mandated that that has to be air conditioned. And then the level of potential anger
in terms of cultural values is enormous and we're finding very strong enforcement.
We're then offering an alternative. And we've tried to first of all define the language
which explains what isn't working; what I call the structure of the Left, but ... and that's the
bureaucratic welfare state and permissive attitudes.
We then suggest the following: That there is a triangle of American success and on
the videotape we actually right now have 3 lines that come out and then they come together
into a triangle. The first side is: ENTREPRENEURIAL FREE ENTERPRISE; and by
Entrepreneurial free enterprise ... let me give you the three lines first. The first line is
entrepreneurial free enterprise. The second line is TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS AND
INNOVATION and the third line is BASIC AMERICAN VALUES and they come together
to form a triangle. And with entrepreneurial free enterprise we show pictures like Benjamin
11
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Franklin and Henry Ford and Thomas Edison and our point is both business, in the sense of
entrepreneurial, but its also Jonas Salk discovering Polio, its the Wright Brothers inventing the
airplane. It's that whole drive that says if you want to go do something go do it, try it out,
see if you can make it work. It's William Hornerday(sp?) founding the New York Zoological
Society to save the American Buffalo. It's that whole notion that Americans organize and
make things happen.
The second line is technological progress and the focus groups have added the word
"innovation." And they deeply believe: a) that it's a core.value of the United States and b)
that were in danger of losing. And they see the bureaucratic welfare state as part of what's
killing them. The notion that the Wright Brothers nowadays would have to fill out forms for
four years in order to get grants and permission to try to fly at Kitty Hawk. And so there's a
whole underlying pattern of intense desire to re-establish technology. An identification of
technology as a source of our prosperity and of our quality of life and in a sense that that
suddenly needed to go back and strengthen, that we're in danger of losing it to places like
Japan and Germany.
Third, when we asked them what do you mean by Basic American Values? A phrase
you may again want to just steal and use because it comes up over and over and over. The
most important single American value is honest hard work. I mean to a degree that's
amazing, I tried out and having heard the focus groups I did a highschool class in Lithus
Springs(sp?) Georgia on Monday and I talked about honest hard work and it was amazing to
watch. I mean I just said if any of you think you're gonna compete with the Japanese by
cheating on tests, you're crazy. And you're gonna end up unemployed and you're gonna end
up complaining and it ain't gonna be the politicians fault, it's cause you've learned how to
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cheat and you don't engage in honest hard work. And we have to emphasize honest hard
work. And I reuse the phrase about 9 times in 3 minutes and finally a student raised her hand
and said, "Well, we don't have a system that rewards honest hard work. We have a system
that teaches me to do what the teacher wants so I can get the grade and then just slide
through as easily as possible." And the whole class suddenly got involved in this long
dialogue about would you change it and how would you get involved. And I mention that
because I think if we are the movement...if the citizens opportunities movement is the
movement of honest hard work and we say to people, "Look, if you want an answer which
basically says that you don't have to solve the problem, go somewhere else because we're not
gonna do it. We can't offer you that. If you're willing to get involved with honest hard
work we can help you solve a problem but it's gonna be a partnership, it's not gonna be the
bureaucratic welfare state doing it for you."
My guess is, and we don't have any kind of statistical data yet, but my guess is that
that's probably an 85 to 12 issue. That is 85% of the country, yes, we're with the group that
insists on a partnership where honest hard work is the prerequisite. We are not interested in a
deal where you don't have to do your share. The implication for that for welfare reform, for
prisons, for a whole range for school - the implication of that kind of qualitative reform
rather than quantitative increase is enormous.
We summarize the triangle of American progress with one sentence. Common sense
focused on opportunities and success. It's a very radical sentence. Our concept is do we
want to spend all of the 90's applying common sense focused on opportunities and success.
And let me break it in two because it's a much more radical sentence than it sounds like.
Applying common sense is antithetical to modern bureaucracy. Go into any bureaucracy in

America, whether it's your local school board or the defense department or what have you
and you walk around and you said all right, I found five ways to improve what you're doing.
Four of them will be against the rules, the fifth one they'll refer to committee. If you think I
exaggerate, go try it somewhere. So the concept of what used to be the hallmark of America,
without pragmatism.. .a William James phrase.. the concept of applying common sense and
making things work is by definition what a bureaucracy is designed to stop. Bureaucracies
are designed to say to you, do it this way. And so the whole notion of applying common
sense is much more fundamental than people think. The second half of the sentence is
equally different. Focusing on opportunities and success is antithetical to the world of
permissive attitudes. Remember, permissive attitude and the beauracratic welfare state focus
on what's wrong. You get 40 articles about people who are trapped in the inner city. You
get articles about people who can't find housing. You get articles about people who can't get
a decent job. I mean, you can have 3 percent unemployment and they'll find the two people
left. And they'll be the stories. It's very hard, and you can go out and test this by watching
TV or by looking in your newspaper, it's very hard to get the article about the 27 year old
black male who made it out of the ghetto and who is now a success. Yet I would argue that
that is the most important story. Not so you feel good, but to send two signals. To send a
signal to 9 year olds in the ghetto, yes you can make it and then to send the message here are
the 5 or 6 behaviors that matter. What were the lessons of getting out of the ghetto? What
habits did you have to acquire? What steps did you have to take? Now in the 19th century
we had a much more activist attitude of saying, Let's report on a success so other people can
learn how to orient their behavior and how to change their lives and how to shape their
values.
14

Let me give you.. .there's just 2 examples to think about: the sports pages are the last
holdout of 19th century reporting. The sports pages focus on winners, they have interviews
with champions. Can you imagine if the sports page was written like the front page. None
of the final 4 teams would make the sports page. I mean they're winning so they're not a
story. But there would be this terrific interview with the most losing basketball coach in
America. And they'd ask questions like, Do you think we ought have a set aside program so
that your teams is guaranteed at least 4 victories a year for morale purposes. Or, Should the
rules be changed some so that you can have a chance to win. Should we allow you to get 4
point per shot when you guys finally get the ball in the basket. Or, How traumatic has it
been for your family trying to live through this kind of a depressing experience. (laughter)
You know and you have this long elaborate sad story.. .and if you think I exaggerate go and
clip any newspaper for a couple of days and look at the tone and language of the front page
and then look at the tone and language of the sports page.
Or I'll give you a different test. I would assert, and measure this against your own
experience, I would assert that if Thomas Edison had written I mean if Thomas Edison had
invented the electric light in the age of the welfare state, that it would have been reported in a
story which Dan Rather would have begun with the following...The Candlemaking Industry
Was Threatened Today. (laughter) And Ralph Nader would issue a report which points out
that electricity kills. And that capitalist companies should not be allowed to rip off the poor
by selling them electric lights; since that might in fact kill them. And again, if you think I'm
exaggerating, look at what we do with medicine as compared to Germany and Japan and
France. We are increasingly so protective that we are blocking people from getting the
medical protection they could get because the government protection is more overwhelming
is
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than the medical protection. So you die while waiting for the medicine to be available which
would help you not die because we don't want to run the risk that you might die. And if you
think I'm exaggerating, go look at the reports. Go look at how we're structured.
So let me summarize for a second, what you will get as the core of this hour on
television is the bureaucratic welfare state and permissive attitudes, the human damage they
are doing. The fact that real people in real situations are being crippled by this structure.
The 13 year old boy in New York got gasoline doused him and he was set afire. The number
of children who are sent to schools that we know statistically will not teach them. The
problem isn't the children, the problem is the schools. If you have a school in which 80% of
the kids are dropping out before they graduate.. .if this was a private company you'd close it.
Can you imagine going to a McDonald's where 80% didn't get the Egg McMuffin. And so
there's a systems problem here. Then we're gonna spend most of the time, we're not gonna
spend frankly more than about 8 minutes or 10 minutes of the entire show, outlining what's
wrong. The rest of the show is gonna be devoted to a systematic outline of how the triangle
of American success works, why it's different components work, how to apply common sense
focused on success and opportunities and a series of winners. I mean people who have in fact
been doing this for real in their community. Part of the reason we came up with the concept
of the triangle, was to establish the notion that any point inside that triangle is better than the
beauracratic welfare state and permissive attitudes. Now that means you can decentralize
America because you can liberate and empower local government and local communities and
say to them, Virtually any experiment in healthcare is gonna be better than what we're
currently doing. Virtually any experiment in education is gonna be better than an 80%
dropout rate. As long as you're inside this triangle, as long as you're applying honest hard
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work and you're engaged in entrepreneurial free enterprise, basic American values and
technological progress, you're probably making the right experiment And that the way to
invent 21st century America is not to have big national conferences in Washington that come
up with the one right idea, it is to liberate the American people so that there are several
thousand experiments and then we're all gonna copy the ones that work. I walked through
this model and testimony yesterday for the Public Work Committee on Infrastructure and
much to my delight was told by a member of the Committee that MIT had testified last week
that they had found a way to do the equivalent of secondary treatment for wastewater for 5%
of the current cost, but it's illegal. EPA will not approve the MIT discovery and it make take
an amendment to a bill in the Congress to change the federal law which blocks us from using
the technology which could provide clean water at 5% of the current cost. Now a society
which does that to itself is dumb and is unnecessarily increasing the human cost of living in
America. Our goal will be to lay out this framework, then to have a workbook, and here is
an example of one of the workbooks, a workbook which is available and to have the National
Review Special Supplement and then to enable the local workshop leaders basically to say,
All right what are we doing? How do we apply this to our community? How do we apply
this to our neighborhood? It is our guess that...our current planning is that we will have a
meeting in Washington probably in June, for anybody who wants to come to it, to assess the
workshops, that we will almost certainly have one and maybe two more nationally televised
workshops before the end of the year. In which again, by that stage we'll be sort of like the
home video film thing, we'll have people sending in their entries, the 10 or 15 most
interesting positive applications around the country will be the ones that make the next
workshop. So we'll build a momentum of positive language. It is our goal to define our
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position as a caring humanitarian reform party applying the triangle of American success and
applying common sense focused on success and opportunities to explain in general terms for
the whole fall campaign, and again some Democrats will pick up the language and this is
open to everybody, this is a free country.. .we think on balance it is vastly more advantageous
to us than it is to the Left since they are the party of big city machines, they are the party of
the unions, they're much more tied to the bureaucratic welfare state. But it's our goal to be
able from May 19th on, to begin to develop all this. In order to have this work, what we
hope you will consider doing is recognize that this is an opportunity to change language, it is
an opportunity to organize volunteers at a very low cost activity which changes their pattern
and their habit and their language and gives them a new set of things to do and give them a
connection to the bigger world. A school board member who suddenly says, gee, there are
people all over the country who are trying out these ideas, is a lot more bold and a lot more
committed and a lot more risk taking than a school board member who thinks their isolated
and nobody else thinks like they do. So we want to network people together and give them a
sense that they are part of a movement of change. In addition we think that combining this
hour plus the workshop plus the workbook plus the supplement is gonna give your volunteer
activist a new level of skill and a new level of ability to solve local problems so that in a
sense, we see politics as recruiting 55,000 government officials at all levels so that all of them
are playing their fair share. Not simply recruiting school board members to watch a speech
by the Secretary of Education where he solves the problem. But instead to liberate and
empower people at all levels of government and frankly at all levels of voluntary activity.
There are 2 steps to it. On April 26th we will have a Press Conference on as many
sites as possible around the country. We'd love to help your help and your offices' help in
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systematically reaching out and trying to find us some folks back home who'd be willing to
hold a Press Conference that day saying, Yes we are going to have a workshop, yes we want
to invite people to come to it. The purpose of that is twofold. It is to prove organizationally
to the National Press that this is a large enough effort that they have to cover it and it is to
begin to create a sense of interest locally because local reporters are covering the local event
which has a national implication and that then gives the Press Conference participants a
legitimacy to go out and go on talk radio and go to civic clubs and go to local schools and be
active as a civic organizer explaining this new language and these new ideas and trying to
maximize the number of people who get involved. And then as I said earlier on May 19th at
10:00 in the East, 9:00 central time, 10:00 in the mountains, 9:00 pacific time, we will have a
broadcast which will be available for anybody who wants to participate. So we think we're
offering a pretty good package.
One of the members who has really gotten involved in doing this is Andy Ireland and I would like to ask Andy to just tell you what he is doing in Florida because he has made
... Andy has purposely set out having left the party of the bureaucratic welfare state and
permissive attitudes and joined the party that shares his basic beliefs. Andy has now
encouraged an amazing number of Democrats to follow him. I had the privilege of flying
down there to speak at an event and as I got off the plane they said, we want you to meet the
swing vote on the county commission who in honor of your visit is switching parties. They
then switched from the Democrat majority to a Republican majority in the county commission
in its biggest county and I told him I would be glad to come back on a regular basis if they
would promise this kind of ...it was the most interest gift I'd gotten this year. And he is
doing an amazing job at helping transform central Florida from Democratic to the Republican
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party and he understands I think as well as any member the kind of potential impact you
could make with these kind of ideas. So I thought I'd get Andy up here to explain exactly
what he's doing organizationally and then I'll take questions and the whole bit. Andy come
on up. [End of side I]
[Side 2]...Andy speaking:
Thank you Newt and I came to this meeting with enthusiasm. I have even more
enthusiasm after listening to Newt and I want to give you kind of sense of the American
Opportunity Workshop from my point of view. I'm clearly excited about the opportunity in
committing not only my time but my staffs time and literally hiring a member on my
campaign staff to make all of this work. I'm convinced that it is really an exciting
opportunity to get the message that Newt has just described across to the entire United States.
This excitement , of course, means one of two things. Either Andy's crazy or he's really on
to something. I don't think I'm crazy. I think that we have a real opportunity with this
program on May 19 and indeed beyond that for anyone who wants to translate the frustration
of the public in the bureaucratic inefficiency that's going on in America translate that
bureaucratic inefficiency that red tape into votes, into support whether it's at the local level
or in Congress or on into 1992 in the Presidential race. I got involved not just because
Newt's a good guy. He is a good guy.
Not just because Newt can explain and get across to people the things that are inside of each
of us and it is remarkable how he does that. He described how be did it in one county in
central Florida. But I got involved because I think that it will work and it will work for all of
us and it is the kind of thing that capsulates what Newt is talking to and the only thing that
would be better than doing this is be able to clone Newt and all that technology in his triangle

has never been able to do that. But let me tell you I heard Newt talk about this at the embryo
stage of this event and conspired with Jean Moran on my staff and I said well I'm going to
talk to a little Chamber of Commerce group in Manekee County, Florida and I'll just at the
end of my talk I'll throw this open. Well, I, you know, said something about this workshop
as best as I could describe it at that point was going to happen and I couldn't shut the
meeting down. The people wanted to submit ideas and plans and what not. It turned them
on. I thought well, focus group number one on Andy's part. Before I get carried away, I'll
just try it again. Tried it again in another on a different circumstance, different kind of
people in my district, same reaction. It just turned them on. The President of Wellcraft
Boats - I think many of you have seen a Wellcraft boat. They are made and shipped all over
the United States. He came unglued. He had a letter back up here before I could back up
here and it's been bugging our office how do I set it up, what do I do? So I'm convinced
that it will work and it will do the kind of things that Newt describes. Of this person I have
hired to help out in the state is Jill Herndon if you'll wave back there you all can meet and
she's been on the trail here for a little while and anything that she can do to help and later on
we've got a little hand out with her name and number on it so in between all the other
information you have if you want to check with Jill and see how some of our activity is
progressing that might help you certainly give her a call. Her job is to promote the workshop
not only in my district but around the state of Florida because we want to help out in that
regard. She is going to assist leaders that we identify in developing agendas for their
workshops, help them in identifying local stories in their communities and help them get the
word out in anticipation of the May 19th event. We've targeted 15 communities in the state
of Florida. Several of them, of course, in my district but the others are a little outreach
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program to help out to get into the media markets, to showcase in those local stories and we
are going to be cross pollenizing from everything that we've learned and learn down there to
make that a success. We will making our campaign mailing lists available to people in all
those areas and leaders that we identify. We'll talk to other congressmen in such that we
hope the list to get involved where there is an area were there isn't a Republican congressman
we will be reaching into there with other lists to help the people generate the attendance, the
enthusiasm to make it all go. So what will we achieve by all of this. Of course, we'll focus
the attention of each local community and those individuals on the fact that the solutions as
Newt has so well explained of the last 25 or 30 years the liberal solutions, the welfare state
solutions will focus dramatically on the fact that those solutions don't work. In doing so will
generate names of people, addresses, telephone numbers of people that share that belief and
by their energy we know that we will be able to count on a vast majority of those to help out
as we go along. So as we get this message out we'll be generating a data bank, certainly it
will help in the campaign, it will help across the state of Florida. It will help across the
nation to mobilize the people that feel that way. One of the things that we anticipate beyond
that so you can see that there are their many ways to do this, I feel very strongly about the
side of the triangle all sides of the triangle that Newt's talking about, but also particularly the
entrepreneurial small business side of that triangle. And as you can see very quickly the
opportunity concept that will be coming out in this workshop lends it to bridging into
generating from those that participate that are involved in small business setting up
organizations of small business men who for the most part all are oriented in our direction.
Have them set up and carry this forward into the campaign and beyond. Obviously, whatever
your member is particularly interested in it certainly fits into that triangle whether its small
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business, whether it's technology, whether it's simply the values. It can be done and the
workshop is to me the opening gun that starts that campaign off. Certainly we'll share
anything that we're doing on the entrepreneurial side with any of you that want to follow up
on it. The main thing that I would say and the final thing is this is an outstanding
opportunity for your member to be involved. The format is there, your members are talking
about this thing and gives the background, the terminology to explain what we're all about
and make this great change to an opportunity society that we need. Anything that I can do,
that Jill can do, Jean Moran, anyone on our staff to help you to make this thing work, we're
ready to go and if she can't find it, the TV and the satellite come to Florida because we are
going to cover the state. Thank you.

GINGRICH: Thank you Andy very much. Let me make only two last points. First, if you
have not gotten a copy of Jim Pinkerton's speech. Pinkerton is the chief long-range planner
of the White House. It is called the New Paradigm. I read it in the Record a couple of
weeks ago but you can also get it from his office. I think it is a very serious effort to explain
where George Bush is going and is a very helpful document to help you think of your own
members legislative initiatives and where you want to go and what your trying to do. Now
it's reinforced, by, if you look at the President's budget. If you read page 3 which is the
President's one page statement and pages 171 to 180 where Darman really lays out the scale
of experimentation in America and welfare the environment, transportation, education,
healthcare. It is a remarkable nine pages. Lastly I was going to make the point one of the
reasons we are reaching out and we really urge people to be nonpartisan and be wide open.
But we have two reasons. First, there are a lot of former Democrats. Andy Ireland, Ronald

Reagan, Phil Gramm, Jean Kirkpatrick, Connie Mack, you go down the list, a surprising list
of people who looked at both sides and decided we were right. That we were more open, we
were moving in the right direction, but second, most young people under 40 are not
politicized. The minute you politicize this and you make it narrow and you make it partisan.
You lose them. They may be very interested as citizens in turning the 90's into a decade of
reform so that their country is better off and they are better off. There not particularly
interested in getting in a partisan fight. So that the best of all politics for the 90's may be to
reach out to everyone and be willing to win the argument of ideas. Based straight up and
down on whose ideas are best rather than a narrower partisanship. I know that some of you
find that coming from me given my reputation unusual but I think you've got to respond
analytically to the reality of the world your in. The country needs reform, the country
deserves a citizen's opportunities movement and in order to have a true citizen's opportunities
movement we have to welcome all citizens into the process which is how we're trying to
approach this and we are very seriously working with several Democrats who have decided
they share our values and therefore part of the broad coalition that we represent Let me
throw it open to questions and simply ask if you would use that microphone because they are
taping this. This will become the GOPAC tape for this month which goes out to about 5,000
elected officials around the country and state legislators and county officials. So anybody
who has any questions on how to implement this or what it's about, or why we are doing it
Feel free, you know, to ask a question and if we managed to answer it all, I won't

Go ahead. If anybody else has one, go ahead and line up that will save time and we will get
this done quickly.

Question Man: Congressman, It is on?
I don't know. I assusme its on? Is it on?
Newt. He says it's on. He's listening through some magic head phone.
Man: Okay. When you speak about workshop I think of a smaller forum which I can see
how this can work, but as your speaking also think of our possibility having a larger group,
having a large group of individuals say to a civic center. We have a big civic center. Do you
see the prospects of that working. Having a large group do it and then have some interaction
that way or do you have a more focused way in plan.

Gingrich. No, I think my advise will be if you get above probably twenty, then you start
thinking about breakout sessions.

Then you either break out based on geography or topic.

That is you say everybody who lives in this particular neighborhood go over here, or you
decide you know, you can do it both ways. You can have a matrix and say everybody who
cares about how this applies to education, you're going to meet in that corner of the room.
It's really important I think that once you get beyond the televised section which by definition
. We are trying to make the televised section interact with five uplinks. We are working
pretty hard at this. But once you get beyond the televised section it is important that we are
empowering citizens to be liberated that we want the citizens to be involved, and I don't think
you can get very involved in groups of much more than about 20, in fact the ideal model is
probably 12-15. But you want settings where so if you decided that you are going to pull
together a lot of people in one place then you ought to bring together probably a week earlier
a lot of workshop leaders and designate some leaders and say all right now when we get done
seeing the TV part and having a brief, you know, rally kind of the effect to build a motion
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now let's break out into our discussion groups and then take people off into -and let people
choose what discussion they want to go to. But I really think that's a very important
component of this is getting people to talk it out and think it out and interact with each other
and get into the habit of saying yeah this is for me to use and do this is just not for me to
applaud somebody else using and doing. Any other questions or concerns you might have or
any recommendations you might have for what we ought to do differently or do better.... yes
Ma'am.
Woman: I'd like to ask, what kind of activities do you foresee coming out of the
teleconferences?
GINGRICH:. Well I see a lot of kind of activities. Some of them have already begun to be
evolved on their own. In Colorado for example, Terry Consodin(sp?) is putting several items
on the ballot as his initiative because that's what he wants to do. In a number of places we
would foresee voluntary groups forming and getting together to pursue their particular
approach. One of the things we are going to recommend is that people really look at a
dramatic increase in recycling but that they try wherever possible to make it profitable. That
recycling ought to be designed in such a way that it is privatized as much as possible and
involved. An experiment I'm running, I'm going to do on my own to give you an idea of
breaking out of the system, I'm very concerned about literacy and I've heard all these talks
about you have kids who come through Headstart they just start to learn and then they fall
off. Around 2nd or 3rd grade you begin to lose them and people say I wish we had some
incentive. We know that if you go back home and your parents care and your middle class
you are likely to read, but if you go home and it is a single head of household and you're in a
household that isn't used to reading we don't know how to give you an incentive. Well,
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applying the triangle, I mean one of powerful incentives in America for everybody else is
money and all of you know this because you go through all sorts of negotiations about the
salary you're paid and what you do next and somebody comes along and offers you twice the
salary and suddenly you have the incentive to consider a new job. Okay. So this summer
I'm taking some of my speech money and we're setting up what we're calling Earning by
Learning, and were simply going to pay $2.00 a book to third graders for every book they
read this summer and we're taking a public housing area that has kids that probably aren't
going to learn how to read if left to themselves. And we will report back at the end of the
summer if it worked but for a surprisingly small amount of money I suddenly have several
professors and a bunch of teachers and all sorts of folks excited about this experiment. Our
theory is simple, a kid shows once a week, they want to buy a bicycle. Read eighty books.
And let's keep giving you cash as long as you read real books and as long as an adult can
take that book and ask you questions and conclude you read it and we're going to work the
whole summer that way and I'm not arguing that that's the best way to solve the problem.
I'm giving you that, I didn't go to get a government grant, I haven't set up some massive
program. I just went off on my own. I mean the thousand points of light is inherently
correct in the sense that the Smithsonian Institution was a private grant, the American
Museum of Natural History in New York is a private operation, the Atlanta Zoo has been
privatized, it's still city property but it is under contract and their are many ways to solve
these problems and our goal in phase 1 is basically to say, gee if these principals are correct,
what do you think you ought to do and you can do it as a private citizen, you can do it as a
neighborhood group, you can do it as an activity oriented group or you can do it in terms
maybe experiments that your local government decides to undertake. And, you can also as !
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challenged the county commissioners last week, you can decide that one of your assignments
is to come back to Congress and say if this critique of the bureaucratic welfare state is right
and this critique of permissive attitudes is right and if this model of the triangle of American
success in applying common sense focused on success in opportunity is right, fine. Then you
guys in Congress better change the following twelve laws. And I challenged the county
commissioners that said come in here with a legislative agenda of de-bureaucratization. Tell
us what we ought to repeal. I raised this issue yesterday on the Infrastructure hearing and one
of the numbers , Basco of California raised it, is a Democrat and he said the State Highway
people last week what percent of their federal money is eaten up in beauracracy, the answer'
was 25 percent Now we're talking about a $125 billion program in the 90's Twenty five
percent going up in paper rather than being built in highways would be S30 billion It gets to
be real money after awhile. So I said fine. Why don't you guys hold a hearing and
challenge the State Highway Commissioners to tell you how to debeauracratize the program.
Now we're starting a whole new layer of debate and argument on our terms about our values
recruiting allies in the country to help us to decentralize America. And so I think all of those
layers anything in that zone could happen and it could make a difference. Okay.
We'll let me say I am very excited to work with you and I think all of you have the
GOPAC material and you have the 800 number. Anybody back home who wants more
information they can just call that number for free. We have operators over there. GOPAC
is right here in town and you can call. We do want to coordinate. Andy's office is doing a
fabulous job and if you want to coordinate with them, they really are a marvel on how to get
this thing done. Thank you very much for spending the time this morning.
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RESEARCH DESIGN

This research project is part of an overall effort to build a new goveming majority in the
Lited States formed around conservative principles. Historically. building a new majority has
involved three essential tasks: activating a group of non-partcipating citizens to support an
existing party (or form a new party). constructing a theory or explanation of what is right and
wrong in society with which the non-participating citizens agree. and developing the right
language (political rhetoric) to communicate that theory to the non-participating citizens. This
project is the first of several research projects to be sponsored by GOPAC to help achieve
tiese three tasks in this decade.
In this project a particular theory Is tested for Its potential to mobilize a new governing
majority. The theory cites government bureaucracy and liberal social engineering as the two
primary causes of what is wrong in our country or. at least, as the primary obstacles to
solving the country's leading problems. Its explanation of what isgood in our country focuses
an three factors: Americans' enthusiasm for new tecfnoiogles to solve problems, free
enterprise as the best system to free people to apply their ideas to problems, and the basic
values and common sense of the American people which guide them in their solons to
problems. The project also tested a possible language to communicate the theory. The
theory's explanation of what is wrong in society was put in terms of the the bureaucratic
welare state, and the values of tie left. The theory's explanation of what is good in society
was put in terms of technological progress." "entrepreneurial free enterprise, and 'basic
American values which were summarized as the Triangle of American Succs.
The project assurned that the theory nd language were effective to frame the overall
debate with elite populations and could be used with them provided that the general
population did not have a negative reaction. As a minimum result. the project was to
determine iftarget voters baud anything in the theory or language that was so objectionable
that its use with elite populations would run the risk of alienating the general population.
The project aiso assmed that te theory and language would not be totally accepted
by tie target voters In its initial formulations. The initial theory and language were meant to
serve as a means to stimulate peoples thoughts about the country and reveal what theory
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and language people used to explain what is right and wrong with society. Two major goals
of the project were to ascertain if there were any elements in the theory with which the people
already agreed and what revisions could be made to increase agreement while preserving the
essential conservatism of the theory. Consequently, the project anticipated the need for
testing revisions inboth the theory and the language to communicate it.
The potential for a new governing majority exists because of the large and growing
numbers of non-participating Citizens inour political system. Tunout in presidential elections
is down to 50 percent and turnout inoff-year congressional elections has declined to 36
percent. Activating or "mobiblig the country's non-voters partly involves locating or defining
them demographically. In the past, non-participating citizens were mobilized in terms of
property ownership (non-property owners by the Jacksonian Democrats), race (blacks first by
the Radical Republicans and then by the New Deal Democrats), gender (women by the
Republicans of the 1920's), and religion (Catholic immigrants by the New Deal Democrats).
In today's politics, age and education are the primary definers of who votes. Younger
voters and less educated voters regardless of their other characteristics comprise most of the
nation's non-voters. In the 1988 Presidential Election, 61 percent of the non-voters were
under 40 years old. (Under 40 year olds comprised 48 percent of the voting age population in
1988.) Less than one-half of the under 40 years old reported voting in 1988 compared to
two-thirds of the voters over 40. The regular decline in turnout In off-year congressional
elections also happens more with the younger voters. Less than 25 percent of the under 30
year olds and only 35 percent of the 30 to 39 year olds vote in these elections.
Age clearly acts as a lie cycle factor rather than a generational one. Voting increases
almost a percentage point a year between the age of 20 and the peak voting years of the
mid-sidies. (There is no clear demarcation point along the age continisn at which
participation suddenly rises.) Therefore, the goal for a new majority strategy. in an important
sense, is to hasten political maturation. As age increases. eligible voters leam more about the
relevance of goverWnera and politics to their personal tives-and to their concerns about the
well-being of the nation as a whole. One consequence of this normal maturation is Increased
voting. Mobilizing younger voters Into a new governing majority will entail the difficult task of
'teaching' them about the importance of politics and government before they would normally
acquire this belief.
Consequently, a major premise for the research project is that yourger citizens are the
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right target group for a new majority strategy and that a political theory and language needs to
be effective with them if itIs to be effective at all. Supporting this premise is an additional
opportunity (to thei not voting now) about younger voters - they are already predisposed to
vote Republican. National surveys for the past several years have repeatedly measured
Republican pluralities below the age of 30 and an even partisan balance between the ages of
30 and 40. At the current pace of becoming regular voters, t Republicans will not receive
the full force of this advantage for another 10 to 15 years (assuming their partisan leanings do
not switch). A successful theory and language would mobilize this support now.
Finally. Me project was conceived as basic research of political attitudes. It focuses on
the target voters' general theories of government and society. Itdoes not test legislative
proposals or campaign themes. Instead, this first project tests a theory and its premises.
while allowing the target voters the opportunity to offer revisions and alternatives, upon which
legislative proposals and campaign themes can be effectively built at a later stage.
Research Design in-brief
Eighteen focus groups were held in nine locations located in eight states between
March 13 and April 11. 1990. The nine locations were: suburban Chicago, suburban Detroit. rural southeastern Ohio. suburban Atlanta. Little Rock, Arkansas, suburban Denver. Sioux
Falls. South Dakota. and t Silicon Valley and the Los Angeles Basin. California. Two
groups were held at each location. There were eight to fourteen people in each group. A
total of 180 people participated in the project. Participants in the groups were between the
ages of 21 and 39 and were not strong identifiers with either the Republican or Democratic
parties. With their much lower than average probability of voting and their lick of a strong
party identification, they represent t voter group that most liely can be mobilized into a new

postal coalition.
A structured discussion outline was used by the moderalors which went through two
aistantiall revtslon. The Mvee versions of the discussion outline are in the Appendix.
Durig th discussions prepared messages were presented to the groups in two formw video
tapes and written excerpts tom news stories. in total, Ive video spots and 34 news Stories
were used inMheproject. The news stories were divIded evenly between personal emlples
to
ol BIures and amasses inAmerican society. The purpose of tm news ories
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seam ifthe target voters perceived the same underlying thernes in the stories as did the
conservative theory of them tested in this project. The videos presented a conservative
exanriaton of "ailreand success in America for the target voters to evaluate. The news
stories and the videos were rated by the participants on paper and pencil rating scales and
then discussed in open-ended conversations directed by the moderators. The scripts for the
videos, the news story excerpts, and the rating scales are in the Appendix.
Recruitment and Final Group Compositions
U.S. citizens under 40 years old and without strong attadiments to either the
Republican or Democratic parties was tie essential universe for the project. The standard
University of Michigan National Election Study (NES) party identification measure was used to
screen out strong partisans. Strong partisans have been shown to have defection rates
usually no higher than 15 percent, indicating a politically insignificant potential for persuasion.
Other partisans on the NES party scale have been shown to have defection rates from 30
percent to over 50 percent. Consequently, only 'weak' and 'independent' Republicans and
Democrats were recruited as well as 'pure' independents. Quotas were not set on these
various types of partisans.
The goal was to have 10 to 12 people in two groups at each of the nine locations.
This is the desired group size to hear a variety of opinions and have time for each person to
adequately express their opinions on the subjects of most interest to them inthe discussion
outline. To allow for 'no-shows'. 30 people were recruited at each location. The sizes of
the attending groups ranged from eight to fourteen people and averaged 10 people per group.
Recruitment to the groups was done by telephone by the local locus group services
under subontract to Market Strategies, Inc. (MSI). The local services used a formal
recruitment questionnaire written by MSI. Participants were paid incentives ranging from $30
to $35 to attend the groups.
The two groups at each location were segregated by education: one group consisting
of voters with 2 years or less of college training and a second group consisting of voters with
more than 2 years of college training. This segregation was done simply to make the
participants feel more at ease inthe discussions by placing them with their educational peers.
The discussion outlines and paper and pencil tests were exactly the same for both groups.
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Several types of people were excluded from the groups because of their sophisticated
or special opinion formation experience. as noted below. In addiion, IS to 20 year olds were
also excluded. While this age group le of enormous interest to both political parties (and to
this project), pest experience has shown that they tend to be very hesitant to volunteer
polical opinions indiscussions with people not in their age group.

RecruiteWnt Requltements
TARGET VOTER REQUIREMENTS

21 to 39 years old
No strong identification with either the Republican or Democratic parties
REPRESETATNESs REQUIREMENTS

Balanced by men and women (no more than 55 percent of one gender
in a group)
Balanced by education at each location (one-half of the participants with
2 years or less of college and one-half of the parficipant with more than 2
years of college), and no more than two high school dropouts in the less
educated group
Even distribution within the 21 to 39 year old age range at each location
WrrH SoPHISnCATED OR SPECIAL OPWnNs
ExcusioN oF VOTERS

No elected officials
No social studies or government teachers
No people with post graduate degrees e.g. MA, MBA, LLD. PhD. MD
No people who have attended a locus group in the past 6 months
(exclusion of people on focua group panels)
In addition. minorlies were purposively recruited for the groups inthe Los Angeles
Basin (one Hispanic and one black desired in each group), suburban Atlanta (one black
desired ineach group). and the Silicon Valley (one Oriental desired in each group).
The 180 people who did particpate inthe groups were evenly balanced by party* 51
RepublIcans. 52 Democrats. 26 independents who leaned Republican. 21 Independents who
leaned Democrat and 30 pWe* independent. Their collapsed distribution of 43 percent
Republican or lean Republican to 41 percent Democrat or lean Democrat is only a few
percentage points different (ina Democratic direction) from national survey estimates for
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under 40 year old eligible voters. Ninety-four women. 83 men. 81 people with two years or
less of college, and 98 people with more than two years of college (60 college graduates)
participated in the 18 groups. (Contrary to the recruitment criteria, eight people were 40 years
old and 5 people had MA degrees.) The complete political and demographic distrbutions of
the participants, in total and by the nine locations, are in the Appendix.
While the recruitment for the focus groups followed specific quotas. this is not a
probability sample of voters with a known sampling error. There isno scientific way to
measure the probability of how representative these groups are of the target population of
under 40 year olds. Consequently. the findings of this research need to be verified instudies
using probability samples of the target population. (Two findings were tested in national RNC
polls, and the polls confirmed the focus group results. One finding is in regard to a perceived
weakening of basic values in American society as a cause of the U.S.'s economic
competitiveness problem and the effectiveness of emphasizing the American work ethic. in
particular, as a solution. The groups and the survey both indicate that the public considers
these factors very important to the U.S.'s world trade problems. The second is in regard to
using the statement '$1.2 trillion is enough, as a tactical argument in the tax-budget debate.
The groups and the survey are both negative on its utility as effective rhetoric.)
Locations of Focus Groups
The selection of locations for the groups was first guided by electoral relevance:
selecting states important in presidential and congressional elections and places within states
important to winning in the state, either in presidential elections or in statewide elections.
National regional coverage and type of place were the second concems. The industrial
Midwest, the Deep South. the Farm States, the Mouttain States, and the Pacific Coast are al
represented inthese eighteen groups. (The Northeast is not covered mostly because
satisfying other considerations used up the number of groups for the first phase of this
research.) The project also wanted to represent rural and less affluent areas in addition to
major population centers in case there was any variation of opinions by suburban-rural
differences. The selections of southeastern Ohio, Uttle Rock. Arkansas, and Sioux Falls.
South Dakota were made partly for this reason.
The groups were purposively held in eight of the states which are most critical for the
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Republican presidential coalition. In addition, these states vote Democratic in congressional
elections while voting Republican in presidential elections. In 1988. they delivered a 53
percent majority for George Bush while electing 79 Democrats and 48 Republicans to the U.S.
House of Representatives. The goal of driving the national Republican realignrrient down to
the local level would involve voters in these states. Combined. they will represent an
estimated 143 electoral votes and 127 U.S. House seats in 1992 (the same as in the 1980's).
Inaddition to their size, they all are swing or 'battleground* states and are needed in a
minimum winning Republican presidential coalition. Colorado and South Dakota are
sometimes considered core Republican states, but they and several other states in their
region underperformed for George Bush in 1988. Their reduction to the status of national
battleground states was an important consideration in their inclusion in the project.
Both the generic area of residence of the participants and the location of the focus
group facility to which they traveled are listed below. The location of the focus group facility is
not meant to describe a residency requirement for the participants. Participants came from
surrounding communities, generally within a one-half hour drive of the facility. For example.
participants in the Los Angeles Basin groups came from Irvine. Anaheim, Cypress, Diamond
Bar, Huntington Beach, Newport Beach, Garden Grove. and Fountain Valley. The focus group
facility was located in Irvine.
Locations of Focus Groups
MIOWEST
Suburban Chicago (northem Cook County): Chicago, Illinois
Suburban Detroit (Macomb County): St. Clair Shores, Michigan
Rural Southeastem Ohio: St. Clairsville. Ohio
Sourn
Suburban Atlanta (Clayton Coiunty): Morrow. Georgia
Little Roce Uttle Rock. Arkansas
FARuudMouNTAIN
Suburban Denver (rapahoe and Jefferson counties): Denver, Colorado
Sioux Falls: Sioux Falls. South Dakota
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PAcFIC COAST

Silicon Valley Surinyvale. California
Los Angeles Basin: Irvine, California
Schedule and Moderators
Rather than conduct all the groups at once, they were divided into three waves with
one week pauses between the first and second waves arid between the second and third

waves. The pauses allowed for major revisions to the discussion outline (which was done)
and a general strengthening of the content of the discussion outline before most of the
project's resources were spent. The pauses also served the exploratory and basic research
objectives well. What wasn't working could be deleted; what was working could be probed
further, and what had not been originally included could be added.
The projects two moderators and the project's principal investigator all moderated
groups in the first wave. Using three moderators in the first wave helped strengthen both the
content and execution of the discussion outline in the subsequent groups. Moreover, by using
two moderators for the subsequent groups. the findings of the project are less subject to
moderator bias compared to typical focus group investigations done with one moderator.

Schedule, Location, and Moderators
WEEK ONE

PROJECT DESIGNAND BRIEFINGMETI

Washington. D.C.
March 2. 1990
WEEK TwO

Focus GRoups: THRE LOCATIONS.
SIXGROUPS

Suburban Detroit. Michigan
March 13.1990
Moderator: Fred Steeper
Silicon Valley, California
March 14, 1990
Moderator Matt Greenwald
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Suburban Chicago. Ilinols
March 15. 1990
Moderator Wilma Goldstein
WEEK THREE

EVIEWAND REVISIONS MEETING

Washington. D.C.
March 19. 1990
WEEK FoUR

Focus GRouPs: THREE LOCATIONS. SIXGROUPS

Suburban Atlanta. Georgia
March 27.1990
Moderator Matt Greenwald
Utile Rock, Arkansas
March 28. 1990
Moderator Malt GreenWald
Scuiheastern Ohio
March 29.1990
Moderator Matt Greenwald
WEEK FIVE

MEETING
EVIEW ,AND REVISIONS

Washington. D.C.
April 2. 1990
WEEK Six

Focus GROUPS: THREE LOCATIONS, SIXGROUPS

Sioux Falls. South Dakota
April 7. 1990
Moderator. Wilma Goldstein
Los Angeles Basin, Californi4
April 9, 1990
Moderator Wilrna Goldstein
Denver. Colorado
April 11, 1990
Moderator Wilma Goldstein
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Discussion Contents
The discussions were guided by a structured outline of topics and suggested probes
implemented by the moderator of each group. The discussion outlines used by the
moderators are inthe Appendix. The discussions folowed the general sequence of
introducing the conservative theory in stages. This allowed an assessment of the degree to
which the participants agreed with the theory and its language before actually hearing It. The
discussions first allowed the target voters to express what they thought is right and wrong
about our country by asking them what the new govenments ri Eastern Europe should copy
and what should they avoid about us. They next read news stories about American tailings,
discussed them individually, and discussed their possible underlying theme. The conservative
theory of these stories was then presented for their reactions. The same sequence of news
stories and the conservative theory of them was followed for what is right about our country.
There were three versions of the discussion outline corresponding to the *three waves'
of groups: each version was used at three locations in a single week. Their content
represents the changes made after the first and second waves. Each discussion outrine
contains the dates it was used and approximately how much time was allotted to each topic
within it.
Two of the major additions to the content of the discussions involved the search for the
proper language to use to communicate the conservative theory. In the second and third
waves. lists of seven adjectives and seven nouns were given to the participants as possible
descriptions for the general theme in the news stories about *American faiings." In the third
wave, a list of 24 nouns was given the participants as possible descriptions of what 'best
explains te acoomplishments of America and its people.' The third major addition was an
open-ended discussion of the country's military defense requirements inview of the demise of
the Warsaw Pact. This addition was made in the third wave of groups. To make room for
these additions, three of the video presentations were dropped from the second and third
waves. and the other two video presentations were dropped from the third wave.
While the moderators did cover all the major topics in the outlines, the content of the
actual discussions can only be ascertained from the group transcripts, video tapes, or audio
tapes. Subtopics inthe outline sometimes were skipped when other topics generated more
discussion than planned or unexpected subjects were raised. The discussions averaged one
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hour and 45 mnAes.
Discussion Content

Wave one

Wave two

Wave three

NATIoNAL DEFENSE

no

no

yes

SucCESS Ne FAILURE IN THE U.S.

yes

yes

yes

NEWS STORES - FAILINGS

yes

yes

yes

SELECTION OF NEGATTvE WORDS

no

yes

yes

VIDEO 1: FAILINGS

yes

-yes

no

NEWS STORIES - SUCCESSES

yes

yes

yes

SELECTION OF POSITIVE WORDS

no

no

yes

VIDEO 2: SUCCESSES

yes

yes

no

VIDEO 3: FALJGS/SuCCESSES

yes

no

no

VIDEO 4: NINE DOT EXERCISE

yes

no

no

VIDEO 5: S12 TRILUON

yes

no

no

Messages and Measures
Prepared messages were presented to the groups in two

iorms:
video tapes and

written excerpts from newspaper and magazine news stories. The scripts for the videos and

the news story excerpts are I the Appendix. The video tapes were produced by GOPAC,
and the news story excerpts were prepared by Market Strategies, Inc. from material supplied
by GOPAC.
Five different video spots were used in the project. Video 1 presented an explanation
of various problems i the U.S.. attributing them to the bureaucratic welfare state* and "te
values of the left. Video 2 presented an explanation of success in the U.S.. attributing
success to "techiological progress.' "entrepreneurial free enterprise. and *bask Amnerican
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values' which the video summarized as 'thieTriangle of American Success.' Video 3 was a
combination of tihe messages inthe first two videos. Video 4 presented the 'nine dot
problem' as a heuristic device on how to develop solutions to persistent problems. Video 5
tested the credibility of President Bush's State of tie Union assertion that '$1.2 trillion is
enough.' The video spots ranged between one and four minutes each.
Video I and Video 2 were the most important to tie overall research purposes of the
project. They were presented in tie first two waves of focus groups. They were dropped
from the third wave because the reactions from the first 12 groups were consistent and further
presentations were unnecessary. Video 3 was presented only in the first wave. Itwas
dropped from the subsequent groups partly because it repeated a serious flaw in content from
Video 2. Some participants' critical comments of Video 2 predisposed their groups against
Video 3. (These participants took exception to Video 2's singling out tie 'values of the left' as
a major source of the country's problems.) Video 4 and Vdeo 5 also were presented only in
the first wave of groups. Video 4, 'tie Nine Dot Problem.' made a tangential point to the
overall themes being tested, was positively received, generated interesting comments, but was
dropped to make room for other topics and testing exercises in tie second and third waves.
Video 5. S1.2 Trillion is Enough,' was not considered part of the projects overall research
purpose otier than its representing a test of specific rhetoric which Republicans might use.
The test was negative.
The news excerpts were of two types: examples of Ilailures" and examples of
*successes* in America. The tailure stories were meant to be examples of two subjects: (1)
bureaucratic incompetence, waste, and corruption and (2)left wing or permissive values. In
covering these subjects, they also dealt with the problems of crime. education, welfare, and
other topics. The success stories were meant to be examples of three subjects:
technological progress. entrepreneurial free enterprise, and basic American values. In
covering these subjects. they also dealt with crime, education, welfare, and other topics.
Seventeen tailure stories and seventeen success stories were used in the project. In
the first and third waves of groups. each group read five of the failure stories and five of the
success stories. I the second wave, a sixth failure story was added while tie total of five
success stories was kept the same. The second wave focused on developing alternative
rhetoric to values of left.' A values story was added to help generate suggestions for an
alternative language. Each Of tie stories took one to three minutes to read. The decision to
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test Ive of each type per group was based on th need for t participants to have an
adequate mnber of examples to perceive a thm. balanced against t potential for
participant

tigue.

I the first wave, ead location had a different set of 10 stories. This allowed using 30
stories inthe Mst wave to determine how well this general technique would work aside from
the particular selection of stories. (Both groups at one location read t same set of stories.)
In t subsequent waves, some stories were used more often Ohn others based on the
quality of t discussions thy were generating arid t generic point thy made.
Consequesty. by the end of the project some stories had been read by as many as 143
people and others by as lw as 18 people. How often and where each story was used is
summarized i tu Appendb.
The participants completed rating scales on tu news stories and t videos. The
rating scales are In the Appendix. They rated t stories on the degree to which they
approved or disapproved of their general content (on a bir point scale) and how typical they
thought eac one was (on a three point scale). They rated the videa on six. 10 point scalq
an how much they believed t.buind b content hiportart thought Itwas influential.
understood itscontent Ilced IL and agreed with L The results are discussed int Analysis.
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FINDINGS
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The target voters agree with parts of the conservative theos explanation of what is
wrong in the country and generally agree with all of the theory's elements of what is right
about the country. Most of the main terms in the language used to communicate the theory is
satisfactory or better. However, the theory and its language. at its present stage, tails short of
being ready to motivate the target voters to support a new goveming majority.
The conservative theory is closest to being a motivating force for a new majority when
it discusses values. The target voters already draw a connection between personal values
and two national problems at the top of their issue agenda, i.e., crime (including drugs) and
public education. They enthusiastically endorse the importance of the basic values of the
American people as responsible for the country's success. Significantly, they believe that our
values are the ingredient to our success that we are most in danger of losing.
The government bureaucracy part of the conservative critique of society needs to draw
a stronger connection between bureaucracy and important national problems. The
government's slowness and complexity are an existing aggravation with the target voters, but
they see bureaucracy more as a source of personal inconvenience than as a cause of
national problems or as a major obstacle to their solutions. Shorter lines and less paperwork
would be welcomed changes. but those prospects are not what would drive these voters to
the polls. What would act as a motivator is if the target voters though that bureaucracy was
preventing the execution of greater goals such as controlling drugs, improving the quality of
public education, and cleaning up the environment. The target voters know that bureaucracy
slows them down individually, but they do not know that bureaucracy slows them down
collectively.

The welfare part of the conservative critique does add an important element to the
theory. There is substantial agreement that the welfare system causes a great deal of social
harm by perpetuating dependence on public assistance across generations. There are
actually three lines of thought in regard to welfare which a conservative theory must take care
to recognize equally. First, there is substantial anger directed at 'welfare cheaters.' Second.
there is recognition that it is rational to stay on welfare. Third. there is support for the social
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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obligation to provide for the truly needy.
They see a system tha allows the able-bodied" to exist on the efforts of others as
clearty wrong. A theory which attacks this situation is definitely pushing a so-caled *hot
button.! in this atack. however, the theory must contend with the health care exception. The
target voters believe it is rational to stay on welfare to remain qualified for Medicai. This is a
different consideration than a minimum wage job paying less thai welfare which often leads to
the conckusion that welfare benefits are too generous. In this case, the voters are totally
sympathetic with the welfare recipient. A family must have health insurance. (A strong
challenge to a conservative theory isthe fairly broad agreement among these voters that our
country needs guaranteed health care for everyone. Their allowance for welfare recipients to
remain on welfare to receive Medicaid is just a logical extension of their overall position on
health insurance)

The discussions underscored the political importance of supporting the *social safety
net The groups almost always qualified their criticism of welfare by stating their general
support for helping those truly in need. Some felt uncomfortable in the discussion until this
confirmation had been made. A conservative attack on welfare needs to allay any fears that it
is advocating a Darwinian replacement. (Reagan's 'safety net' rhetoric was very important)
-Values of the left' is poor language to use to communicate that part of the
conservative critique dealing with the problem of values in society. The expression does not
correctly tap into the voters existing concern about values. Many target voters either do not
understand the phrase or object to L Indeed. it would have been a major error to have used
this particular rhetoric. For those who do understand it, many of them think the language is
divisive because itimplies a group of people as well as a set of ideas. For them, it is unfair to
blame the country's major problems on a particular group. In the language's group meaning, it
implies a second group. 'the right." The objection then raised isthat no group is entirely right
or wrong and that the right as well as 'the left' can share the blame for what is wrong in our
cotry. The stronger objection isthat the language rings of scapegoating and
*Mcr.arthyism.*

Part of the psychology at work, for both the mild and strong objectors, is the
disapproval of any theory that poses conflict. There is a strong strain of thinkig among
Americans. likely stronger among those who do not participate in (partisan) elections, that
problems can be solved by reaching a consensus or 'working together as the target voters
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sometimes phrase L Fthetoric using the notions of 'left' and rigt denotes conflict. not
consensus. Significantly. the other parts of the conservative theory do not ask people to
choose sides, and they all are moderately to strongly accepted by the target voters.
*Permissive values' is the target groups choice for alternative language to 'vas of
the left.' Having read and discussed five to six examples of stories dealing either with
bureaucratic performance or liberal policies. 'permissive" was the most common word
volunteered to describe the common theme in the stories. It was also more frequently chosen
over 'liberal' and left-wing' from a list of adjecties to describe the common patten behind
the examples. (*Conservative' and 'traditional" were also an the list and they did receive a
few votes.) 'Destructive' whichh was on the list because of its vokteered mention in the first
wave of groups, along with "permissive' was the second most frequently chosen. Noticeably,
then, the target voters tend to avoid standard ideological terms - liberal, conservative, and
left-wing - to explain the nation's ils.
The voters are using the term permissive in the sense that government is too
permissive with criminals, many welfare recipients, and the rich. They also use itin the sense
that the interests of the few are overly protected at the expense of the majority. in both
cases, there primary grievance are actions in favor of the interests of convicted criminals.
The demise of the traditional family is a recurring theme inthe groups. This theme
comes the closest to an alternative theory on what is wrong in society. In particular, they use
the demise of the traditional family to explain the increase in crine in our society and the
decline in the educational achievements of American students. Their explanation has its
positive side: 'parental involvement' is the key to assuring a quality education and raising
good citizens. Single parent families are seen as just one-half of the problem. Families with
two working parents are viewed as equally important The groups do not have a solution and
do not suggest that women should return to the home. For both spouses to work is an
economic necessity in today's economy, they say (which is an important finding about the
target voters on its own). The groups, i effect, describe a dilemma- one. if not both, of the
parents should be devoting a major share of their time to the job of child rearing, but both
parents must be employed to have an adequate standard of living. This situation, they
believe, is an important cause of the crime and inferior leading by today's youth.
Another related theme expressed in the groups, although not quite as frequently as the
demise of the traditional family, is the loss of community. They see less willingness for people
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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to help people. They believe many of the discussed problems could be more effectively
handled by community based actions. Both with parental involvement and community
involvement. te target voters are focusing on personal level solutions rather than government
solutions. (The thousand points of light is not empty rhetoric.)
The discussions of the rime issue uncovered a profound disagreement between
official penal policy and the public's sense of justice; many people do not believe in parole.
The issue of parole generated the most impassioned expressions of opinions on any topic in
the project. Many believe parole tums justice upside down. Instead of giving prisoners time
off for good behavior, they would add time for bad behavior. They interpret good behavior as
merely the absence of bad behavior for which no one. inside or outside of prison. should
revive an award. Consequently, there is the widest possible difference between the official
philosophy of sentencing and what the general public believes itshould be. (The policy that
'inmates earn a day off their sentence for every day served without trouble' is totally bizarre to
these voters.) One significant consequence of parole policy is that it has created a deep
public cynicism about the U.S. criminal justice system.
Most of the criticism levied against the criminal justice system is about sentencing and
the treatment of prisoners. What is conspicuously absent are complaints about the rights of
those accused of a crime. A few times. participants explicitly qualified their harsh views about
sentencing by voicing their support of due process. This clearly suggests that the
conservative critique should focus on sentencing and the serving of sentences and not on
lessening the procedural rights of the accused as has been the tendency of some
conservative critiques. In short, once a person is found guilty the target voters support the
toughest possible actions, but they do not necessarily wish to deny any current rights in order
to hasten a guilty verdict.
Bureaucracy is the one subject on which the groups' unprompted mentions, even if
scattered. directly match one of the themes of the conservative theory before they are
presented the conservative theorys focus on it. As mentioned. the criticism is more on the
plane of individual aggravations than seeing bureaucracy as a barrier to soving national
problems. Even so, the conservative critique of bureaucracy helps gain a receptivity to the
whole theory. A suggestion on language also accompanies these mentions. -Red tape- is
frequently used as their synonym for bureaucracy. The 'red tape' language communicates
their chief complaint about bureaucracy - itslows them up. One can speculate here about
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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the Anerican character and tM kiportance to Americans of action, speed. and getting results.
The "red tpe" language wold hel tap ini that national hacter trait.
All of the examples of bureaucratic ineptitude. absurdities, and corruption presented in
the groups elt high rates of iilense disapproval. It was the nature of these 'bureaucratic
horror stories that no one could be expected to approve of them. What is significant is that
with indifference. Moreover. they do not believe such
the target voters do not view uhern
examples ara jst isolated cases. Examples Of bureaucratic failures do anger target voters
and are weapons to use agemst Mu bureaucratic welfare state.,
The bureaucratic example that generates the most comment across the 18 groups
concernsthe story of Grace Capetillo. awoman in Wisconsin who lost heri welfare benefits
because she built a savings account of $3.000. Of the 113 participants who read this story
(see "Scrimping Is Legal. But Savings Is Our in tMe Appendix and the Condensed Transcript),
most. 79 percent. are critical of Mhegovernment policy that places a imit on the savings
accounts of welfare recipients. This example is not noteworthy by its quantitative rating as the
other bureaucratic stories receive even higher rates of disapproval. (The other bureaucratic
stories are devoid of a debnsible policy.) The Grace Capetillo story captures a special
interest of the participants even though some of the other stories relate greater personal
tragedies as tM result of bureaucratic. actions or inactions. They see te Capetillo story as an
example of individual initiative and intelligence that is punished by the government. Some
speculate that the government wants welfare recipients to remain poor. For many. Grace
Capetillo embodies basic American values. The long discussions of this story indicate the
target -vters are significantly protective of those values.
The stories sapresenti liberal values-an crime receive high rates of disapproval and
generate t specific opposition to early release programs discussed above. (See. in
particular, *Despite Threats to Actress. Prison to Release Atlacker' in the Appendix and in the
Condensed Transcripts.)
The set of stories generating the most mixed reaction are those dealing with liberal
values on sexual relations. Majorities do agree with the conservative critique of these
examples, but this area is not as firm as the others. One third of th participants reading the
stories on one state's use of humor to promote the use of condoms (see National Condom
Weele" and a courts extension of rent control rights to gay couples (see 'Court Widens
Family Definition to Homosejal Coiles) approve of Mheactions taken in them. This rate of
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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approval istwice as high as for any of the other 'negative" examples. Moreover, the
majorities who disapprove of these two examples do so with less intensity than for the
examples on crime and bureaucraLic failures. Almost all the target voters disapprove of a third
example concerning the teaching of lesbian values through a school sponsored program (see
'What Schools Teach Children About Homosexual Sex). Importantly, the more educated
groups are not more 'liberal i regard to these stories than the less educated groups; there
are no significant differences by education.
The target voters give the video presentation of the conservative theory's critique of the
nation's problems very high quantitative ratings despite its flawed language when it refers to
'the values of the left. They especially think the subject matter is important and rate their
degree of agreement with its content very high. They also give the video very good marks on
its clarity and believability. They are more qualified in their ratings of how influential the
message would be with others, and, consistent with public ratings of most critical or 'negative'
messages, they only mildly 'like' the video presentation. All of these ratings are more positive
than the best ratings given campaign advertisements. The video presentation probably scores
so well relative to campaign advertisements because itis less partisan. Attacking the 'values
of the left' in the video. then. does not cause the same strong negative reaction as an attadc
on Republicans or Democrats would. Itdoes introduce language that the subsequent
discussions reveal is not wel understood by many and annoying to some. Those who object
to the language are later able to turn the balance of the groups against this Language.
The groups give the video presentation of the conservative theory's explanation of
success in the country extremely high quantitative ratings. better than the ones they give to
the theors explanation of failure which are very positive in their own right. In the ensuing
discussions of the video's 'Triangle of American Success,' the groups not only agree with all
three parts of the theorys explanation of what is good about our country. they make no
serious substitutions of factors which they think are more important, nor do they have any
serious problems with the language communicating this part of the theory.
Of the three sides to 'the Triangle'. the iportance of the values of the American
people receives the widest and most enthusiastic endorsement. This isalso the second area.
in addition to complaints about bureaucracy, an which the voters see the same systemic factor
as identified in the conservative theory before they are presented the conservative they's
focus on it. While they agree with the other two factors in the conservative explanation of
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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success. those factors are not prominently

the presentation of the ful
theory. *Free enterprise* receives some prior mentions, and itranks well when the target
voters select words from a prepared rat toward the end of the discussions. technology" or
'technological progress' or their equivalents receive no mentions in the first stages of the
discussions, and do not fair well in the later selection of words to account for the success of
the country. However, no one objected to the use of Itechnological progress'. Because the
general reaction to the complete triangle is very positive. 'technological progress' may be
playing a complimentary role that goes unexplained by the participants.
The subject of values is raised in different forms and in both the context of what is
wrong and right in the country. In the context of what iswrong, the target voters do not
identify the problem in terms of liberal or 'left-wing" problems but more in terms of a lack of
values or permissivee values.' On the positive side, the gr&ps mention specific values that
are important. but they are quite satisfied with the theory's generic label of 'basic American
values.
.Hard work* is a special value of Americans. In the discussions of what leads to
success in our country and what are some of the most important examples of Basic American
Values, hard work is the most common answer. Later. when given a list of 24 qualities from
which to choose the ones that best explain the accomplishments of Americans. 'hard work'
ranked fourth in the selections behind only initative., freedom., and 'free enterprise.' Itwas
placed ahead of such qualities as "individualism' "innovation." "aelf-relLance. equality, and
*cooperation.' The high value placed on hard work has important political implications. These
mostly middle class citizens see many of the rich and many of those on welfare as benefiting
from other than hard work. An essential part of their just society isa process that rewards
hard work and withdraws rewards orn those who seek rewards through other means. inthis
context, it is easy to understand why "workfare programs are so popular with the general
public and why financial gains tom federal tax laws and fraud in the S&L industry are so
annoying to them.
With one minor exception, the target voters react favorably to all of the conservative
theory's examples of technological progress, entrepreneurial free enterprise. and basib
American values. In contrast to the failure examples and contrary to fact, they think many of
the success stories are isolated cases. They do not see any of them as 'very typical.'
Consequently, in their ratings of the occurrence of the positive and negative examples, they
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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draw a very pessimistic pidure and make a strong case for change.
Particularly disappointing are their perceptions of the two pure examples of

entrepreneurial free enterprise among the examples presented to them. Very few participants
think that Texas Instruments' success pioneering the silicon transistor (15 percent) and the
transistor radio (14 percent) are %ery typical' in the U.S. The participants do acknowledge
that these free enterprise examples are more frequent than the other types of examples they
read, many of which deal with radviduals successfully circumventing the government
bureaucracy. The free enterprise stories run into skepticism about an individuals ability.
today, to raise the necessary capital to begin a business venture. This skepticism about
entrepreneurial free enterprise as a solution represents both a basis to advocate reform and a
possible problem on the perceived realism of the theory.
A story about the use of a public school as a day care center by extending its hours
from 7 am. to 6 p.m. (see *Use of Schools As Day Care Centers) is the basis of many of the
comments on the importance of parental involvement and the loss of the traditional family.
Instead of focusing on the entrepreneurial efforts to finance the program and the basic
common sense of using existing facilities, this story triggered strong philosophical opposition
to day care, in general. For those opposed, day care sybofizes a profound problem parents abdicating an important part of their responsibility to others. While a majority do

approve of this example, the intensity of the approval is noticeably weak relative to the other
examples. The women (38 percent) are twice as likely as the men (17 percent) to disapprove
of this example. Surprisingly, the better educated groups (33 percent) are more likely than the
less educated groups (20 percent) to disapprove. This may reflect an important difference by
education in the financial necessity for both parents to maintain employment.

During the discussions. several of the same subjects that are now commonly
mentioned in political focus groups, were extemporaneously raised i these groups. These
subjects represent continuing concerns of the American voters. They include our position in

the world economy particulatty i relation to the Japanese, our cnmal justice system, the
quality of public education, the high cost of health care, and abuse of our welfare system.
Regardless of the specific topics a discussion guide contains, so long as the overall subject is
related to national problems, several. if not most, of these subjects will be raised by U.S.
voters.
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QUANTIATIVE ANALYSIS
Examples of American Failings
Individual examples - overall results
A total of 17 stories representing what the conservative theory puts forth as American
Failings were presented to the target voters. Ten stories deal with the bureaucratic welfare
state and seven stories deal with liberal values. The 10 stories dealing with the bureaucratic
welfare state cover bureaucratic ineptitude, corruption, and absurdities. The seven stories
dealing with liberal values cover sexual relations, crime, early release, and individual rights.
Overal. the target voters agree with the conservative theory that these stories are American
failings. Majorities ranging from 63% to 96% disapprove of all of the 17 stories. Eighty
percent or more of the target voters disapprove, and 50% or more strongly disapprove of 14
of the 17 stories. The three exceptions, ranging from 27% to 44% strong disapproval.
concern liberal values. With the exception of two stories ('What Schools Teach Children
About Gay Sex* and 'National Condom Week') majorities, ranging from 61% to 91%. of the
target voters feel that these stories are not isolated cases.
Bureaucratic ineptitude is characterized by the following five stories: 'Public Swimming
Pools: Painters Take A Short Cut%. 'Family Of Six Dies In Fire'. 'Too Many Employees: Not
Enough Work'. 'Breakfast In Bed', and 'Maintenance Shortage'. The target voters were most
disapproving of 'Public Swimming Pools: Painters Take A Shortcui. This story shows the
incompetence of public workers and their supervisors. Instead of cleaning the swimming
pools before painting them, the painters painted over 9 months of glass and cigarette butts.
Fourteen pools had to be drained, stripped and repainted. A 94% majority (one of the two
highest levels of strong disapproval) of the target voters strongly disapprove of this story.
Sixty-one percent or more of the target voters strongly disapprove and 85% or more
disapprove of the four remaining stories characterizing bureaucratic ineptitudes.
Corruption is illustrated by the following two stories: 'D.C. Department Of Human
Services Under Investigation' and *One Man's Abuse Of Power. These two stories portray
people who have used a bureaucracy for their personal gain. In alignment with the
conservative theory, a very large majority of target voters strongly disapprove of these stories.
Ninety-four percent (one of the two highest levels of strong disapproval) of the target voters
strongly disapprove of 'D.C. Department Of Human Services Under investigation'. A 74%
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
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majority of the target voters strongly disapprove of 'One Man's Abuse Of Power. Ninety-six
percent disapprove.
Absurdities are characterized by the following three stories: -Whose Graffiti Is illegal?,
*Nursing Home Tragedies'. and *Scrimping Is Legal, But Saving Is Our. -Whose Graffiti is
Illegal?I has the highest (78%) strong disapproval rating of these three stories portraying
bureaucratic absurdities. A resident in a housing project thought he was doing the project a
favor by painting over an anti-Semitic slur in an elevator. Residents had complained about
the graffiti to no avail. The resident who took it upon himself to cover up the graffiti was fined
$250.00 for 'purposely and knowingly damaging property.'
Target voters also disapprove (79%) with 50% strongly disapproving of 'Scrimping Is
Legal, But Saving Is Out which describes a woman on welfare who scrimped and saved
$3000.00 in four years. The woman was charged with fraud by the Department of Social
services, taken to court and fined $15.545.00. Target voters who disapprove feel that the
woman should be entitled to save any money she can, even if itis welfare money. This story
generated a lot of interest among the target voters. A target voter in Los Angeles. California
states I left sorry for this lady. I mean she was doing everything she could and I think our
welfare system is screwed up. Another target voter from Los Angeles. Califomia states 'It's
ike the government wants you to stay poor. They don't want you to better yourself. Ifthere
going to support you, they want you to stay on the same level forever. A target voter from
Illinois states "its not like she's going on a cruise...she's just trying to better herself. She's
actually saving the money instead of putting something on a charge card to pay interest. Its
earning the interest to do something positive. Another target voter from Illinois states To get
herself out of the situation. And the system took her down.' Another target voter from Illinois
states 'Yeah, right, so I strongly disapprove. She was doing this on her own and it was her
choice. you know. She's living on saltines and soup you know. She's clothing her kids on
goodwill. According to this one. i like there telling her...they want her to stay right where
she's at instead of trying to help you get out they actually want you to stay right there."
Other target voters feel that if this woman could save money she could probably get a
job and get off welfare. A target voter from Denver, Colorado states "Ijust feel that if she's
that clever that she's able, to put away that amount of money off her welfare, then she could
find a job and put away the same amount off welfare.....get off welfare and get a job.'
Another target voter from Denvwr.Colorado states "Iwould prefer that we teach this woman to
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
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fsh than giving her the fish so she can put them in her freezer and saving them up. I want to
give her the skills so she can go out and support herself. Like he was saying earlier he's got
friends that were on welfare and then once they started working found out that they were
actually making more on welfare. I think the whole system needs to be changed, but I don't
thik that it gives anybody on welfare tie right to start saving money now.'
Sexual relations are characterized by the following three stories: 'What Schools Teach
Children About Gay Sex% 'Court Widens Family Defiton To Gay Couples Living Together',
and National Condom Week*. Some target voters move away from the conservative theory
when presented with situations of sexual relations. One-third of the target voters approve of
two stories: 'National Condom Week' and *Court Widens Definition Of Gay Couples Lving
Together'. Target voters feel that the 'Schools Teach Gay Sex' story and tie *National
Condom Week' story are isolated cases, while a majority (75%) find 'Court Widens Definition'
to be at least somewhat typical.
Eighty-nine percent of the target voters disapprove, with 65% of the voters strongly
disapproving, of schools teaching gay sex to students. Project 10 (the name of the program
in the example) is a school-sponsored program which invites a lesbian teacher to counsel
students on safe sex and impart the message that itis alright for them to have sexual feelings
for other people of the same sex. Parents were not informed of this lecture and students were
not given the choice of not attending. Most of the target voter disapproval is based on
parenting. The target voters feel that the parents should have the sole right to inform their
children about homosexuality. It angered many people that the parents were not asked if their
children could attend the lecture on Projed 10. A target voter from Little Rock. Arkansas
states 'Well I figured. I have the right to educate my kids when I'm ready. rm not even real
big on sexual education inschools because Ive already decided that its my responsibility to
teach my kids. I buy them books, my son is eleven years,old, he knows all about it already. I
want to talk with him over Itbecause I don't want him to get some girt pregnant at sixteen and
not be able to talk with me about L
Most of the approval is also based on parenting. Many target voters feel that any kind
of education is good education especially if tie Child is not getting any direction from their
parents. A target voter in Los Angeles, California states 'I think any kind of education is good.
whether its something you agree with or not. And I don't know how you can say itabout
condoms and not homosexuality'. Another voter from Litle Rock, Arkansas states 1 tin*
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
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okay, what schools teach chiden about homosexual sex. There again I feel ike she was just
trying to edicate people into the subject that may not be talked about at home or that they
may not be experienced with otherwise.'
'National Condom Week* is one of the two sexual relations stones which one-hird of
the target voters approve. A total of 83% of the target voters disapprove of this example,
while 34% approve. Thirty-eight percent strongly disapprove of this story. "National Condom
Week' is an account of the Ohio state government's efforts to use humor through events and
activities to inform people about condoms and safe sex. Those target voters who disapprove
of this story do so because they feel that sexually transmitted diseases. teenage pregnancy,
and AIDS istoo serious a subject to make light of. One target voter from Georgia states 'It's
a real serious subject. It's something that needs to be dealt with and we need to educate
people on it, but it [National Condom Week] seemed like more of a carnival type atmosphere.
But, these things aren't going to make people more, really, educated and more likely to
practice safe sex. They're going to remember the funny things. But they'll remember them as
a joke, they won't remember them as wisdom or knowledge that was passed on..
The target voters who approve of "National Condom Week' do so because they feel
the humor makes it possible to discuss a serious subject. A voter in Michigan states 1Ithink
that this is an issue that needs to be heard, and if it can't be taken seriously by most people,
then humor is a good way to do L Some of these things I find very innovative. Another
voter in Michigan states "Iagree. I think the humor would be-helptul. There are some folks
who ifyou treated it in a fairly serious way just get turned off. And ifyou look at the target
audience they're not going to look at something in fline-print on the side of a package or
something like that or in an article in the newspaper. But, if you inject humor into -t, you pick
up on some of the subtle things. Itjust opens up your mind. I thi*." Another Michigan voter
states *...it might spark discussions in the home and among people. Sometimes. I you break
down those barriers. maybe you'I get a really serious discussion going.'
Crime ischaracterized by "People are killing for cool clothes* which describes people
killing others for their clothes. Ninety percent of the target voters disapprove of this story.
Seventy-four percent of the target voters strongly disapprove of this situation. Twenty-six
percent of the target voters feel that this is very typical. 58% somewhat typical, and 5% Ind it
to be an isolated case.
Two early release stories, *Despite Threats To Actress, Prison To Release Allacker
OUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
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and "Getting Away With Murder were presented to the target voters. AN target voters
overwhelmingly disapprove. ranging trm 88% to 95%. of the early release stoes. A 69%
majority strongly disapprove of the attacker being released even though he was still
threatening the actress. Forty-nine percent find this to be very typical. An 83% majority
strongly disapprove of juveniles being released without counseling, and then committing more
violent crimes. Forty-three percent find this story to be very typical.
The "Actress/attacker story ranks number 10 overall on the scale of intense
disapproval towards the stories out of 17 tested stories. The "Getting away with murder story
ranks number 3 on the same scale. Even though the 'Actresslattacker' story ranks number
10. it generates the most discussion among the examples of American tailures. The target
voters are mostly outraged by the attacker being released before his full sentence is served.
A target voter from Georgia states 'I believe once the sentence is passed out. he ought to be
able to serve that sentence. What has been given to him, he should have to serve. A target
voter from Denver. Colorado states 'I strongly disapprove. If he's a nut, he's convicted, he's
crazy and living over here and enjoying all our benefits. he needs to stay in prison and just do
al of his time.' A voter from Mle Rock. Arkansas states The actress, thas typical. Threats
are not considered grounds to keep a person in prison. They're contradicting themselves.
Threats are no good behavior by me. And so he's getting out on good behavior. yet it's a
known tact that he's been sending her threats through the mail all this time, Id say thars
known misbehavior. I don't agree with that at all.
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PERSONAL EXAMPLES OF AMERICAN
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February 21, 1990
Mr. and Mrs. David G. Crouse
1167 North Sheridan Road
Lake Forest, Illinois 60045
Dear Teresa and Dave:
I, along with my fellow GOPAC team members, want to thank you
again for your service on the Executive Finance Committee.
1989
was a very successful year because of your efforts on GOPAC's
behalf. Plsase know how very grateful Newt and I are for all
that you are doing for our mission.
Our next Charter Meeting will be held on May 6 and 7 in
Washington at the Willard Hotel. The theme for this meeting will
be 'The Winds of Freedom:
Strides toward Democracy in Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union." I know that you share our interest
in all that has transpired over the past months. We are inviting
foreign policy experts in a number of fields to address our
Charter Members.
In addition, we are hoping to have a reception at the Vice
President's residence. The request is in and we are optimistic.
(As always!)
We are making great strides in preparation for the American
Opportunities Workshop. May 19 is not very far away and we will
most certainly brief everyone on our progress as we go and at our
May meeting. Please be sure these dates are on your calendar.
We very much need our committee to focus on new members for this
year.
We would like each member of the committee to bring in
five new members this year.
A number of our members contribute
more than $10,000 per year and so we do not need to limit our
efforts. Because we are not a federal committee, there is no
limit to the amount that people may give.
The next two years are absolutely critical to all that we hope to
accomplish. Our May 19 project will go a long way toward helping
Republicans set an agenda and persuading Americans to realign
with us.
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The May Charter Meeting is terribly important to us.
It is my
great hope that you will invite your friends who might be Charter
Members and bring them to Washington with you. Ideally, we'd
like them to come as new members, but most importantly we need to
focus on 30 new members from this meeting.
I honestly believe that we can do it.
I will be working hard to
increase our membership with my friends. Please help me.
I know
that we can have a banner year.
As always, June Weiss will be here for you for any and everything
that you might need. _Jane very close friend says that she keeps
the "headlights bright and the horns blowing" for GOPAC. Please
know that she w it be working for you in every way possible.
We probably neld a conference call in the next couple of weeks.
I will ask Jung to make the arrangements so that we can all talk
about May 19 and the Charter Meeting.
Thank you.

W#at a great year this is going to be!

Warmest regards,

HHC

T: ,
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February 21, 1990
The Mon. Newt Gingrich
2438 Rayburn HOB
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Newt:
I, along with my fellow GOPAC team members, want to thank you
again for your service on the Executive Finance Committee.
1989
was a very successful year because of your efforts on GOPAC's
behalf.
Please know how very grateful Newt and I are for all
that you are doing for our mission.
Our next Charter Meeting will be held on May 6 and 7 in
Washington at the Willard Hotel.
The theme for this meeting will
be "The Winds of Freedom: Strides toward Democracy in Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union.' I know that
you share our interest
in all that has transpired over the past months.
We are inviting
foreign policy experts in a number of fields to address our
Charter Members.
In addition, we are hoping to have a reception at the Vice
President's residence. The request is in and we are optimistic.
(As always!)
We are making great strides in preparation for the American
May 19 is not very far away and we will
Opportunities Workshop.
most certainly brief everyone on our progress as we go and at our
May meeting. Please be sure these dates are on your calendar.
We very much need our committee to focus on nej members for this
year. We would like each member of the committee to bring in
five new members this year. A number of our members contribute
more than $10,000 per year and so we do not need to limit our
Because we are not a federal committee, there is no
efforts.
limit to the amount that people may give.
The next two years are absolutely critical to all that we hope to
accomplish. Our May 19 project will go a long way toward helping
Republicans set an agenda and persuading Americans to realign

with us.
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It is my
important to us.
The May Charter Meeting is terribly
great hope that you will invite your friends who might be Charter
Members and bring them to Washington with you.
Ideally, we'd
like them to come as new members, but most importantly we need to
focus on 30 new members from this meeting.
I honestly believe that we can do it. I will be working hard to
increase our membership with my friends.
Please help me.
I know
that we can have a banner year.
As always, June Weiss will be here for you for any and everything
that you might need.
One very close friend says that she keeps
the "headlights bright and the horns blowing* for GOPAC.
Please
know that she will be working for you in every way possible.
We probably need a conference call
in the next couple of weeks.
I will ask June to make the arrangements so that we can all
talk
about May 19 and the Charter Meeting.
Thank you.

What a great year this

is

going to be!

Warmest regards,

HHC

WGC2-0395

EXHIBIT 17
March 7, 1990

Dear
Our May 19th American -Opportunities Workshop is the single
most exciting project I've ever undertaken. I consider this
program critical to our efforts to become a Republican majority.
I think you and I agree that the majority of people in
America share our values. And we also believe that many
Americans recognize the need for a fundamental rethinking of our
approach to the nation's problems.
The problem is reaching these people with our message of
hope and opportunity.
GOPAC's assistance and training is established with the
audience we have targeted. Grassroots activists, incumbent
legislators, and challengers know and use our language and
philosophy.
Republican Members of the House of representatives
have been very supportive of our program.
However, the backing of these groups alone will not produce
a realignment. In order to encourage Americans to vote -- and
vote Republican -- so that we may enact our policies of
opportunity, we must reach them with our vision of hope.
It is time for our message and program, now proven among
those in the trenches, to be shared with the Americans who are
not motivated by our current government to go to the polls or get
involved.
Our Imperial Congress has taken our country away from us.
We have been buffeted repeatedly by such scourges as daily crime
and violence that they have become a routine part of our lives.
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You and I are fortunate in that we recognize our potential
to bring about change.
It is my hope that we can show Americans
how their lives can be vastly different.
The American Opportunities Workshop is GOPAC's answer to
teaching and empowering the American people.
We hope that the
citizen movement launched by this project will be the key to a
future of Republican governance.
But we fully recognize the enormity of this task and we need
your involvement.
While we have always viewed our mission with great urgency,
we have reached a most critical juncture in our work.
I hope you view this -project with as much promise as I do.
I would appreciate the opportunity to discuss with you your
thoughts, questions, or concerns.
We need your excitement and participation now more than
ever.
Best wishes,

HMHC

Vi
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EXHIBIT 18
GOPAC
Congressman Newt Gingrich
Chairman
March 16, 1990
Mr. Barry D. Kahn
1625 Valarian St.
Anchorage, Alaska 99508
Dear Mr. Kahn:
With your help, we're launching aCmoVeirent to make the '90's
a decade of opportunity for all Americans.
We're doing so in a way unique in American political history.
And Mr. Kahn, I want you to be a part of this tremendously
exciting event. You are one of GOPAC's most important members, and
I simply can't imagine embarking on this project without your active
participation and support.
Let me tell

you what I'm planning, and how I hope you'll help.

On May 19th, GOPAC will sponsor and I'll host a satellite
teleconference we're calling the "American Opportunities Workshop."
We're planning on thousands of Americans at over 300 sites
across the Nation - churches, homes, even Holiday Inns and union
halls joining us in our workshop on that Saturday this spring.
Our workshop will feature community activists and others
Its purpose is to showcase
working at our Nation's grass-roots.
It will enable
commonsense solutions to the problems facing us.
Americans from all walks of life to share ideas about how to expand
the hope and opportunity, and bury the bureaucratic welfare state.
We're going to address issues that confront all Americans -like crime, taxes, education, drugs and welfare -- and we'll be
exploring ways to solve these issues where they can most
effectively be solved, at the state and local level.
And we'll be reaching voters with our message, and helping
drive down to the state and local level our politics of realignment.
Through the use of satellite hook-ups, not only can we reach
new groups of voters not traditionally associated with our Party,
but we'll be able to give then our message straight, without it
being filtered and misinterpreted by liberal elements in the media.

440 First Streer N.W., Suite 400 * Washington, D.C. 20001
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First of all, I'd like to know if you personally want to
participate in a workshop located near you.
It would be great to
tave you join us on May 19th.
If you would like to participate, or if you'd simply like to
receive more information about the workshop, then be sure to mark
the appropriate box on the enclosed reply memorandum to me.
I'll
make sure you're contacted directly by one of our GOPAC staff.
Even if you'd rather not be involved personally, however,
GOPAC urgently needs your financial commitment to help make the
"American Opportunities Workshop" a success.
For that reason, I hope you can make a special contribution
today to help us defray the costs of this ambitious program.
So Callaway, GOPAC's chairman, has told me that putting on
the workshop will cost GOPAC approximately $197,000.
Because I believe it has such great potential for helping
President Bush, our candidates and our Party, I told Bo to move
ahead with planning the workshop.
But I know that this extraordinary program is going to put
a strain on GOPAC's 1990 campaign year budget.
That's why I'm so
opeful you will give GOPAC and the "American Opportunities
orkshop" a financial vote of confidence today.
I truly believe that our Party and our President stand on the
verge of a tremendous success this year, and that this workshop can
be a great election year boost to us.
But as always, our success
is linked directly to your continued loyalty and generosity.
I'm sure you will help us if

you possibly can.

Thank you.

Gratefully,
Newt Gingrich, M.C.
General Chairman
P.S.
I've enclosed some excerpts I clipped from President Bush's
recent State of the Union address.
So much of what he discussed
is tied to what we're doing through the "American Opportunities
Workshop."
If you can make a contribution, hopefully no later than
April 20th, I'd be especially appreciative. Thanks again.
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EXHIBIT 19
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October 23, 1990

Mr. Thorton Stearns
5 Fernway
Winchester, Massachusetts 01890
Dear Thorny:
As you know, one of GOPAC's main efforts this year was to
produce and air the "American Opportunities Workshop," an
interactive nationwide television broadcast and grass-roots rally
that took place on May 19th.
With more than 600 workshop sites across the country, 30,000
participants, and extensive media coverage, AOW was a significant
success on its own terms. However, the real reason GOPAC took on
AOW was to explore an innovative new mechanism for creating and
motivating the new Republican majority of the 1990s.
That's why we think the real success of AOW will be seen on
October 27th, "Taxpayers Action Day." Taxpayers Action Day will
be a day of nationwide rallies and protests against higher taxes
and government waste, and will begin with a 60-minute television
program, airing on the Family Channel at 10:00 a.m. EST.
Although Taxpayers Action Day is a project of the Council
for Citizens Against Government Waste, a taxpayers' action group
led by former U.N. Ambassador and Republican Senatorial
candidate Alan Keyes, it literally would not have been possible
without the work GOPAC funded and carried out through AOW.
Indeed, Mark Colucci, who led our grass-roots organizing efforts
with AOW, has spent the last month as a consultant to Citizens
Against Government Waste applying the lessons we learned and
teaching its staff how to utilize television as part of a major
grass-roots effort.
In short, the AOW experiment is now meeting the market test;
proving that the technology we pioneered has broad application
for motivating conservative grass-roots coalitions. And we're
excited that our technological innovation is now being utilized
for a project as dear to our hearts as Taxpayers Action Day.
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During the next few weeks, you will be reading and seeing
more about the anti-incumbent mood in America and its
implications for November 6th. As you read these stories and
watch these reports, look for mention of Taxpayers Action Day -and take some pride, as we do, in the knowledge that you made it
possible.
Best wishes,

HHC/je
P.S. For a videotape copy of the broadcast, please call Mark
Colucci at (202) 484-2312.
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June 21,

r

1990

Mrs. Sylvia M. Thompson
2737 Lemon Tree Lane
Charlotte, North Carolina 28211
Dear Sylvia,
I'd like to thank you for your support and commitment to
GOPAC. Without your involvement we could not continue providing
leadership to citizens,
activists,
and present
and future
Republican leaders. Your participation is crucial to me and to
the important tasks at hand.
These are exciting
times at GOPAC and we have been quite
busy lately.
I am excited about progress of the "American
Citizen's
Television" project,
which will carry the torch of
citizen activism begun by our American Opportunities Workshop on
May 19th.
We mobilized thousands of people across the nation at
as a result of AOW, are now dedicated
the grass roots level who
in continuing to
We are making great strides
GOPAC activists.
recruit activists all across America to become involved with the
are literally snowballing into the
Republican party. Our efforts
activist movement we need to win in '92.
These are dynamic times that are rapidly changing the face
By renewing your Charter membership with
of American politics.
change at the local level and
GOPAC you can continue to institute
A governing Republican Party is no
America.
work toward a better
and
Together we are making great strides
longer so far off.
changing America.
the
that
you do for GOPAC,
all
Again,
thank you for
Republican Party, and the country. Thank you in advance for your
continued participation.
me know if you are ever in Washington.
I hope you will let
I would very much like to have some time to visit with you.
ylwed

Newt Gingrich
P.S. Our next Charter Meeting
forward to seeing you there.
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TO:

Newt Gingrich
Jim Tilton

FROM:

Bo Callaway

DATE:

August 27, 1990

SUBJECT:

My understanding of meeting held in Jim
Tilton's office on August 22.

i"

I presented the agenda which was produced in response to Dan
Swillinger's memorandum and Newt's response.
The following was agreed to on the subjects of the agenda:
1. Newt agreed to the new ground rules which are that all
regular funding of GOPAC, to include Charter members and
direct mail, will be expended for traditional GOPAC and for
support of Newt. All new projects must stand the market
test and be pre-funded or they won't be done.
2.
I went over the problems as shown in Exhibit A, and Newt
did not have any disagreement with them.
3. I explained the current situation in some detail, as
shown by Exhibits B through G, and Newt has a thorough
understanding of the situation. After asking a lot of
questions, he has a handle on where we are right now.
I went over the positive alternatives under Item 4, and Newt
agreed with all of these at least in principle.
Newt then stated firmly that he feels we need to go back to
basics for now through 1992. That the only special projects
for 1992 should be 1992 election oriented projects. Newt
has now concluded that you can't really affect 1992
elections indirectly -- we must do it directly through
political programs.

Ex b4 2.1
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2
He thinks we want a radical agenda that we fight through the
House. This means that we must assume that GOPAC goes back
to being a narrowly election oriented organization which
focuses on such things as candidate projects for 210
congressional candidates. He would like us to dramatically
expand our tape program. Our consultants should help script
the tapes.
Newt thinks that we (GOPAC and the House) will define the
agenda from now to 1992 more than the President will.
He thinks that we should design a significant part of our
Charter meeting on how we get to 1992. He would like us to
consider a special audio tape from Newt just for Charter
members and prospects to talk about that. His thought was
that it might be in 4 pieces:
1.

An explanation of the Fall campaign.

2.

The new solutions that we offer.

3.

Framing where we are.

4.

Something like the Chatanooga tape to get them pumped
up.

In discussing ACTV, it was decided that we would continue
through the September 29th program and we would make a decision
at that time whether to continue. Unless there is
additional funding we would not continue beyond September
29.
For September 29 we need a very strong program that is
controversial enough to stir up our Charter members and
other constituents. It should be a model show that we can
use to explain what ACTV is all about. Jeff has agreed to
take responsibility for this.
We talked about Joe Barton. Newt indicated that it is
extremely important to keep Joe happy and suggested that we
might want to send Joe $100,000 now and all that he raises
from Kissenger. (Since the meeting we have sent Joe $50,000
which is all he requested at this time and have been in
constant communication concerning the Kissinger event. I
have not been able to talk to Joe directly, but will
continue to negotiate this.)
HHC:lk
cc:

Jeff Eisenach
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AGENDA
MEETING WITH NEWT AND JIM TILTON
August 22, 1990
I. Agreement on Ground Rules
funded subject to market test

-

all future projects pre(Exhibit A)

II.

Discussion of the Problems

III.

Current Situation:
a) Charter (Exhibit B)
b) Direct Mail (Exhibit C)
c) Cash on Hand (Exhibit D)
d) Current Budget (Exhibit E)'*

IV.

ALTERNATIVES
Positive:
a) Send clear signals.
b) Allow Charter Members to Earmark Funds.
c) Adopt North Pole rules on spending.
d) Great show for September 29.
e) All out effort for November 11-12 Charter Meeting.
f) Renewed Emphasis on Fund Raising
g) Find Cinderella
Negative:
a) Cancel ACTV.
(Exhibit F)
b) Renege on Commitments.
(Exhibit G)
c) Cut Consultants and/or Staff.
(Exhibit H)

V.

FUTURE -

1990 North Pole Project

E

2
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EXHIBIT A
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CURRENT PROBLEMS
August 21,

1. Mixed Signals.
GOPAC.

II.
III.

1990

Basic Support has been for Traditional

Attention and Funds Diverted to AOW and ACTV.
No Newt Time for Fundraising.

IV.
AOW and ACTV (especially) Programs are not Salable.
Not Enough of Newt and not Enough "Raw Meat".
V.

Anticipation or Perception of Recession among Charter

Members.
VI.
As a Result of the Above, Cash has been Depleted to the
Extent that we any not be able to Meet Commitments.

2A
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EXHIBIT 8
Analysis of Charter and Project Revenue
1989 and 1990

Date

1989
Actuals

1990
Actuals

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

$136,250
$70,531
$112,500
$57,100
$170,400
s87,600
$99,665
$61,775
$113,300
$210,000
$120,000
$155,150

$83,470
$68,550
$92,908
$62,850
$196.900
$54,200
$99,500
$46,000

Total

$1.394.271

$704,378

1990
Projected

$22,500
$116,500
$216,000
$157,000
$98,000
$610,000

1990
Budget

August 22, 1990

Difference
vs Budget

Project
.Revenue

$167,470
$106,200
$82,600
$196.500
$118,000
$147,500
$118,000
$88,500
s136,500
$226,000
$177,000
$118,000

($84,000)
($37,650)
$10,308
($133,650)
$78,900
($93,300)
($18,500)
($20,000)
($20,000)
($10,000)
($20,000)
(s20,000)

$100,000
$100,000
$150,000
$50,000
$50,000
$25,000
$1,063

$1,682,270

($367,892)

$476,063

Recommendations:
') Renewed efforts at all renewals - Letters, Bo and Newt calls.
Andy Ireland to take charge of a Congressional Project to raise $100,000
1) Real emphasis on the best possible Charter event in November.
White House, Speakers, etc.

Esensch
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EXHIBIT C
Analysis of First Eight Mailings

1990

August 21, 199C

TRADITIONAL GOPAC
Mail Date
Package Name
Letters Nailed

Jan 4
Kickoff
31,855

Feb 22
Follow-up
31,188

Apr 23
Statement
31,123

June 27
Fair Elect
25,227

-July 27
Pledge
27,855

$120,003
$25,986

$41,593
$22,668

$38,777
$19,461

$32,966
$15,521

$37,032
$13,811

Net Income

$94,017

$18,925

$19,316

$17,445

$23,221

Net/Letter

$2.95

$0.61

$0.62

$0.69

$0.83

Gross Income
Package Cost

------------------------------------------------------------------------------NEW IDEAS
Mail Date
Package
Name
t
-I ters Nailed

Narch 15
AOW
35,315

May 18
State Tax
22,021

May 24
AOW Gram
6,610

$27,090
$20,507

$18,182
$14,210

$2,688
$4,529

Income

$6,583

$3,972

($1,841)

Net/Letter

$0.19

$0.18

($0.28)

a Income
2kage Cost
Net

TOTALS
Traditional
147,248

New
63,946

Gross Income
Package Cost

$270,371

$97,447

$47,960
$39,246

Net Income

$172,924

$8.714

$1.17

$0.14

Letters Mailed

Net/Letper

Projected Revenue for rest

of year =

($66,382)
($31,099)

Net Loss by Comparison
Net Loss vs. Projection

$81,060

We give our best efforts to get NRCC and RNC
commendation:
prospecting to drop in spring of 1991.

list
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EXHIBIT D

Analysis of Net Cash Balance
1989 -

DATE

NET CASH

1990

VS

LST NO

December 89
January 90

ACTUALS
$343,921
$416,170

February 90
March 90

$494.092
$469,132

s77,922
($24,960)

April 90
May 90
June 90
July 90

$362,821
$332,263
$256,007
$191,689

($106,311)
($30,558)
(s76,256)
(s64,318)

Note:

August

5

FOR YEAR

$72,249
$125,211
$150,171

$18,900
($11,658)
($87,914)
($152,232)

AOW has caused a cash drain of $160,000.
ACTV has caused a cash drain of $28,804.

90

member

90

'er 90
aber 90
eaber 90
Note:

$72,249

August 21, 199(

PROJECTIONS
$168,364
($23,325)

($175,557)

$145,163

(s23,201)

($198,758)

$271,455
$330,992
$352,789

$126,292
$59,537
$21,797

($72,466)
($12,929)
$8,868

.
b5;ed on
Cash to Candidates
wih
on proia
a.te
Sept
r2
with no program after September 29.

-
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ACTUALS

4

EMBU81y T
RIVENUR
AND EIPSES
THROUGH JULY, PROJECTED FOR REST OF THE YEAa

August

22. 1990

AUGUST SEPTEMBER
YTO
DECEMBER
OCTOBER NOVMBR
YEAR
5338.534 835.563
030,000
040.500
043.60
0S24.107
:34.320
575.374
818.562
$18.562
018582
910,562
188.184
$18, 562
$53.263
S0
So
So
so*
s0 053,263
U658,950
:8.500 0116.20 0214,000 0 157.,000 $108,000 01,324.970
014.000
038,725
s4,000
090,725
S17.000
03,000
014,000
$16.311
$2.084
$2,084
$2,084
02.084
$28,731
92,0084
13:875
$500
0500
$500
$500
56,375
3500
Wkshp 2377.140
s377,140
$150,000
1,000

RECIIPTS:
Diret Mai.5 - Bouse
Direct Mail - Prosp.e
T.learket
Charter, and Tr~utes
GOPAC Leadership Conil
General and Administrative
Audio/Visual Tap. Proram
AmericeaOpportuity

Focs.Gro..p

$1,712.172

TOTAL RECEIPTS
EXPENES:
Ditreca Mat

-

so.s 0225,905

Dr.ec Mail - Pro.e

Tee.srk.e

$33.875

TOTAL EXPENSES
2T.

019,8832

325.3
021,250
So
032.097
SS0773
514,3711
038,23S
.395S 07,385
021,740
$42.6 33
31.800
S0
SO

$77.589021.250

Ch.rter Ra Trustees 244,669
911.583
GOPAC Leadership Co.cil
011.275
soral. and Adataistrative

Politial
Audio/Visual Tape Progres
R...rh and De.vlop.eat
AD/ACT,
Focus Group.

$139.209
5186.166

$236,976
534,540
0127,552
$537.983
113,450
1.715,397
(s3,225)

%32,07
01,773
014.371

S294.826
$25,883
$21,250
soC
!32.097
- s5.773
014,371
038,235
s7,3,5

$38,235
$7
$21,740$21,740

$1,800
so

$221.706

s2.721.545

5167,466

:22,083
921,250

00,32
021,250

$32,
097

$32,097
95,773
914.371
s34,870
S
S7.385
021,740
$1,800
S5

so

05,773
1 4.371
034.8070
07,305
021. 740
$1.09
0

$162,534

s209.367

0168,534

$162.169

(S23,325)

(s23.201)

0126,292

$59,537

so

0328.82
0103,030
033,875
0405,154
540.448
9143,130
$421.421
71.465
$236.252
SS87.08
9113.450

$145.669 $2.53.670
521.797

$157.875
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EXHIBIT G
COMMITMENTS

The largest single commitment we have is to Texas.
Joe
Barton feels that he is entitled to spend everything he
I am now negotiatraises in Texas on races that he picks.
I get reports that he (and Brenda and
ing with him on this.
others) are very upset with me, especially if they feel that
"their" money has been spent on AOW or ACTV.
We had put in the budget $130,000 for Texas. Joe
thinks that he is already due about $130,000 to $140,000 and
would get more from the amount he raises during the rest of
the year. I have suggested in writing a compromise which
might result in our spending some $200,000 depending on how
much money he raises. My guess is that if we promised him
$200,000 today, he would be happy and would continue to
raise as much money as possible for us.
Other states in which specific amounts (in accordance
with a budget approved in June) have been mentioned are:
Wisconsin
Florida
Arizona
Total

S26,000
$20,000
$10,000
$56,000

We have promised to help, but without specific amounts,
in these states (amounts are approximately what it will cost
to do what we have promised):
Oregon
Montana
Total

$10,000
$ 6,000
$16,000

We have non specific commitments in Georgia, Tennessee
and Pennsylvania.
All together, it will take about $285,000 to fully fund
what is expected of us.
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EXHIBIT F
OPTIONS FOR AMERICAN CITIZENS TELEVISION
ASSUME CLOSE ACTV AT END OF AUGUST -

NO SEPTEMBER PROGRAM:

OWE TO GOPAC
OWE TO CENTRAL BANK

$28.804
$25,000

TOTAL

$53,804

ASSUME CLOSE ACTV AT END OF SEPTEMBER 29 PROGRAM:
SEPTEMBER PROGRAM
TOTAL

$56,133$109,937

ASSUME CONTINUE TO END OF YEAR -

PREPARE FOR 400 CABLE SITES

MARK COLUCCI
STACEY OSWALT
F EISENACH
L SERRANO

$3,000
$3,000
$6,000
$1,800

uB TOTAL
BURDEN (25%)
COMMUNICATIONS

$13,800
$3,450
$2,000

MONTHLY TOTAL
THREE MONTHS

$19,250
$57,750

TOTAL

1

POSSIBLE FUNDING BETWEEN NOW AND JANUARY 1:

NHC

FOUNDATION
THREE FUNDRAISERS
BRUCE BENSON
JIM RICHARDS
BILL LAUGHLIN
NOBLE FOUNDATION
KRIEBLE/STEADMAN
RAY CHAMBERS
KIRBY FOUNDATION
'TFE FOUNDATION
ALD REAGAN

IDERELLA
OaER MILLIKEN
OWEN PINNACLE
TOTAL

$5,000
$100,000
$40,000
$50,000
$25,000
$50,000
$50,000
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000
?
?
?
$350,000
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February 8,

1990

MEMORANDUM FOR BO CALLAWA
FROM:

Jeff Eisenac~h

SUBJECT:

Addendum to Fe

uary 5 Implementation Memo

This memo updates and adds
implementation of Project Launch.

to my

memo

of

February

5

on

1.
Congressional Participation: You should be aware that Newt met
yesterday with the GOP Freshman Class and asked them to take on,
as a project, the recruitment and coordination of congressional
involvement in the project.
The response was generally very
positive, and my guess is that they will agree to participate in
a substantial way.
In addition, Newt met last
night with Dick
Armey, Fred Grandy and Peter Smith and asked them to take an active
role in designing and overseeing both the focus group and May 19
projects.
They agreed to do so.
On this point, I discussed with Dan Swillinger this morning
the question of what restrictions might apply to Congressional
involvement, and he is drafting a "do's" and "don'ts" memo -- based.
essentially on the proposition that no official funds or resources
should be used to aid the project.
2.
"Wholesaling" vs. "System of Retailing":
Newt and I have
my notion
of
the distinction between
discussed
at length
"wholesaling" and an alternative notion, "systematic retailing."
akin
a
level
more
though
on
attention,
connotes
personal
The latter
Based on this
to Nordstrom's than to a small boutique.
modification in general principles, we have been discussing the
need to, in effect, expand our sales force -- possibly through the
I suggest we
use of a volunteer or contracted-out phone bank.
discuss this-at our management meeting on March 12.
An area for immediate attention is
Targets of Opportunity:
3.
"targets of opportunity" -- e.g. Georgia's 6th District, Colorado,
and the D.C. area. We need to identify resources to ensure that
we maximize our returns in these three areas, and other specific
In particular, we need to put
target areas we might add later.
very high on our agenda the task of identifying a 6th District
Coordinator.

ExhM
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Trouble on the Conservative yrout: Morton Blackwell turned me
down yesterday to be a member of the steering committee.
He, and
many other conservatives,
are mad at Newt about the voter
4.

take another pass at Morton today, because
registration bill.
I'll
I think his participation is so important.
If I'm not successful,
crucial void.
this
to fill
how
we'll need to discuss
cc:

Mark Colucci
Joe Gaylord
Newt Gingrich
Steve Hanser
Eddie Mahe
Dan Meyer
John Morgan
Tom Morgan

Don Starry
Dan Swillinger.

(Vbi
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MEMO

TO:

Joe Gaylord
Mary Brown

FROM:

Newt

DATE:

March 30, 1990

RE:

American Opportunities Workshop sites in the 6th
District.
The GOPAC print-out shows only one very tentative (Clay Davis)
site in my district.
Time is getting short for finding sites and
GOPAC needs to have the hosts identified as soon as possible to
get materials to them to make the workshops a success.
Please make this a high priority.
cc:

Dan Meyer
Katherine Brock
Dan McDade

EstA
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WASHINGTON POLICY GROUP, INC.
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June 26, 1990

MEMORANDUM FOR BO CALW
FROM:

Jeff Eisenac,4h

SUBJECT:

ODR Change Pr

t

As you requested, this memo follows up on our walk with Newt
this morning and suggests an approach to the ODR change seminar.
He said
us, I think, to think big.
I
Newt empowered
not
"institutions should be invented to meet the environment,
That means to me that anything is popsible.
evolve incrementally."
Second, he suggested that one way to approach this
is to imagine
the newspaper story that would be written in
January 1993,
following George Bush's State of the Union, that described all the
local workshops and cable access TV shows that were a part of both
designing and carrying forward the message of that speech.
He also defined our environment for us. "We" are "the people
who have ousted Jim Wright, created the most successful political
the country, pulled off a major national
training program in
"we" are the people participating in the
workshop, etc." That is,
seminar and the rest of the GOPAC team, including "associates" like
Eddie, Joe Barton, key charter members, etc., but probably not
including the farm team, the entire base of charter members, all
In particular, "we" clearly is not
of the AOW site hosts, etc.
defined as "the country, the Republican party, the conservative
movement and the rest
of the world."
morning is describe a specific
What Newt did not do this
Yesterday, however, he did give us a good
change project for us.
In this
framework for thinking about where we should be going.
handout, he identified three GOPAC/ALOF zones:
1.
2.
3.

Local Elections
Planning/R&D
Movement

He indicated that we understand 1 & 2 relatively well, but need to
Points 7 and 8 in his handout suggested that we
think through 3.
need to state a vision of success and develop specific milestones
And the chart he drew on the board (attached)
and yardsticks.
showed us the environment we are working in and the areas where we
should attempt to have an impact.
leaves
gives us a place to start, it still
of this
While all
us short of having a clear statement of a specific change project.

EW
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My suggestion at this
question "what if" -- as in,
approach the seminar on that
that we want to do Y instead
Daryl has to teach us and be
What is X?
as follows:

point is
that we ask ourselves the
"what if we wanted to do X?" -- and
decide
Thus, even if we later
basis.
of X, we will have learned the tools
able to apply them to Y.

My suggestion is

that we define our change project

GOPAC must change from a single institution carrying
in two zones
multiple, largely independent activities
(local elections and R&D) into multiple institutions
carrying out wellat a minimum)
(GOPAC + ALOF,
coordinated activities in three zones (local elections,
R&D and movement/television).
In addition, driven by the
1992 goal, GOPAC must become more active, more focussed
and more tangible-goal-driven. Two things, superficially
inconsistent, must happen simultaneously: (1) GOPAC must
do more things in more zones; and (2) the things GOPAC
does must be better coordinated and more focussed on a
specific objective.

out

This description implies some reasonably well-defined questions
that might reasonably be asked and answered during the next three
For example:
days.
o Setting aside what the precise milestones and yardsticks
are, how are they set and how do we monitor whether they are met?
o
How do GOPAC/ALOF's three zones interact with the "world
at large" as portrayed in Newt's chart (attached)?
o How do we do a better job of coordinating between the three
GOPAC/ALOF zones of local elections, R&D and movement/television?
How does R&D, for example get translated into activities
in the
other two zones?
o How do we finance an increasingly active program, assuming
that we do not wish to grow beyond 200 charter members? How do we
do a better job interfacing between the marketing (i.e.
finance)
side and the other elements so as to maximize in-kind and financial
participation by charter members?
o
What is ALOF/ACT's relationship to GOPAC? How actively
does the GOPAC training program promote participation in ACT? How
does ALOF fundraising interact (if at all)
with GOPAC fundraising?
o What implications do our answers to these questions have
for what each of us (at the seminar) does, and how we interact with
each other and with others on the GOPAC team?

Ex '* 24
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I'll leave it in your hands to decide whether any of this
makes sense and, if you think it does, how to communicate it with
the other participants. I'm out of the office from noon on today,
and get in late tonight, so I'll see you in Atlanta tomorrow
morning.
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August 15,

1990

Mr. Jim Richards
Southwire Company
P.O. Box 1000
Carrollton, Georgia 30119
Dear Jim:
I very much enjoyed visiting with you yesterday and I
appreciate your taking time out of your busy schedule to meet
with me and June.
You had asked how we could measure the success of this
project and I have listed several significant measures below:
1. The number of workshop sites across the country and the
number of participants who attend. I have enclosed one of our
national workshop site directories for your review.
2. The amount of media generated by each show. There were
favorable reports in several major publications regarding the May
19th show including USA Today, The Washington Post and The Wall
Street Journal.
3. The prestige of the individuals who participate and endorse
American Citizens' Television including Pete du Pont, Detroit
City Councilman Keith Butler, Congressmen Duncan Hunter, Andy
Ireland, Fred Grandy and others. Governor of Maine Jock
McKernan, President Bush and Vice President Quayle all
participated in the May 19th show.
4. The number of allies who support us such as the Heritage
Foundation, Free Congress, Citizens for a Sound Economy, the
National Chamber of Commerce, National Vietnam Veterans
Coalition, The Family Channel and Citizens Against Government
Waste.
5. This is the ultimate and most effective use of technology to
ass roots movement and in many ways will not be
build a
measureable except by watching the next two elections.

SWAR 25
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Jim, as is the case with the start-up phase of many
operations, ACTV is in urgent need of special funding help to get
it through its infancy. There is an immediate need for $100,000
to $200,000 to complete our fall programming and allow us to plan
for next year.
I, of course, want to wish you the best of luck with your
sales job. We're obviously very hopeful and are keeping our
fingers crossed.
Again, thank you for meeting with us. Newt and Bo are
deeply commited to this project and would be extremely pleased to
I look forward to hearing from you
have your support as well.
soon.
Sincerely,

Jeff Eisenach
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1990

Jim Richards
Southwire Company
P.O. Box 1000
Carrollton, Georgia 30119

4r.

Dear Jim,
I enjoyed talking with you and appreciate -your continued interest
in everything that Newt and I are doing.
;
I understand your frustration.
It can be difficult to measure
the results of something like ACTV, but I think there are some
objective criteria that we can use.
Since May 19th there have been nearly 1,000 ACTV workshops held
across the country.
Many activists are working on their third
workshop
September 29th.
For
In addition to the workshops, we have more than 100 activists
working to become ACTV affiliate producers.
These people are
enrolling in local cable classes now so that they can produce
local programs in the fall.
Perhaps the greatest indicator of success is the talk of other
national conservative groups on how they can copy what ACTV is
doing.
Clearly, what we are doing has captured the imagination
of the grassroots political movement.
I appreciate that your talking to Roy and deciding what you will
want to do.
I hope it will not come to a choice between GOPAC
and A.C.T.V.
I strongly urge you to continue your strong support
for GOPAC.
That is the fundamental thing that we will need to do
to control the U.S. Congress in 1992.
If you feel that you are in a position to do more, end especially
if you would like to do it in a tax deductible way, I think
A.C.T.V. is a good opportunity.
Please call me if at any time I can answer any questions or can
be of help in any way.
Sin erely,
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ABRAHAM LINCOLN OPPORTUNITY FOUNDATION
Ho'ard H. Calla-,a
chairman
Stace,A Oswair
Director of Decelopment
August

16,

1990

Mr. Jim Richards
Southwire Company

P.O. Box 1000
Carrollton, Georgia 30119
Dear Jim:
I very much enjoyed visiting with you Tuesday and I
appreciate your taking time out of your busy schedule to meet
Of course, we are deeply grateful for your
with June and me.
willingness to consider near term funding for ACTV.
I also wanted to respond to two specific topics that you
raised.
First,
your suggestion about the need to identify
quantitative measures of success is well taken and I have given
it some thought. Below I have gone over some of the measures of
success we have used in the past.
across the country and
We had a number of workshop sites
several thousand participants who attended those workshops.
I
have enclosed one of our national workshop site
directories
for
your review.
The media generated by each show is a great indicator.
There were favorable reports in several major publications
regarding the May 19th show including USA Today, The New York
Times, The Washington Post and The Wall Street Journal.
We had the support of prestigious people across America
including Pete du Pont, petroit City Councilman Keith Butler,
Congressmen Dufscn Hunter, Andy Ireland, Fred Grandy and others.
Governor of Maine Jock McKernan, President Bush and Vice
President Quayle all participated
in the May 19th show.
We have strong allies
who support us such as the Heritage
Foundation, Free Congress, Citizens for a Sound Economy, the
National Chamber of Commerce, National Vietnam Veterans
Coalition, The Family Channel and Citizens-Against Government
Waste.

440First
Street, N.W., Suite 400. Washigton, D.C. 20001 . Phone: (202) 484-2312 I
1900 Grant St., Suite 850 *Denver, Colorado 80203

: (202) 783-3306
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As we move forward we will continue to rely on these
measures of success and will work to develop new ones.
I would
very much appreciate any of your thoughts on which specific
measures would be most useful.
Secondly, we're very interested in your suggestion about
using your production facilities and I'll be discussing this with
our producer as we begin planning for next year. I'll let you
know what we've determined as soon as possible.
Newt and Bo are
Again, thank you for meeting with us.
deeply committed to this project and would be extremely pleased
to have your support as well. I look forward to hearing from you
soon.

JA/so
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Newt Gingrich

FROM:

Bo Callaway

DATE:

August 13, 1990

SUBJECT:

Tentative decisions made at-the North Pole
Basin planning meetings.

I would have liked to have talked to you in person about our
North Pole Basin meetings before sending this memo, but
since you are going to be planning for 1992 this week, I
think it is essential for me to get this information to you
I would appreciate it if you would
as quickly as possible.
go over the material in this memo before you get involved in
your 1992 planning session in Georgia.
The first part of the discussion was mechanical. It was
agreed that there are three broad things that GOPAC does:
1.
2.
3.

Traditional GOPAC.
Newt support.
Projects such as ACTV, AOW and focus groups.

It was unanimously felt that the regular funding for GOPAC,
to include Charter and direct mail, should be spent for
Traditional GOPAC and Newt support, and that all projects in
the future should meet the test of the marketplace. That
is,
if they are not funded up front, we don't do them.
The
feeling was that this would take away from the concerns that
many people have had about GOPAC sending mixed messages.
Charter members would know what their money is being given
for; those who give to projects would know what their money
is being given for.
As an aside, it was also felt that no individual should be
$10,000 of that
allowed to give to projects unless the first
For example, if a person
gift went as a Charter membership.
was interested in a project of GOPAC and wanted to give
$100,000 to it, the first $10,000 would be Charter and the
next $90,000 would go to the project.
This would not apply
to corporations or foundations, although for corporations we
would encourage the first $10,000 to be given as a Charter
membership.
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Everyone felt that 1992 was the best chance that we will
have in our lifetime to make the kind of bold changes that
we all saw as necessary. Here is our plan for 1992, either
done by GOPAC or by others, with GOPAC's encouragement:

J.

100-Day Agenda

It was strongly felt that we had to develop an agenda worth
J
I think Dan Meyer is working on this now
voting for.
through ranking Members. We also know that Heritage, Cato,
and others have pretty well developed things along this
line. Our thought was for COS or GOPAC or someone to
sponsor a meeting in Washington with all'of the players such
as Hudson, Cato, AZT, Heritage, Hoover Institute, as well as
political consultants and Members of Congress who share our
vision to discuss, in a conference for a day or two, what
the 100-Day Agenda should be. Then the sponsor, with a few
research and writing assistants would put together a
document that, hopefully, would be approved by the vast
majority of the particpants as the agenda that candidates
could support for the first 100 days in 1993 (because of
501(c)(3) participation, we might have to make it less
Republican). We would give it a name (for now "100-Day
Agenda") and would ask all candidates running in 1992 to
sign off for supporting all or essentially all of the
program. The conference should be held in Washington, no
later than January 1991.
2.

Recruiting Quality Candidates.

GOPAC (or some other entity) would make a real run at
recruiting quality candidates. We would start by contacting
our 6,000 on the farm team as well as any others that the
RNC or NRCC might have. We would ask them to sign up to
support the 100-Day Agenda and to consider running for
Congress. We would use Tom Morgan, Mark Colucci and others
to develop a number of candidates that would seem good.
We
would also try our best at determining who the ideal person
or persons would be in each of our targeted 200
Congressional districts.
When we had a list of those we would like to recruit, we
would send distinguished people such as Congressmen, former
Congressmen, Governors, etc., to do the recruiting. We
would have demographic and opposition research (hopefully
done by the NRCC) to use as persuasion for those being
recruited. We would have funds available to pay for travel
expenses for those who do the recruiting. The idea would be
to see that no later than June 1991 we had at least one good
candidate committed to run and also committed to the 100-Day
Agenda in every one of our 200 targeted districts.
*
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3.

National Media Campain

GOPAC would be the catalyst to set up a non-GOPAC
independent expenditure group prepared to conduct a national
media campaign for the three or four most significant items
of the 100-Day Agenda and to publicize a list
of candidates
who are supporters of the 100-Day Agenda.
The idea is to be prepared with an independent expenditure
group ready to go immediately after the Republican
Convention and hopefully raise the $30,000,000 It would cost
to set the stage for a national campaign which spelled out
the importance of making a change and the importance of
voting for those who support the 100-Day Agenda.
All of this, as a 1992 project, would have to stand the test
of the marketplace and be funded as a project before GOPAC
would spend money on it.
The idea was that Eddie Mahe would do some planning together
with input from all of us at the North Pole.
I think Terry
Kohler would fund the small amount of planning money
required.
Then we would have a meeting, probably on
November 13, the day after the Charter meeting, of those
Charter members who might be interested in putting this
together. At that time Eddie Mahe would have a plan for us
which we could then approve in more detail to include costs
and time lines.
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Abraham Lincoln 0 ortunity Foundation, Inc
Statement of Program ServIaceAccomplishmen(ts-See instructions.)
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Abraham Lincoln Opportunity Foundation,
Form 990EZ

Schedule I - Part I,

-

Inc.

1990

Line 1 - Contributors Whose Contributions for

1990 Are $5,000 or More:
The Family Channel
International Family
Entertainment, Inc.
1000 Certerville Turnpike
Virginia Beach, VA 22463
Amilore Foundation
310 South Street
Morristown, NJ 07960

6/28/90
10/25/90

$

22,250
25,500
S

9/6/90

5,000
5,000

Bruce & Nancy Benson
21509 Cabrini Blvd
Golden, CO 80401

8/23/90

10,000

Toward H. Callaway
Foundation, Inc.
1900 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, IL 60611

9/20/90
11/1/90

5,000
20,000

RJR Nabisco, Inc.
50 New Commerce Blvd.
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18762

47,750

10,000

#520

25,000
10/17/90

5,000
5,000
92,750

9

16 1+'Z?2
.

ALOP.TR

Abraham Lincoln Opportunity Foundation, Inc.
Form 990EZ

-

1990

Schedule II - Part I, Page 1, Line 16 - Other Expenses:
Bank Charges
Graphics
Handbook Expenses
Interest
Licenses & Fees
Meals
Payroll Taxes
Photography
Production Costs
Seminars
Telephone/Phone Banks
Travel

$

Total Other Expenses
Schedule III - Part II, page 1,

58
20
159
757
70
115
1,812
50
79,574
265
20,737
1,844

$ 105,461
Line 26 -

Liabilities:
Beginning
of Year

Loan Payable
Payroll Taxes Payable
Total Liabilities

S

0

End of
Year
S

0

$

0

45,247
-

S

731

45,978

Ex66& 28
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Organization Exempt Under Sul(c)( )

SCHEDULEA

...

501(e), 501(f). 501(k). or Section4947(a)(1) CharitableTrust
acceptt Private Foundation).
SupplementaryInfornati.
Attach to Form 990 (or Form 990EZ).

_

1r 9

Abraham Lincoln Opportunity Foundation, Inc.
Compensation of the Five Highest Paid Employees Other Than Officers. Directors, and Trustees
(See specific Instructions.) (Lst eachone.It there amnone.enter*None )
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nmmberaf otherreeiingovers

Statements

foD
pa30.000

About Activities

sI Nol

influence

x

During the year. have you attempted to
natuionl state, or locallegislation,includingany attemptto
influence publicainionnaegislatvematter orreferendum?..... . .
.
.
.
. . .
if "Yes." enter thre total expensespaid or incurred in connectionwrth the legislativnactivities £
Complete Part Vt of this form for orgaaons that made an election under section 501(h) on Form 5765 or other
statement. For othenrorganations checking 'Yes," attach a statement grvig a detailed description of the legislative
act(ittes and a classifiedschedule of the expensespaid or
2 Durin thn year. have you, either directly or
engaged anyof the following actswith a trustee. director.
pnncipal officer. or creator of your organction, or airy taxableorganantion or corporation with which such person is
affiliated as an officer, director, trustee, majority sinner, or pncipal beneficiary
aSale..exchangea.or.leasingoftproperty?..
...................
.
..
.
bLending oftmoney oraother extension ofcredit?'
.
......
.
....
..
.
.
.
.
2b
cFurnishing of goods.services, ortfacilities?'.
. .......
.
..
... .2c
...
.
d Payment of compensation (or
eor
reimbursement oeeses if more tfoanSt.000)?
........
d I
I
o Transferofaeypartofyourmcomeraes..
. . .
. .
....
..
....
2n
If the answerto any question Yes.. attach a detailed
n statement eoplainng the transactions
y
et omstli
costa
(o
paet r reotureeuutoepse
i
ore.ta
3Fo Paaa.
Doyoumake
grantfor
scholarships.fellowripsstudenticns.?
. t .mum001
. . .S1002
. )?
. . . . . . . . ..
. . 2
4 Attach a statement explainnnghow you determinethat
or organitions receivingdisbursement from you
in furtherance of your chartable programsqualify to recei aye oaymnon oe
sopfristructions.)
Far P.p.-ft
11"wiftle. Act Notice. eg.
I ofthe instructions u, F.- 990 1. 1990EZ).
Scheduleu (Form 990) l9W
1

incurred.

indirectly,

in

individuals

SAlbE* 28
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Abrahaw Lincoln OpporC iry Foundacion. Inc.
senana*r..en ue
______________________

358885
Ia.
2

reaso

IIIII
Ff
c-iwart
sfrdeiiin
The organiation is nota private foundation becauseit as(plea cece only ONE applicable box):
5
A churc.. convention of Churches.0passociabon of church. Secebn 170(bXSlAXi).
ALOF
A secal Section 170(bX1XAXii). (Also complete Part V. page3)
0053
a
A cosoitalora cooperatve hospital service rpncaotn. Sachn 170(bXXAXiii).
L. A Feneral.state or localgovernment orgovenrnmentalurait. Section 170(bXXAX).
A medical research organation operated in conjunchon wrth a hospital. Section 170(bX 1XAiii). Enter name. city, and state
of hospital I...............
...
10
An organaITIOn operated for the benefit of a college or univensty owned or operated by a governmental unit. Section
170(b)(1XAXv). (Also complete Support Schedule.)
11a
An arganiat:on that normally receives a substantial part of r= support from a governmental unit or from the general public.
Section 170(blX1XAXvi).(Alsocomplete Support Schedule.)
7
11b 0
Acommunitytrust Section 1 0(bXIXAXi). (Also complteeSupportSchedule.)
12
An Organumtitrt that
reserves:(a) no more than
of support from grosssnvestrent incomeand unrelated business
taxatie income (less section511 tax) from businesses
acquired by the organation after June 30. 1975. and (b) more than V
of its succor, from contnunons, membership fees. and gross receipts from activitiesrelated to its cnantable. etc..
2
unciors-subecto certainexceptons.See section 509(aX ). (Also complete Support Schedule.)
13
j An orgarit:on that is not controlled by any disqualified persons (other than foundation managers)and supports organiations
Oescrted n: (1) boxes 5 through 12 above:or(2) section 501(cX4). (5). or (6). if they meet the test of section 509(aX2). See
section 509(aX3)
Providethe following formation about the supported organinaons. (See instructions for Part IV. box 13.)

E
E
O

O

normally

h is

(a) Name(s)of supportedorganatn(s)

(b) fomn abr

U

An orarizatorn oirgnnzedandoperated totest for public safety. Section 509(aX4). (See soecrfcnstvn)ructOr
_)
Supoort Schedule (Complet only ifyou cehow b 1 0. 11. or 12 above.) Ue cas Method of accounting.
Calendary ear(ori scal
(a(b)
I
(e)
((
I
(A)
yearbeginningin) >
1959
1988
1987
1986
1
Total
SGifts. rnts. ao commloutians
tcwed (Do
mlnoueeucusualirants.Sealire21)
-013,630
8,032
20,421

24

42,083

16 Memership feesreceived

17 Grs receipts tram actnesons. merI
cnandsesolo or services erformed.or
furmsningof facities any acry tIt
is rot a business unrelated to the
ortgaiation s harable, etc..Duroose .
18 Grass
fcme
ro
terect. edend.
Monsreceived
from aymentswroncne
Im (section512(a)(5)).tents.ryalti. and
related bu.r tcle
enso
(ten ie Sll
wt) fran bunesaesMacnedby
thn orpanarionate
t Jue 30. 1975 . . -

in

57

12

-0-

-0-

69

19 Net income from unrelated business
activitiesnot nuced line 18 - .

in

eine

20 Taorenus needfr rourbenefitAd
nidtoouatrepencedonyourbehalf.
21 The aueofar
or act
tarsna to
youhr a govemmeral
en withata unare.So
sotecucethe valueof sermesor lactes

w

generally)urashed'o
tietub

inane.

iwhutecarts.

22 Other
Attachscr=eoule So n amduce gain(orloss)trI sale of canalassets
23 Totalof lines15tmrougn
22
. .
24 Line23minusinel7
. I
- Enter%of lne23
. .
. .1 1

______

_______

_______

______

_____

57
57
1

I

13.642
13.642

|.
I

L

136

I

1

8,032 i
8.032
80

______

_____

I

20.421
20.421

1

204

42,152
42E152
AIM M

organizationsdesembedin hoa 10 or 11:
a Enter 2%6of amount in column (e). lie 24 .
. .
.
.........
) stowing the name of and amountcontributed by each person
pe
t
AAtac astamot o
(other tcan a gonernmental and or pubbcly supported organtron) wo totl grfis fon 1986 through 1989
exceeaerthe amount snows n ivne26a. Enferetbe sum of all escessamonts tere
.
t
dCiantod, On Page3)

or51

M
843

31.415
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Abraham Lincoln Opportunity Foundation, Inc.

Support Schedule (continued) (Complete only If you checked box 10. 11, or 12 on page 2.) N/A
27

inbox12. page2.
Organztnons desenbed
menameof.andtotal amounts receivedin eacvyearfrom.,
15. 16,and17. showing
a Attach a list for amountsshown on
each disqualified person." and enterthe sumof such amounts foreachyear
(1989)...................... (1988) .....................
(1987)-(1986)...............

lines

in line17 for eachperson(other than Orstualified
b Attacha lit showing.for 1986 through1989.the nameandamountincluded
receivedmoredung that yearthan the larger of: (1) the amount an line 25 fortheyear:
persons') fromwhomthe organization
or (2) 55.000.Includeorganlsatons described
tn boxes5 through 11 as wellas individuals. Enterthe sumof theseexcess
amounts
foreachyear
28

(1989)......................(1988).................
.. (1987).......................(1986)...................
grants during 1986 through1989. aracri a list
2. thatreceived
any unusual
described
in box10. 11.or 12,page
Foran organization
the nameof the contributor, the date andamountOf thegrant.ana a brief
(notopento publicinspection) for each yearshowing
in line15above. (Seespecific
of thenatureofthegrant. Do ot includethesegrants
desncotron
Private School Questionnaire
N/A
(Tobe completed ONLY byschools that checked box 6 In Part IV)

instructions.)

29
30

policytowardstudentsbystatement in your charter, bylaws,other
Doyou harea racially nondiscrimitnatory
body?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29
of your oveming
instrumentor ina resolution
goneming
Doyou include a statement of your raciallynondiscnminatory policytowardStudents in al your brochures.
and
programs,
dealingwith student admissions.
withthe public
andotherwritten communications
catalogues.
10I
.................................
scholarships?......... .....

I
I

Hav you publiced your raciallynandisciminatory policythroughnewspaper
or broadcastmediaduringthe
periodif youhaveno solicitation program,in a way
periodof soltation for students.or duringthe registration
community
yousere? . . . . . . . . . . .
that makesthepolicyknown to all partsofthe general

31

If "Yes," please describe: if "No." please explain. (if you need more space, attach a separate statement.)

32

Do you maitain the following

of thestudentbody.faculty.andadministrative staff' . . . . . .
a Recordsndcating the racial composition
and other financial assine are awarded on a racially
Recordsdocumentingthat scholarships
....
..
...
..
....
bases? . . . . ..
.........
nondiscnminatory
o Copies
ofall catalogues,
brochures.
announcements.
andother writtencommunication to the public dealing
. . . . . . ...
s cholarships?...........
withstudentainssrons. progr and
of allmatenalusedbyyouor on yourDehalfto solicitcontributions?. . . . . . . . . . . . .
d Copies
If you answered
"No" to any of the above,pleaseexplain.(If youneed morespace,attacha separate
satement.) ..............................................................
....................
33

32.a
1

1
32b

i32.
I 32d

Do yo'udiscromenate'by race i'n any way with respec-ta:o:-------.....
............
a Students- rightserprivileges? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
. .
...
..
.....
b Admissions policies? .

10i33b3

Employment
of faculty or adminotratve staff'
. . .
.
. . .
Scholarships
or otherfinancial assistance? (See ustructions.)
Educational
policies?
. ..
. ..
. . .
Useoffacilites?
......
. . .
..
.........
Athleticprograms?.........
h Otherestracurncularactivities? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
If you answered
"Yes" to any of the above.pamse explain.(It youneedmore space.attach a separate
statement)

S.c
33d
33
33f

c
d
a
f

g

34a Do you receiveany financial aidor assistancefrom a govermental agency? .....

....

.

133,
133h

1

134b

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
or suspended ..
b Hasyournght touch aideverbeenrevoked
Ifyouanswered
"Yeseto either 34a or b.please
explain
using anattached
separatestatement.
35 Doyoucerify thatyouhae complied
withtheapplicable
requirements
ofsections
4.01 through4.05 ofRev.Proc.75.
50. 1975-2C.8 587.covenn racialnondisciination? If '"No."attachanexplanation.
(Seeinstructions
forPartV.)
35 I
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Abraham Lincc(
Opportunity Foundation, Inc.
Lobbying Expenditures by Public Charities (see instructions)
(To be completed ONLY by an eligible organization that filed Form 5768)
toa atliated group(seeeastructions).
It theorganization belongs
Cnck here a
apply(seeirstruchoeis).
It youchecked
a and "trite cotrorl provisions
eckhere b

>>

N/A

ALOF
0055

Amas

Umits on Lobbying Expenses

u

..
1
to influence pubic oPsen......... ..
lobbying
expenses
36 Total(grassroots)
body
toinfluence a legislative
expenses
37 Totallobbying
.
and
37)
lines
36
(add
expenses
38 Totallobbying
expenses
(seePartVI instructions)
39 Otherweemptpurpose
(addlines38 and39) (seeustructions).
expenses
40 Totalexarmptpurpose
of 51.000.000 ortheamountdetermined
amount Enter the smaller
41 Lobbyingiaontaxable
under thefollowing
tableif the amouacnt iee 40 1.Thelobbying nontasable amount Is. . . . . . . . 20%otaeanintbed0.Notir 3500.000
tier $50.00 ltoearorer 1.00i00 . . 100.000
fhs 15%oftheesoer3500.000 .
.
twir31.000000
batoor
oer 1.500.000. .175.000 plu10%
sothe oe owne
m$1.000
Over1300,000 . . . . . . . .
122.000Pin5%allbasr1.500,011
rontaable amount
(enter25% f lne 41)
42 Grassroos
liee 4L)
essesa
it eitherois36nds line42lr li
(Carpletlines 43am44. iam4720
43 Excessatline36overline42 . . .

Fi

44 Excess
atline38 overlit4a
eA

. ....
.....
4-Year. Averaging
Period Under Section 50 1(h)
instuctins)
.. . .36
.
501(h) eeCoedo7eavts to Wiootei all04the fivecolumns
(Someaipanieutios t ade a seeobon
45-50 teedertais.)
belau.Seetheinstrucios; toehiem,

__________________

_______I

Caliedar year (or
thsalyIyarbgeling In) Pe
45 Lobbyinrgouasbie amount0(Seal

aS(b)
L
1990

During4-YearAviragieg Period
Expenses
Lobbying
-

98

t)
l98&

4
198.

a
Total

instructions) . . . . . . . .

oilJ

46 Lobbyingceilingamoun.
r (150%
line45(e))
.
.
47 Total [obeying expcnses (see

41 Grassroots
nontaxableamount(seet
A9 Grasoroos coiling amoetf(150% of
limie
48(e)) . .__.__._.__.
80 Grasorooraoebeying
expesesa

E&V, .16+ 2%6

M19 Abr~aham Lincoln Oppoortunity Foundation.
Inc.
e.-" 5
Iiirmation Regarding Transfers To andTransactions and Relaiiionsolips With Nofeifltablo Exemp
Orntions
Mo s tor diectly ow indrectly entgage in any ot the tolto~ing votti arty otherirvntio
IDid thereporting
orin sctioon52.ettg
section S01C) OftheCWo(otherthansccion 501(cX3)orgammauooco)
Willu1bons?
Poitri in
todecrbed
as Transfers
fronm
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Abraham Lincoln Opportunity Foundation,
1990

-

Inc.

990EZ Schedule A

Line 26(b) - Contributors Whose Gifts for 1986 through 1989 Exceeded the
Amount Shown on Line 26a Bal Krause

5843:
12/16/86

$

2,500
2,500
$

Howard B. Callavay Foundation

2/9/87
2/24/88
5/27/88

$

5,000

5,000
3,548
3,082
11,630

Bruce a Mary Benson

2/24/88
6/17/86

$

7,000
5.000
12,000

Colorado Republican Committee

6/3/86

LePrino Foods Co.

5/9/86

4,500
2,500

s

35,630
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Abraham Lincoln Opportunity Foundation, Inc.
#74-235885
Form 990EZ
1991

Schedule I - Part I, Line 1 - Contributors Whose Contributions for
1991 Are $5,000 or More:
Howard H. Callaway
Foundation, Inc.
1900 N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, IL 60611

8/22/91

10,000

8/2/91

37,000

#520

Citizens Against Government
Waste
1301 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20036

$

47,000

$

2,500

Schedule II - Part I, Page 1, Line 10 - Grants:
West Georgia College

Schedule III - Part I, Page 1,
Bank Charges
Interest
Office Expenses
Payroll Taxes
Photography
Production Costs
Total Other Expenses

Schedule IV - Part II,

Page 1,

2/11/91

Line 16 - Other Expenses:

$

2
637
50
455
278
28,917

$

30,339

Line 26 - Liabilities:
End of
Year

Beginning
of Year
Loan Payable
Payroll Taxes Payable
Total Liabilities

$

45,247
731

$

45,978

$

27,747
.731

$

28,478

Ex&iA 28

I
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SC4EDULE A
(Form 990)

CM.anization Exempt Under 501(c,
(Ec

private Foundatiorl. Sol(@),

tOtIM.

)MBo.rn'

501(k),

or Section 4947(a(1)

ChtbleI

Tnmst

Abraham Lincoln opportunity Foundation
QM Compensation of the Five Highest Paid Eampoyees Other Than Officers, Directors, and Trustees

*i~Jne

_

I ........................

_

_....._

_______

...................................

1__________________ALOF
0_

_________

_

_

_

____________________

Total nwnbe, of inner employeespad Oer

S30,00

' . .. . .1

.

*. Compensation of the Fioe Highest Paid Persons for Professional Services
(See specific instructions.) (List each one. If there are none, enter "None.")
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t
.. Mt~W'fl'
oot.Abraham
Lncoln 000orrunrnFoundto
;
boa).
check onlyONEapplicable
it is pleasee
is not a pnate foundation because
Theorganranofn
ALOF
of churches. Section
170(XblAil).
C A Churecconhernitonof churches.or associabon
0066
(AlsocompletePar V. page 3)
C A school.Section170(by1)(A)(ii).
Section
170[bX)(X1.
or a cooperative
hospitalserviceorganizalion.
7 0 A hospital
170(b)(IXAcv).
o govmmsental unit.Section
a OA Federalstate,orlocalgovernment
Section170(bX1Ali). Ener name, city,andstadeof
witt
a hospital.
operated
a conjunction
* OA medical researchorganization
... ................... .........
I ..........................................................
hospital
170(bl1Mi,
bya goveiental wit. Season
forthebenetOfaColegeoruwiersity ownedor operated
1t C Anorganation
operated
(Alsocomplete SupportSchedule)
matnonally receivesa substantialpartof its supporthn a govermental unit or fromthe gaen public.
organriation
ie a
(AlsocompleteSupportSchedule.)
Section170(bHXAhv)
Schedule.)
(AlsocompleteSupport
1li OA comuity trust. Section170(b)(1)AXv.
icoirte and urelatedbuness
(a)no moretan A of tssupporthomgras vestiiotment
normallyreceives:
12 OAn arganizaton that
aller June30. 1975.and(b)morethan% of
tre
organiation
acqusd
by
businesses
table ntcome(lesssection511 tax)from
etc..fucton bjec
from
actinities
related to its chraRtable,
fromcontribution. membership fees, andgrossreceipts
support
Scheduej
(AlsocompleteSupport
SeesectionS509(a)(2).
to certainexceptioss.
andsupportsorgaiatdons
managers)
(Oter thantoaundation
13 C An organiason ohatis not controlledbyanydisqualified persons
desctrbed in:(1)boxes5 through 12 abon: or 0 section501(c), (5).or(t ifthe meetVie test of section509(a2).See
section5091a(3).
for PartIV.box 13.)
aboutthe supportedorgaizatiora (See anstructions
mefoaorg information
Provitde

its

u Gfronht
oboe

(a) Name(s)ofsupportedorganizatrio(s)

14 O

15

to
A organiation organaedandoperated

SupportSchedule
(Complete
onlyif
Calendaryear (or acal
.N
year beginning
Giftagrants, andcontbutions recorded.
(Do

In)

fees

not ncude unusual grats.

konsuc:ional)
suata eaesoecnel
test or publicsafety.Section
ou eckedtboa10.11.Or12 abse.) le cashmetod of accounting.
(a)
(d)
b)
(c
(a)
TOal
1987
1988
198
1990

eline 28.)..

.
receied . . .
fieborshD
17 Gros. racerpts from admissions
or
soldor srcics Performed.
merchandise
trat is
any activity
fumishing of tlcdties
not abuness unrelated
to the orgaissons
. . . . .
charitable. etc. oursOse
COvends. amsounts
icoen from
18 Gross
on securities
loan
payments
recededirom
rents royalies, and
(scton t2(aX(5)).
unrelated
business
tasablencome(esssection
16

97,750

1
13,630

-0-

8,032

119',412

in

interest.

511 taue)

frombusinesses acquird

by te

Jure 30.1975.. . . .
ogatiz atler
19 Net income from
actiite

20
21

22

unrelated

rnotincluded in line 18

160

.

.

12

-0-

13,6T2

8,3T

13,6T2

8.03r

98, 294

17. . . . . . . .
Lan23m ius line

98,134

..

]

8.1

7

I

6

2U.UL

- 1nEdb
U ////

desenbed
inboxlb or I:
Orgaizations
a Eiter 2% ofamountin column
(e).
line
24
. . . .
. . . . .
b Arach a Io (notopento publicinspection) allowingthenameof and marst contried byeach person(ather
whose totalgullsfor1987through1990exceeded
urui Orpubliclysupportedorganization)
a govenmental
thain
here . . . . . . . . . . . .>
te sumof aBexcessamounts
shown
in ise 26 Enter
gin amount
lConueoonpage3 -.1,194
ase
2

453

. .

and
tenedfor yourbeonet
Tax revenues
eitherdpaid
to youor expanded
onyouth
behalf
Thevaloeof senri orfaolibeslumushed
to
Co
youbya government unitwithoutcharge.
no ince tie valunofseries or tacilties
without charge
gneall frrmsed to the oublic
schedule.Donotinclude
Othercome.Anach
ofcapitalasss . .
rom-sale
gain (oss)

25 Ener 1%ofline23 . . .

57

384

business

23 Total
of ines 15through
22. . . . . .
24

160

1 060

2,397
99,395

E& i+ 28
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Abraham 1

Support Schedule (continued) (Complete only Ifyou checked box 10, 11, or 12 an page 2.) N/A

in

desoibed box12,page2:
27 Organizations
a Attacha list foramountsshownOnlines15.16.and17. showing thenimeof.andtotal amounts
received err nearfrom,each
daGqualified
person.andenterthe sumof suchamounts
far eachyear*
ALOF
(1987)....
(1988)...................
(1990)............................ (1989)
0067
b Attacha list showing.for1987through 1990.the name andamountincluded
in line 17 foreach-perorn
(otherthan disqualified
persons' tromwhomthe organization received
moreduring
that year than the largerof (1)the amountan line25 forthe year or
(2)
IncludeOrganizationsdescribed
o boxes5 through 11as wedasmidivrduals.
Enterthe sumof theseexcessamountsfor
eaun yew.~

in

55.000.

21

(1990) ............................
(1989)
.....
(1988)
.....
(19)
....
For an organization described in boo 10. 11. Or12. page 2. that receivedanyunusual grantsduring 1987through 1990, attach a list

(notopento publicinspection)
fareachyearshowingthenameof the conrinbutor.
te date andamount
of the grant. anda onet
description
of the natureofthe grant.Donot includethesegrantsin rie 15above.(Seespecific
instructions.)
Private School Questionnaire
N/A
(To be completed ONLY by schools that checked box 6 In Part IV)

in yourchapter,bylaws.other
policytowardstudentsbystatement
29 Doyouhave a raciallynondiscrimiratory
29I
of yourgoeming body? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
govemnginstrument.
or ina resolution
.30 Doyouincludea statementof your raciallynondisenminatory
policytoward studentsin all your brochures.
catalogues,
andother ctien communications
withthe public
dealingwithstudentadmissions, programs,
and
scholarships?...............
...................
...........
30
31 Maveyou pubhc-aed
yourraciallynondseirmxatry policythroughnewspaper
or broadcast
mediadurng the
penodof solicitatian
forstudents.
or duringtheregistration
periodit youhavenosolicitation
program.
in a way
31
yousae? . . . . . . . . . . .
community
thatmakesthe policyknownto allparts of the general
If Yu. please descNbe; i Nofmoa, n pleasain.
(if youneedm re
space. amtacha sep are
statement)

32
a

Do you maintain
thefollowing:

Records indicating the racial composition

th

Arpct

of the student body. faculty,

adminisrar sta
.
a Records documenting that scholarships and other financial assistance arand
awarded on a racially
nondiscriminatory

32a

o Copie of allcatalogue, brochures, annhounicements,
and Otherwrittencommunications to the publicdealing
withsluderitadmissions, programs.
and scholarships?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
d Copies of allmaterial used byyou ar on your behalf to solicitcotiuin?. . . . . . . . . . . . 32d
Ifyou answered OWto any of the abov, please explain. (f1youneed morespace, attach a separate staee t.)

d Scholarships
or
*i-nsucion).(...
ote fiacal assistance?
(See
. ...................
..
e Educational
policies? . . .
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
g Athletic programs? . . . .
ht Otherextracurricular ac~tve?

.

.

. .

.

. .

.

. .

.

.

. ..

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
youneed morespace,attach a serate statement.)
to anyofthe above, please explain (Of
Ifyouanswered_Ye"_

andor assistance froma governental agency? ...........
34e Doyou receive any Ainancial
or suspended? ........
bs Has yourrightto such andever,been revoaked
st2Met
to either34a or b, please explain usin an watchedseparate
aswered -Yesyou
If
35
4.01 truh40 o e rc
35Do yu Cenra yoa e comple wihteapial reqrmetshof seclionsif
(e ntuiosforPart VI
f"o. nc anexplanation.
75-50.1952C858.cen ria

nondiscrimination?

3
33h

3,
3b
35
aer1,195
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olo iUyyotciflIY ri-unaaciufolssI
nstructions)
(si
Publicp
fleinstruction
(ro be completed ONLY by an eligible orgaDnziot
otW6h5ttois
group
(see
affiated
to
an
blo
the
orgaisflbol
It
Chente 1hi. a]
prsstoes acoly,(seeM~ol~I
henehi b C] Ifyouchsokede and'-ted confrsor'
Cneock
riaifura-stItl

Abraham L

CbgoEecting

00OF
tea

Units on Lobbying Expenses
......
Total (gasr oabbying expenses to Influence public opinionTotal lobbying expensesto influence a legislative body .
.
Total lobbying expenses (add lines 36 arid37) .
Other exempt purpose expenses (see Part VI instruction) . o e
v .5.0..
..
instructions)
the
39
38 andpine
Totalexem t purpose expenses (add
ler of 1,000,000 or the amount deternn4ed
Lobbying nontaable amountEntt
j
b
eU
e
e
oni the followingtble s
The lobbying taxable amount isIf the amount on line 40 . .
.
.
.
e
40
on
amount
of
the
.
20%
.
.
.
.
.
v000
.
Not over 50
$500101
excess o ehe
. $100000 plus 15%of
4-000e000.
Oveor$500000butnotover1,
ooe Sb.000l000
plus 10%of the e
o75.000
Ovr $1,0m.000 a t onr 1.500,000 . a
Over 31.50,0041 . . . . . . . 5225.000 plus 5% of t excess over $1,501.000
Grassroots nontaxable amount (enter 25% of line 41). ...........
line 42or W. 31texceedo Ene41.
c
I~kns43ard 4C FW Form4720 SM the in36 cods
............
Excess ot Msre36 ave line 42 ,

36
37
36
39
40
41

42
43

Excess; of Mne38 oveirrose 41

44

.. . . .

...........

L

h

a

4
4

-. .

4-Year Averaging Period Under Section 501(h)
(Someiiorganztions that mnadea serion 501(h) election do not have to completed all of the five Column'sbelow.
lines 4550 lar details.)
See the

intutosfor

Lobbying Espenses During 4-Yer Averaging Period
(a)
1991

Calender year (or
year beginning in) W
amount
nontaxable

fiscal

Lobbying

45

46

Lobbyingceling amrount150%of lin 451.5

47

Total lobbying

48

Grassrooits

. . . .

E jffi

1

I

I

___

_____

Lobbying Activity by Nonelecting Public Charities
(For optional reporting by organizations that did not complete Part VI-A.)
Yes No

Dunag the yer. did you attempt to influence national, slate or local lrgslatbon, includingan
a aterp
Influencepublic opinion on a legislate mater or referendum. through the use o
a Volunteers . .
.
.
..
.......
Paid staff or management (include compensation in expenses reported on lines c through h)
I

c

Mediaadventsernets...........

d
e
f
g

Mailings to meters. legislators,or the public .
.
.
.
.
.
.
Publicationsor publishedor broadcast statements
Grants to otherorganaions for lobbying purposes.
.
.
.
.
.
Direct contact wrth legislators,their staffs.governments officials. ore legislativebody...
Rallies. denonstrations, senminats.
Convention, speeches.
to any other mean
Total lobbying expenses(add ines o through ).
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

I1

(4
Total

(d)
1988

.

Grassrootscling amount(150% of line 48N))
Grasroots
lobbying expenses
see
. . .__
.
.
...
..
instructions)

49
50

(c)
1989

1

exynses (see instructors) .
nontaxale
amount
(see

Instructions)
.

(b)
1990

.......

Atnot

........

lectures,

.

. .

..

If Yes to any of the above,also attach a statement giving a detaileddescriptionof the activities.

1,196

Exnjtt 29
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Abraamiti I
Infonnation Regarding transfers To and Transactions and Relationiships With Noncharitable
Exempt Organizations
51 Didthe reporting organization
distly or indireclyengage anyof thefollowing
with anyotherorganizationdesenbed
in section
501(c)ofth. Code(Other
thansection501(c)(3)organzations)
orin second
527,relating
to political
organizations?
es No
of:
organization
to a noncharitable aempitorganization
fromthe repwoning
a Transfent
san.eoue.(Fwea

1 41

in

lo

.

Cash

. .

. .

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

.

. .

. .

.

fla..
581
1X

. .

(ii) Otnerassets........
....................
. .. . . . . ...
b OtherTransactions:
i) Salesof assets
to a nonchantable
exempt
organization........ . . . . . . . .
.
i
X
Is.i,
.
of assetsfroma nonchantable except rganization.... . . . . . . .
(il) Purchases
X
.
b(i..
.... .
..............
...
(iI) Rentalof faclites orequipment
x
bv
(iN) Retmbursnent arrangements. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
b.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. . . . . . . . . .
(v) Loansorloanguarantees
bvi....l..
te
solicitations.. . .
ormenbership orfundrasing
of services
(vi Performance
. . . . .
or Paid employees......
equipmtentt
maling lists Orotherassets.
Sharingoffacilities.
indicate
column
below
shoukialways
schedule.
The*Amount
involved*
is -Yes."completethefollowing
d if theanswer
to anyof theabove
receivedIsssthantait
bywereporting
organsatio. Ifthe organization
thefairmarketvalueof te goods.
otherassets,
orservicesgiven
received.
otherassets,
or asvices
(d)thevalueofthegoods,
orsnaing arrangement
indicatea column
marketvaluen anytransaction

IX

c

I

Lan.w.

a

e
woan

rowcl

Namtioes
oi

Deths.or ow
tame edcnet oqaruzason
rtelrn. transacwra

orn section5277...
in section
50lle) of theCode(othr thansection501(c)3))
described
bsit -Yes.- completed,
thefollowingsteoa
"ats er 'awtt

Typ

0aioa

of

and esaonig
arrangemeais

..

..

. ...

Yes,~

No

otit

Dstre
D..,~

I6

A

.7.
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Abraham Lincoln Opportunity Foundation, Inc.
1991

-

990EZ Schedule A

Line 26(b) - Contributors Whose Gifts for 1987 through 1990 Exceeded the
-------------------------------------------------- ----------------Amount Shown on Line 26a - $2,397:
6/28/90
10/25/90

$

22,250
25,500

Howard H. Callaway Foundation

2/9/87
2/24/88
5/27/88
9/20/90
11/1/90

$

5,000
3,548
3,082
s,000
20,000

Bruce & Mary Benson

2/24/88
8/23/90

$

7,000
10,000

Family Channel

$

47,750

36, 630

17,000
Amilore Foundation
RJR Nabisco, Inc.

9/6/90

5,000

10/17/90

5,000

$

111,380
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Organization Exempt Under Section 501(c)(3)
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ABRAHAM LINCOLN OPPORTUNITY FOUNDATION,

INC.

1992 FORM 990Z
eDULE I
LINE 1 -

PART I -

CONTRIBUTORS WHOSE CONTRIBUTIONS FOR
1992 ARE $5,000 OR MORE

HOWARD H. CALLAWAY
INC.
FOUNDATION,
P.O. BOX 1510
COLUMBUS, GA 31904
R. RICHARDSON TRUST
983 PARK AVE. - $14A
NEW YORK, NY 10028
HENDERSON FOUNDATION
1608 W. MAIN ST.
IOWA 50158
MARSHALLTOWN,

1/17/92
2/10/92
3/30/92

15,000
10,000
20,000

4/24/92

25,000

12/28/92

10,000
80,000

sCEnDULE ZZ
PART I

-

LINE 16 -

OTHER EXPENSES

PRODUCTION COSTS
BANK CHARGES

70,000
7
70,007
scDULE III

PART II

-

LINE 26 -

TOTAL LIABILITIES
BEGINNING
OF
YEAR

LOAN PAYABLE
PAYROLL TAXES PAYABLE

END
OF
YEAR

27,747
731

27,747
731

28,478

28,478

2
zoo~

ABRAHAM LINCOLN OPPORTUNITY FOUNDATION,

INC.

1992 FORM 990EZ
SCHEDULE A (FORM 990)
8CHDULE IV
PART IV -

LINE 26b

FAMILY CHANNEL

HOWARD H. CALLAWAY
FOUNDATION

BRUCE & MARY BENSON

* CONTRIBUTORS WHOSE GIFTS FOR 1988 THROUGH
1991 EXCEEDED THE AMOUNT SHOWN ON
LINE 26b - $3,218
6/28/90
10/25/90

22,250
25,500

47,750

2/24/88
5/27/88
9/20/90
11/01/90
8/22/91

3,548
3,082
5,000
20,000
10,000

41,630

2/24/88
8/23/90

7,000
10,000

17,000

9/06/90

5,000

RJR NABISCO, INC.

10/17/90

5,000

CITIZENS AGAINST
GOVERNMENT WASTE

8/02/91

37,000

AMIIORE FOUNDATION

153,380

EAj, %o 2B
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ABRAHAM LINCOLN OPPORTUNITY FOUNDATION,

INC.

1993 FORM 990EZ

SCHEDULE I
PART I -

LINE 1 -

CONTRIBUTORS WHOSE CONTRIBUTIONS FOR
1993 ARE $5,000 OR MORE

GOPAC
440 FIRST STREET NW
SUITE 400
WASHINGTON, DC 20001
(FORGIVENESS OF DEBT DUE
BY FOUNDATION TO GOPAC
FOR 1990 TV PRODUCTION
EXPENSES)

12/6/93

SCHEDULE
PART I -

LINE 16 -

43,785

II

OTHER EXPENSES

PRODUCTION COSTS
BANK CHARGES
INTEREST EXPENSE
OFFICE EXPENSES
TAXES AND FEES
TELEPHONE
TRAVEL

16,038
33
6
492
174
62
1,374
18,179

SCHEDULE III
PART II

-

LINE 26 - OTHER LIABILITIES
BEGINNING
OF
YEAR

LOAN PAYABLE
PAYROLL TAXES

PAYABLE

27,747
731
28,478

END
OF
YEAR
-

731
731

2B

ABRAHAM LINCOLN OPPORTUNITY FOUNDATION,

INC.

1993 FORM 990EZ
SCHEDULE A (FORM 990)
SCHEDULE IV
PART IV - LINE 26b -

FAMILY CHANNEL
HOWARD H. CALLAWAY
FOUNDATION

CONTRIBUTORS WHOSE GIFTS FOR 1989 THROUGH
1992 EXCEEDED THE AMOUNT SHOWN ON LINE
26b - $4,549
6/28/90
10/25/90
9/20/90
11/01/90
8/22/91
1/17/92
2/10/92
3/30/92

-

22,250
25,500

47,750

5,000
20,000
10,000
15,000
10, 000
20,000

80,000

BRUCE & MARY BENSON

8/23/90

10,000

AMILORE FOUNDATION

9/06/90

5,000

10/17/90

5,000

CITIZENS AGAINST
GOVERNMENT WASTE

8/02/91

37,000

R.

4/24/92

25,000

12/28/92

10,000

RJR NABISCO,

INC.

RICHARDSON TRUST

HENDERSON FOUNDATION

G4MwV 2B
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WASHINGTON,DC
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CHAIRMAN
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TROUBLE? - PLEASE CALL (202) 484-2282
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P A, 0CC4652
GG

Jeffrey A. Eisenach
Director
Executive

February 27, 1992

Dear Randy,
It was good talking with you today. I hope Newt's
review of the proposal we discussed will be helpful in making
a decision.
I've enclosed, as promised, a package on the "Change
Congress NOW!" project GOPAC has underway. As we
discussed, we would love to have you as a GOPAC Charter
Member. As you know, the Charter Program involves a
$10,000 commitment, towards which we are able to accept
either personal or corporate funds.
With respect to foundation funds, it is of course not
appropriate for GOPAC to accept 501(c)3 money. However,
Bo Callaway does have a foundation, the Abraham Lincoln
Opportunity Foundation (ALOF), which owes GOPAC a
substantial sum of money. You might consider a contribution
to ALOF, which would enable it to pay down its GOPAC debt,
and thus be of enormous help in our efforts to change the
Congress in 1992.
I've asked Bo Callaway to give you a call next week, and
hope you'll consider getting involved in what we believe is the
best opportunity to change Congress we're likely to see for
quite some time.
Since ,

R. Randolph Richardson
477 Madison Ave., 17th Floor
New York, NY 10022
440Fist Street. N.W. * Suite 400 * Washington.
D.C.20001
Phone
(202) 484-2282
Fax (202) 783-3306
Authorized andpaidforbyGOPAC

Z9
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THE GRACE JONES RICHARDSON TRUST

GOPAC2
2410

Grensbm, North Carchna27420

feed LHole.
h

April 14,

oe

1992

Mr. Howard H. Callaway, Chairman
Abraham Lincoln Opportunity Foundation
440 First St., NW, Suite 400
Washington
DC
20001
Dear Mr. Callaway:
On behalf of the trustees of The Grace Jones Richardson
Trust and at the direction of Mr. R. Randolph Richardson, we
are happy to enclose our check in the amount of 525,000.00.
Any acknowledgment of this grant should be sent directly
to Mr. Richardson at 477 Madison Avenue, 17th Floor, New York,
New York 10022.
Very truly yours,
The Grace Jones Richardson Trust
LLS/jc
Enclosure - Check No. 2133
cc:

Mr. R. Randolph Richardson
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CHAIRMAN
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March 16, 1992

MEMORANDUM FOR JUNE WEISS
FROM:

Jeff Eisenach

SUBJECT:

Bo's Charter Du s

$10,000 from him or (2)
Bo has offered us a choice of (1)
I indicated to him on the phone today I would
$20,000 from ALOF.
in part, frankly, because I
tend to go for $20,000 over $10,000 -think we ought to go ahead and get the ALOF loan repaid and be done

with it,

as opposed to having it

In any event, let
back to Bo.

hanging around for another year.

know what you think on this and I'll get

E bd9;I
30
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EXHIBIT 31
HOWARD H. CALLAWAY
FOUNDATION INC.
900 GRANT STREET
SUITE 850
DENVER, COLORADO 80201

GOPAC2
0011

(3 03) 8 94-0502

.

March 23, 1992

Ms. June Weiss
GOPAC
440 First Street, NW, Suite 400
20001
Washington, DC
Dear June:
The trustees of the Howard H. Callaway Foundation are
happy to enclose a check in the amount of $20,000.00 to
be used for the important work of the Abraham Lincoln
Opportunity Foundation.
Keep up the good work.
Sincerely,

/3

;

HHC:lk

HOWARDHCALLAWAY
FOUNDATION INC
GRSTE581
CO 023
DENVER,

:1s

rbyronuenteo,

msm

252
March

23

5

92
192O

Abraham Lincoln Opportunity Foundation1

s200.0

Twenty Thousand dollars and No/100--------------------------

FvaContribution

367
ABRlttm LINCOLN OPPORTUNITY FOUNDATION
Howard H. Callaway
ChairmanGOPAC
SraccvA. Os1.
Director of Developmen0

0012

March 31, 1992

Te Honorable Howard H. Callaway
Howard H. Callaway Foundation. Inc.
1900 Grant Street
Suite 850
Denver, Colorado 80203
Dear Mr. Callaway:
On behalf of the staff and creditors of the Abraham Lincoln Opportunity
Foundation, I would like to thank you and the trustees of the Howard H. Callaway
Foundation for your generous contribution.
Your support is greatly appreciated, and please know that the important work of
the Abraham Lincoln Opportunity Foundation will continue.

+40 Firt Street,N W., Suite 400* Waschingon, D.C. 20001* Phone:(202)484-2312 Fax: (202) 783.3306
1900Grant St., Suite 850 Denvr, Colorado 80203
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EXHIBIT 33
NEWBILL 0119

A Pr.,fenwand Corywre'.

Certipfid Pubtc Accounters
4891 Independence Street - Suite 235
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033-6714
FAX (303) 456-1040
(303) 456-1120

November 15,

1993

Ms. Kay W. Riddle
Abraham Lincoln Opportunity Foundation
1900 Grant St. - Suite 850
Denver, CO
80202
Dear Kay:
It was a pleasure to meet with you today. I hope all went
well in Oakland and that
you had an enjoyable trip. I am
enclosing the following items for your files:
- Copy of 1992 Form 990EZ information tax return
- Copy of letter
to Internal
Revenue Service re: multiple
eiloyer ID numbers
- Copies of powers of attorney related to above letter to
IRS
I mailed the tax return today by certified
mail, return
receipt requested. The receipt should come directly to your
office. So if you do not get it within the next week to 10
days, please let
me know so that
we can track it down.
We
should receive a reply to my letter
to the IRS within the next
six weeks.
Hopefully, this will clear up all the problems you
have been having with them.
Between August 21st and December 27, 1990, GOPAC loaned
the ALOF $45,000 in cash to help fund ALOF programs.
ALOF
sent two checks to GOPAC in early 1991 for $47,000, which the
repayments of these loans
accountants applied toward partial
and showed the remainder as program expenses in 1991.
There
are not, however, any receipts
or invoices from GOPAC in
ALOF's files which show a breakdown of the money sent to GOPAC
in 1991 or in 1992.
Without these invoices, or any other
documentation from GOPAC as to how this money was spent in
any of the money sent to
ALOF's behalf, ALOF has no proof that
GOPAC was used for non-partisan, non-profit programs.
GOPAC
needs to send ALOF a detailed accounting of how the money they
received from ALOF was used.
information from GOPAC, we can
As soon as you receive this
the loans have
amend the 1991 and 1992 returns to show that
been fully repaid and adjust the 1991 expenses to actual
I will be happy to talk to
program expenses for that year.
it would help them
if you feel that
someone at GOPAC directly,
to understand exactly what they need to research and provide
to you.

Members
of American Institute of Certifid Public Accou3tnts and Colord Sociey of CcriefredPublic Acntants

EAMA 33
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NEWBILL 0120

Abraham Lincoln Opportunity Foundation
November 15, 1993
Page 2
Please do not hesitate to call me if you have any
about the enclosed documents, or need any assistance
in obtaining the GOPAC information. I will monitor the
employer ID number correspondence with the IRS and inform you
when I have heard from them. It is a pleasure to be of
service to you and look forward to working with you in the
future.

questions

-

Very truly yours,

Toni L. Newbill
Newbill & Co., P.C.
Certified Public Accountants

6~A&~v33
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EXHIBIT 34
ALOF

0028

ABRAHAM LINCOLN OPPORTUNITY FOUNDATION
Jcward H. Coaoway. Chairman

December
Me.

2,

1993

Judy Barrett

GOPAC
440 First Street, NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20001
Dear Judy:
Hope all is

well with you and your family.

Bo and I are in the final stages of closing out the Abraham
Lincoln Opportunity Foundation, but before we can do that, our
accountant needs additional

information.

Between August 21 and December 27, 1990, GOPAC loaned ALOF
ALOF sent two checks
$45,000 in cash to help fund ALOF programs.
to GOPAC in early 1991 for $47,000, which the accountants applied
toward partial repayments of these loans and showed the remainder
There are not, however, any
as program expenses in 1991.
receipts or invoices from GOPAC in ALOF's files which show a
Without
breakdown of the money sent to GOPAC in 1991 or in 1992.
these invoices, or any other documentation from GOPAC as to how
this money was spent in ALOF's behalf, ALOF has no proof that any
of the money sent to GOPAC was used for non-partisan, non-profit
GOPAC needs to send ALOF a detailed accounting of how
programs.
the money they received from ALOF was used.
As soon as we receive this information from GOPAC, we can amend
the 1991 and 1992 returns to show that the loans have been fully
e
nses to actual program expenses
repaid and adjust
for that year.
is Toni L. Newbill at 302-456-1120, and she would
Our accountan
We are really trying
be glad to tal to you if that wo ld help.
ut to bed.
all
get
this
to
Best wishes for a happy ho iday season.
week when I'm in D.C. for NET.

Hope to see you next

Love,

Kay Riddle
KWR: lk
su.E a0 * CLNVE t
SMEEr.
1go GAN-T

02
C
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*

03-8;4-A502

. F- 3034--0516
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EXHIBIT 35
FOR: Kay Riddle
FROM:
RE:

i

1j

Judy Barrett

Summary of GOPAC receivable from A.L.0.F.

DATE: Dec

6.

1q93

As you requested, the following is a summary of the
financial activity between GOPAC and A.L.O.F.

GOPAC cash to A.L.O.F. ( '90-91)
74,500.00
(itemized deposits attached)
Billing for Services (documentation attached)
6
9
7
Office Supolies
,2 6.2
aA9001
Postage/Delivery
2.158.81
#A9002
Rent
12,718.08
#A9003
Staff
K. Riddle
9.833.32
#A9004
(25% of Sal. Apr-Nov'90)
Barrett
6,031.22
(25% of Sal. May-Dec'90)
Professional Services
Dan Swillinger
12,000.00
(25% of retainer Zan-Oct'90)
J. Eisenach
30,000.00
(75t fee Jun-Oct'90+ exp)
=. Mahe
4,375.00
(25% of fee Zun-Oct'90)
S. Hanser
2,625.00
(25% of fee Jun-Oct'90)

z.

160,537.73

Payments

received at GOPAC from A.L.O.F.

8/6/91
8/21/91
1/21/92
3/31/92
4/29/92
12/30/92

37,000.0010,000.00
15.000.00
20,000.00
25.000.00
10.000.00

117,000.00

EAA+ 35

INLDN
REFUJDUCAN
FOR
LEADERS
AMERICA'S
-FUTURE

440FIRSTSTREET
NORTHWEST
SUrrE 400
WASHINGTOND.C
20001

ALOF
0030

PHONE PM4-22-2
FAkX=73106

Cash to A.L.O.F. from GOPAC

8/10/90
8/15/90
8/29/90

500.00
6000.005000.001

9/13/90
9/24/90

10000.00/
10000.00-

10/26/90

5000.00

12/ /90

4000.0

2/11/91

29500.00-

0

TOTAL
74,500.00

Authorized ad paid for byGOPACon recycled paper

Exwl , -3-5

GOPAC, INC.
440 FIRST STREET. N.W.
SUITE *400
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20001

INVOICE :

A9004

BILL TO:
ABRAHAM LINCOLN OPPORTUNITY FOUNDATION
440 FIRST ST. N.W. #400
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20001
FOR:
MANAGEMENT & ADMINISTRATIVE

SERVICES

Kay Riddle
2S% of Salary Apr-Nov 1990

S9.833.32

Judy Barrett
2S
of Salary

56,031.25

May-Dec 1990

LEGAL & COMPLIANCE
Dan Swillinger
25% of Retainer Jan-Dec

1990

512,000.00

CONSULTANTS
Washington Policy Group
7S
of Fee Jan-Oct 1990

s30.000.00

Eddie Mahe
2S% of Fee Apr-Oct 1990

s4,375.00

Steve Hanser
25% of Fee Apr-Oct 1990

s2.625.00

TOTAL

:

564,864.57

ExkWbi 35

CO4PAC

INVOICE

TENATIONAL

MSflNOT
HZTION
C
BUILDING
REPUBLCAN
FOR
LEADERS
AMERICA'S
FTURE

440 FIRSTsTRUT
NORTHWEST
SUITE400
WASHINGTON.D.C

GEEA
OARMAN
HOWARD H. CALLAWAY
CHAIRMAN

484-22
PHONE (722)
i3306
FAXP2M2

Aqo63

ALOF

00M8

May 15,

1991

A.L.O.F.
440 First Street, NW
Washington, DC 20001

1990 Rent:
25% of office rent for June - November
(Total rent for the period= $50,872.32)
8478.72 x 6 mos. x25%

$12,718.08

Please Remit to GOPAC

ExWhVA 35

COIPAC
GOPAC

ThE
NATIONAL
CRASS-ROOTS

ORGANIZATION
BUILDING
REPUBLICAN
FOR
LEADERS
AMERICAS
FUTURE

40 FIRSTSTREET
NORTHWEST
SUITE400
WASHINCTON,D.C.
20001

GERALD
R.FORD
HONORARYCHAIRMAN

PHONE(1202)484-2282
FAX(202)783-3306

HOWARD
H. CALLAWAY
CHAIRMAN

NEWTGINGRICH
CENERALCHAIRMAN

GOPAC3 0811
INVOICE

ftqoOl

April 3, 1991

A.L.O.F.
Street, NW
440 First
Washington, DC 20001

$2158.81

Federal Express for 1990
(see attached)

Please remit to GOPAC

Au

p -

by sa-
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EXHIBIT 36
WASHINGTON POLICY GROUP, INC.

COVER SHEET
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COVER)
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WGC2-01378
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FAXNO. 0

July 2,

1990

FOR BO CALLAWAf7D KAY RIDDLE

ML,NDUM

Eisenach

FROM:

Jeff

SUBJECT:

GOPAC/ACT Hou

and the Future

This memo (a)
reports on hours spent on GOPAC and ACT during
about a
the month of June and (b) suggests that we need to talk
short-run problem that has developed with respect to Washington
Policy Group.
June Mou's
As we agreed, I've
been keeping records of the time I've
spent
on GOPAC/ACT activities
during the past month (i.e.
from June 4
on).
My general rules for recording hours were:
o
Record only hours that involved "blocks" of time (thus,
these figures don't reflect a slew of 5-minute phone calls, quick
memos, 10-minutes to review a letter
drafted by Tom, etc.)
o Record hours spent on "general
even if ACT was discussed.
o Record hours worked,
travel time, etc.
o

without,

Record the three days spent

in

planning" as GOPAC hours,

in

most cases,

allowing f6r

Atlanta as 12 hours each.

o Make no effort
to record overhead such as copying,
messenger and mail, etc.

faxing,

The results are reported below.
Time Period

GoAC Hours

ACT Hours

6/4-6/9

11.5

17.0

28.5

6/11-6/15

19.0

2.5

21.5

6/18-6/22

6.0

6.0

12.0

6/25-6/29

38.0

7.0

45.0

TOTAL

74.5

32.5

107.0

Total Hours

WGC2-01379

EWb+ B(

379
-

FAX NO. C

2
hus, I worked 107 out of 160 (4 x 40) "regular hours" during
the
nth of June, or almost exactly two thirds of my time, for
GOPAC.
Of these, two-thirds were for regular GOPAC, and one-third
for ACT.
(This allocation is heavily affected, it should be noted,
by the decision to record all planning hours as GOPAC hours, even
if ACT was discussed.)
Thus, one-third of my retainer ($2,640 =
$8,000/3) should be billed to ACT.
A Short-Run Problem
As you know, our agreement concerning my work with GOPAC calls
for me to spend the majority of my time on GOPAC work, but also
acknowledges that I have other clients that demand some of my time
and, more broadly, that non-GOPAC work is a piece of what allows
Washington Policy Group to stay in business.
As a practical matter, regular retainers have never ,de up
the entire difference. Thus, I've relied, successfully, on shortrun projects (e.g. the book I wrote for Hudson on the budget
process) to bring everything into balance.
I expect to be able to
continue to do this in the future.
In the short run, however, there is a problem, which is to
some extent a function of AOW.
As you know, from January 1990
through May 1990, I spent virtually 100 percent of my time working
on A'W. The most important implication of this is that I spent
vir , lly no time developing new business. That lack of investment
in tne future is the main source of the current problem -- i.e.
there is nt enough in the immediate pipeline to make it all work.
There are several possible solutions, which I think we should
talk about
Even before we talk, however, let me be very open about my
overall attitude. I see my relationship with GOPAC as ore based
on interest and commitment, much more than on time. The *tings I
do wit.. you and Newt are the things I have the greatest
erest
get as
in and commitment to, and (by my choice). GOPAC will alw
much time as I can afford to give. As. for ACT, far f'-m. Qeing a
problem i- this sense, it simply heightens my inter-st in and
commitment to spending time with GOPAC. Thus, I see ou- long-run
historical relationship as a good model for the future, and my only
question is how we can work together (synergistically!) to overcome
a short-run -:oblem with a minimum of friction.
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TOM MORGAN

BILL DYKE
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JOE GAYLORD
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NEWT GINGRICH
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August 6, 1990

MEMORANDUM

FOR KAY RIDDEN

FROM:

Jeff Eisenach

SUBJECT:

GOPAC/ACT Ho

AN DARK
COLUCCI
4

-

This memo reports on hours spent on GOPAC and ACT during the
month of July.
As we agreed, I've been keeping records of the time I've spent
on GOPAC/ACT activities during the past month.
As in June, my
general rules for recording hours were:
o Record only hours that involved "blocks" of time (thus,
these figures don't reflect a slew.of 5-minute phone calls, quick
memos, 10-minutes to review a letter drafted by Tom, etc.)
o

Record hours spent on

"general planning" as

GOPAC hours,

even if ACT was discussed.
o Record hours worked, without, in most cases, allowing for
travel time, etc. (Exceptions are for major trips -- e.g. to
California -- that require me to be away from the office for entire
days. These are recorded at 12 hours/day.)
o Make no effort to record overhead such as copying, faxing;messenger and mail, etc.
The results
Time Period

are reported below.
GOPAC Hours

Total Hours

ACT Hours

9.5

8.0

1.5

7/9-7/13

9.0

27.0

28.0

7/16-7/20

6.5

25.0

31.5

7/23-7/27

7.5

31.0

38.5

7/30-7/31

0.0

2.0

2.0

31.0

86.5

117.5

7/2-7/6

TOTAL

I worked 117.5 out of 160 (4 x 40)
Thus,
during the month of June, or nearly three-quarters

time, for GOPAC and ACTV.

"regular
thirds

hours"
of my

Of these, 26 percent were for regular

GOPAC, and 74 percent for ACTV. Thus,
should be billed
($5,920 = $8,000 x .74)

74

percent of
to ACT.

my retainer
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MAIL

JEFF EISENACH

MARY BROWN

LINDA NAVE

BO CALLAWAY

TOM MORGAN

TO:

MA-RK COLUCCI

V

KAY RIDDLE

JOE GAYLORD

LEN SWINEHART

MARIANNE GINGRICH

DAN SWILLINGER

NEWT GINGRICH

JIM TILTON

STEVE HANSER

PAUL WEYRICH

EDDIE MAHE

OTHERS

DAN MIYER

COMMENTS
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September 24, 1990
MEMORANDUM FOR KAY RIDDLF D MARK COLUCCI
FROM:

Jeff Eisenach

SUBJECT:

GOPAC/ACT Hour

for August

This memo reports on hours spent on GOPAC and ACT during the
month of August.
As we agreed, I've been keeping records of the time I've spent
on GOPAC/ACT activities during the past month. As in the past, my
general rules for recording hours were:
o Record only hours that involved "blocks" of time (thus,
these figures don't reflect a slew of 5-minute phone calls, quick
memos, 10-minutes to review a letter drafted by Tom, etc.)
o Record hours spent on "general planning" as GOPAC hours,
even if ACT was discussed.
o Record hours worked, without, in most cases, allowing for
travel time, etc. (Exceptions are for major trips -- e.g. to
California -- that require me to be away from the office for entire
.days.
These are recorded at 12 hours/day.)
o Make no effort to record overhead such as copying, faxing,
messenger and mail, etc.
The results are reported below.
Time Period

GOPAC Hours

ACT Hours

Total Hours

8/1-8/3

1.5

6.0

7.5

8/6-8/10

1.0

6.5

7.5

8/13-8/17

34.0

4.0

38.0

8/20-8/24

16.0

6.0

22.0

8/24-8/31

0.0

0.0

0.0

52.5

22.5

75.0

TOTAL

As you know, I was on vacation the last week of August. Thus,
out of 120 (3 x 40) "regular hours" during the month of August,
Of
62.5 percent of my time was spent working for GOPAC and ACTV.
these hours, 30 percent were for ACTV, and 70 percent for GOPAC.
Thus, 30 percent of my retainer ($2,400 = $8,000 x .3) should be
billed to f3
ACT.
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EXHIBIT 41
M

WASHINGTON POLICY GROUP, INC.

escon
0651

June 8, 1993

Dr. Timothy Mescon, Dean
School of Business Administration
P.O. Box 444
Marietta, Georgia 30061
Dear Tim:
This letter confirms our conversations in recent days concerning Washington Policy
Group's role in the Kennesaw State College Foundation's "Renewing American Civilization"
project.
As we have discussed, Washington Policy Group (WPG) is a small (three-person)
project management and consulting firm located in Washington, DC. WPG has been in
existence since March 1988, during which time our clients have included several major
"think tanks," political campaigns and U.S. government agencies.
Among our most significant project management undertakings was the 1990
"American Opportunities Workshop"and its successor, American Citizens' Television. Both
of these projects bear significant similarities to the project you have asked us to get involved
with, "Renewing American Civilization." Thus, we enter this undertaking with both
enthusiasm and a full understanding of the enormity and complexity of the undertaking.
As we have discussed, you wish to engage WPG to perform a complete array of
project managementservices in connection with "Renewing American Civilization," reporting
directly to you in your role with the Kennesaw State College Foundation. These services
include:
1. Overall project management, including designing systems architecture. monitoring
deadlines, overseeing project staff budget development monitoring income and
expenditures, etc. (The scope of the project is described more completely in the attached
"Budget Justification" which WPG has prepared in conjunction with its work and you have
approved.)
2. Specific responsibility for working directly with you and with Congressman
Gingrich in the development of the substance of the class.
3. Specific responsibility for working directly with you and with Congressman
Gingrich in seeking financial support for the class.
In order to permit WPG to undertake these tasks on behalf of the Kennesaw State
College Foundation (the Foundation), WPG and the Foundation agree to the following:

440 Fint St. Nw. #400

WASHINGTON. DC 20001
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Dr. Timothy Mescon
June 8, 1993
Pase Two

1. VPG agrees to provide comprehensive project management services, as
described above, to the Kennesaw State College Foundation's Renewing
American Civilization project In performing these services, WPG expects to
devote approximately "half-time" of its three salaried employees for the period
June 1 through September 30, 1993.
2. In compensation for these services, the Foundation agrees to pay WPG
535,000, payable in four equal installmentson June 15, July 15, August 15 and
September 15, 1993. In addition, the Foundation agrees to reimburse WPG
for out-of-pocket costs incurred in connection with the project, including
travel expenses, long-distance fees, out-of-house photocopying, materials, etc.,
provided these costs fall within the budget projections for these items in the
Budget Justification.
3. This agreement terminates September 30, 1993.
4. Either party may terminate this agreement prior to September 30 upon 60
days written notice. The Foundation may terminate the agreement at any
time in the event WPTG personnel engage in illegal or unethical conduct
having a detrimental effect upon the Foundation, its Board Members, officers
or employees.
As you know, we are very excited about this project and look forward to playing a
productive role in bringing it to a successful conclusion. If you have any questions about
the above, please feel free to call. And, if the above accurately represents our agreement,
please sign in the space provided below and return a copy of this agreement to me at the
above address.
Since

JIJe.
Press

na

Agreed,

Timothy S. Mescon
Kennesaw State College Foundation

Date
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EXHIBIT 43
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Gay Gaines
Lisa Nelson

FROM:

Newt Gingrich

DATE:

October 26, 1993

Welcome aboard! (I am writing this at 6:05am and the Delta flight attendent just
said that so I thought it appropriate)
I really enjoyed our meeting last week (and my earlier breakfast with Gay). We
may very well make history together. It is an exciting prospect.
As I thought about our conversations one particular element seemed worth
stressing. The Gingrich team is an extensive, established system with an amazing array
of activities, efforts and personalities.
We do a lot of different things pretty well every
day. There are a number of things we can do better.
However, the things we can improve must be improved within the larger context
of a generally effective, very purposeful effort to renew American civilization by replacing
the welfare state. Electing local government, state legislative, and congressional majorities
are steps toward this idealistic, moral goal of renewing American civilization.
You two are tremendous additions to the team. You will bring energy, ideas,
creativity and leadership to GOPAC. I know from conversations around the country that
you have already brought renewed interest and renewed resources to GOPAC.
My only major concern is that you both take the time to thoroughly understand
what we are trying to do and how we have grown to this point. I would strongly suggest
you use Joe Gaylord, Steve Hanser, Rachel Phillips, Jeff Eisenach and Hardy Lott as
resources to learn why we do a lot of the things we do.
Let me be very clear. I am not asking you to accept any of our current structures,
habits or systems as written in stone. I am excited that you are joining us precisely
because I believe your creativity and your leadership will strengthen our team. Frankly,
the better Joe and I come to know you and understand you the more freedom you will
have to run GOPAC.
Because we are a system and there are many interactive parts it is important in the
early days that you check with Joe on significant changes to see how they effect other
political, legislative, legal and ethical concerns.
My system, at its core, is very clear cut and I hope you will ask questions of the
five key people I rely on most:
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1. Joe Gaylord is empowered to supervise my activities, set my schedule,
advise me on all aspects of my life and career. He is my chief counselor
and one of my closest friends. Early on I strongly suggest you share all of
your ideas and questions with Joe.
2. Steve Hanser is my chief ideas adviser, close personal friend of twenty
years, and chief language thinker. If there is something Joe or I are doing
that we don't seem to be explaining very well Steve is the best person to
discuss things with (404-834-7387 or 706-632-7416 are the two numbers he
can be reached at 90% of the time). He stays up late so you can talk to him
at your convenience.
3. Rachel Phillips is my executive assistant. She tactically coordinates my
daily activities while Joe strategically coordinates them. She works directly
with the senior management of my organizations and she speaks for me
when I am in meetings. You can tell her anything and ask her anything.
She knows Joe and me remarkably well.
4. Jeff Eisenach is our senior intellectual leader and an entrepreneur with
great talent and determination. He has studied Joe and me systematically
and talked at length with Hanser. He can give you insights both about
GOPAC and about Joe and me.
S. Hardy Lott is a superb scheduler who knows Marianne and me very well
and can tell you a lot about the rhythms of my schedule and how to use me
effectively.
You both have direct access to me at any time. You are senior leaders and you can
come to me without going through Joe or anyone else (although on major decisions I will
promptly consult Joe and Steve and on minor ones I will inform Joe and Rachel).
Please feel free to call me. During the daytime and when I am traveling Rachel can
set up a call and checking with her is the fastest way to get it done. If you want to talk
at night or on weekends (I travel about half of all weekends and am in Georgia the other
half) please just call me at home. (Georgia: 404-984-1826, DC: 202-544-4764)
We are going to renew American civilization.
We are going to replace the welfare state.
We are going to elect a Republican majority in the House.
You two are going to be a key dynamic duo in these historic achievements.
Again, welcome aboard!
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Congressman Newt Gingrich
Notes for Remarks
National Review Institute
Washington, D.C.
January 23, 1993
Thank you Terry Considine. Let me congratulate Gay Gaines, John O'Sullivan and
the National Review Institute.
In January 1977, 16 years ago, there were two events in Washington with major
speakers:
one was Jimmy Carter's inaugural
o
one was Ronald Reagan's speech to a conservative conference.
o
In history it is Reagan's address that will be seen as decisive and Carter's inaugural
will be seen as the aberration.
Similarily we must avoid being too focused on Clinton and the Democrats.
Now, 16 years later, here we are again.
To quote FDR, "our generation has a rendezvous with destiny."
In 1940, the greatest threat to freedom was Nazi Germany and Imperial Japan. The
American people rose to the challenge and freedom won.
In 1946, the greatest threat to freedom was the Soviet Empire. The American people
rose to the challenge and for nearly half a century we contained the Soviet Empire until it
collapsed. My dad spent years serving in the U.S. Army to protect and preserve freedom.
It worked.
Now in 1993 the greatest threat to freedom is the decay of American civilization.
The decay of American civilization. Among liberal elites would be a horrifying
assertion. It has several politically incorrect assumptions.
First, "decay of American civilization" asserts there is an American civilization. We
are more open, more future oriented, more inclined toward technology and
entrepreneurialism and less heirarchical, we are optimistic and integrationist From Colin
Powell to Pat Saiki. from Gary Franks to Henry Bonilla, from Ileana Ros-Lehtinen to Louis
Sullivan. America is the most universal, most integrationist most opportunity oriented
society offering more hope to more people than any society in the history of the world.
Second, "decay of American civilization" asserts that we can make a distinction
between decay.and progress. Clinton tried to describe change as our friend in his inaugural,
but he couldn't use the word progress because it is banished from the liberal lexicon.
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We can make moral judgements. Learning is progress. Illiteracy is decay. Wellness
is progress. Drug addiction is decay. Safe streets is progress. Violent crime is decay.
Lastly, by asserting American civilization matters we reject multiculturalism's claim
to be the situation ethics of historic judgements. Bosnia, Somalia and Iraq are grim
reminders that humans can be vicious, brutal and savage to each other. Anacostia in
Washington, Techwood in Atlanta and East L.A. are reminders that Americans can return
to barbaric behaviors and vicious brutality with frightening speed.
We must assert unequivically and decisively that every American must learn
thoroughly the principles, practices and history of American civilization. Only then can we
insure the continued existence of a free society.
Once we have mastered the principles and practices of American civilization we
should study other civilizations. As a Ph.D in European history, I favor studying other
cultures. But Other-culturism is very different from multiculturalism because we start with
the belief that the American civilization is the most powerful creator of prosperity, freedom,
and safety in human history and must be studied first
So our generation's rendezvous with history is to launch a movement to renew
American civilization.
We must insist that to be American is to be free, productive and safe.
We must insist that American civilization means freedom, productivity, and safety for
all Americans.
Today we are failing to meet these standards both for the individual and for our
country.
Renewing American civilization is the central challenge of the rest of our lives.
Fortunately for us, most Americans want to sustain and renew American civilization.
As Everett Carl Ladd noted recently only 22% of the 1992 voters favored expanding
government while 68% favored restraint in government
In an Atlanta Constitution poll last year, when asked "Do you believe all welfare
recipients should be required to work, including women with young children?" 81% of
southern blacks said yes while only 11% said no.
In New York now we are seeing family and neighborhood gangs rebel against the
government's efforts to brainwash their children against their own values. These antibrainwashing rebels will be to the 1990's what the anti-busing rebels were in the 1960's and
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1970's.
So we have a vast majority in favor of renewing American civilization .
We also have the advantage of standing on the shoulders of Buckley, Goldwater and
Reagan.
We are far more numerous and experienced than we were in 1960 or 1976.
We are ready to launch a 21st century conservatism that will renew American
civilization, transform America from a welfare state into an opportunity society and create
a conservatve governing majority.
There are five pillars of American civilization. If we systematically study them and
use them to transform government and the law we can offer a better lifestyle with a higher
standard of living at lower cost and with greater under a longer standard of living at lower
cost and with greater freedom for virtually all Americans except bureaucrats, trial lawyersZ
liberal academics, lobbyists and the government employee unions.
These five pillars actually will increase productivity and services. They allow us to
break out of the welfare state dilemma of more taxes or less government
In fact they can create progress and replace decay. The five pillars are quality,
technological advance, entrepreneurial free enterprise, principles of American civilization
and psychological strength.
First, we must master the profound knowledge of quality as taught by Edwards
Deming. Quality is a transformational set of principles and habits that are reshaping many
companies and can reshape the entire country.
Second we must again favor technological advances. Desert Storm was proof
technology matters. In most of our history America has been the most technologyimproving society in history. Increasingly, bureaucracy, litigation, taxation, attitudes and
professional guilds have been weakening, delaying and burdening technological advance.
Yet technology can dramatically help improve the quality and availability, and lower the
cost, of health, learning, bureaucracy and virtually every aspect of American life.
Third, entrepreneurial free enterprise is an attitude, a way of life and a system of
productivity. In most areas the development of entrepreneurship increases wealth and
productivity. For poor minorities, entrepreneurship in small business is the key to future
wealth. For women, entrepreneurship is the most powerful way to break the glass ceiling.
If you own it you can change it In government, the entrepreneurial approach through
decentralization, privatization, and a focus on outcomes instead of inputs can lead to a
dramatic decline in cost and increase in productivity. In services, entrepreneurship will
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consistently beat bureaucracy. Entrepreneurial health care could lower costs and create
better health for less.
Fourth, the principles of American civiliation must be learned and practiced if we
are to remain the freest, most prosperous and most integrated society in history. We have
daily reminders both at home and abroad that civilization requires learning, practicing and
reinforcing. The work ethic, male responsibility for their children, intense efforts to protect
the innocent and control the criminal, patriotism, the practices of self government, all of
these steps are vital. They can be summarized in one test we can apply to every prepared
policy:
Does it help people be more responsible, productive and safe so they can be
prosperous and free so they can pursue happiness? If the answer is "yes," it is a constructive
proposal. If "no," it is a destructive proposal. Note-that American civilization offers the
opportunity to pursue happiness but that no secular state can provide happiness. Note also
that prosperity and freedom are products of responsibility, productivity and safety.
Civilization matters and we must renew it.
Fifth, and finally, we must emphasize psychological strength. There is no substitute
for courage, hard work, persistence, discipline and integrity. In fact the poor need
psychological strength even more than the rich.
Everything else will fail if we fail to inculcate, encourage and reinforce psychological
strength.
We face the challenge of translating these five pillars of the 21st century American
civilization into reality.
Reagan taught us the virtue of focusing narrowly and with great discipline on no
more than three big goals at a time. Clinton's bad ideas will force us to spend some time
opposing destructive proposals that will increase the decay. However, we must vigorously
discipline ourselves to spend no more than 25% of our time on stopping the Left.
The more important 75% of our time should be spent applying the 5 pillars of
quality, technology, entrepreneurship, American principles and psychological strength to just
three big topics.
If we will develop solutions for (1) economic growth with the deficit as a subset, (2)
health and (3) saving the inner city we will decisively trump the left. At that point either
Clinton will adopt our solutions or the country will fire the president who subsidizes decay
and blocks progress.
A movement that offers solutions on economic growth, health and the inner city will
then earn the right to work on other areas.
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We must renew American civilization by studying these principles, networking success
stories, applying these success stories to develop programs that will lead to dramatic
progress, and then communicating these principles and these opportunities so the American
people have a clear choice between progress, renewal, prosperity, safety and freedom within
America civilization versus decay, decline, economic weakness, violent crime and
bureaucratic dominance led by a multicultural elite.
Given that choice, our movement for renewing American civilization will not just win
the White House in 1996, we will elect people at all levels dedicated to constructive
proposals.
The Nazis lost to freedom. The Soviet Empire lost to freedom. With our courage
and our persistence we can ensure that the decay of the welfare state will lose to freedom.
That is what is at stake.
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governmental end it needs to be polli-

apply to my life, to my neighborhood.
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frm the ground op.and to gernment telephone. the cost gee. down;hot If
hear on radle and television. to what ther i. en region that we Cannot have yon are a government bureaucracy.
happen. with your local cnb adoer
" large a downsizing of the New York Lite the Pentagon or the Beth Car
local civic organlation. to what are City bureaucracy. the Georgia State
Fnce Administrelion go to char
your governments and year politicIans boreaoorecy and the Federal torent- of calioiar
telephone. and mic
dolog,
rec. dowim1lni Compeahabe to Ford. ovee.. the Coot wood ge, Up,

I believe that when You look at the 13M. General Kote..
orno.
So than of all.
keing tachoolow
21st Century that there are five pillars
Let jolt
point out one of the moving, Inventig a better fotore. creof tenewing American civilization.
The at Intellectual
failoras of the wal- &Lng better woin of dolor th
five are lpl.
fare etate to the fact that eacrlilc wa. the heart of being Amermcap.
Frlt quality as dened by Edwards taihed of to the inaugurel addess. toot
Imagine. If You wll. loot to chow Yoe
Deming.
week. bat the only people go for who hew emd the altualion he. become and
Second. technolocIcal advancement.
ore gain to oac
ar working thow bed the deay 1& 1mar10. that
Third. entreproeurali free enter- pyg Americans.No
ha. yet sald Thm. Edison Invented the electric
prim
let w. have beoic change to the man- light today in the welfare etato It
Fourth. the principles of American
damentol sta-octor of the boreenaty. would be reported by major eewe "tcivilation.
Let
apply Dnte concept. of pro- work. a report which would bee.
Fifth. psychological strogt
Let me found knowledge.
The
candl-aking
Industry
expand on those for just a moment.
Thie 10not a estion of mor or le.
threatened today.
Pirst, quality as defined by Edward. With quality. yon octeay got better
At lept thre liberal Senators would
Deming. Deming is the man who services and better coltomer etiofac- lump op and Introduce a hill to proteCt
taught the Japanese the concept of ton
and mor
productivity. while the caodle colon. Ralph Nader wou
quality. He describee It as profound using fewer resoures and fewer people. hold a ms Conference to
cnoe
knowledge, It. 10 truly quality with a It 10 AS big a revotioc
for the 21t
that electricity Co kili and the entire
capital Q. It is not
doing things cont,
en the assembly line ad Honry
development of electric
lights
e apright It is an entire way of thinking
Ford nod Taylor-. dentuic mags- pied by General Electric would be
ebout your customer. your supplier. ment woe at the beginning of the th blok.
your busLneos, your job, yoar relation
Cotr
It Is & fCdaot
revaieIf ". thick I exaggerate. leek at tn
with yoar fellow employee. It 10 a cot
ie.
I
neop- cod sme how m
of behavior which allows us to provide
Second. technological advance. Yeu pie. "a Can find.
for less coat. thater service, higher hoc, America ha
been the most
Or Woode a different approach, the
quality.
sattfactIon.
etcoic
l society i the hietry problem of reglatie
10 anm
wold asert-and I do act know of of the word. The fact to that Deser
antltochaoy
hi.
If the Wright
any quality.expert who dLasrees with Storm woo largely a victory of tech- brothers showed op today. Ceo Yoo
me. that If we were to
quality to ooloty
It
to- co
2-yar-old
imagine the Wright brothers at the EA
education. to health and to govern- American In
- tank with Infrared
vlronmatal Protection Agency They
nent. we would lower the deficit by 50 "Blom eeeing 30 metee on - h
Invented a brand cow
hino
which went through the air cod had a
morning to kill a T-72 tank
percent within 3 or 4 years. while actu- fogg
ally improving services. Improving which literally could et gee them. It propeller that chopped through the air.
health. Improving learning an
cet- t
F-ti7e that were Invile to the The PA bremaceatt. of Course. w-oid
lnc a better cotomer satisfhtion with Iri rdar sitting c
Baghdad with lecoodaly
=I. "And how many tothe bereaoeracy'
la
mded bembe co televeolon-geld- sects do Yoe kill? And when Y00 kill
Quality is a dramatically different ed bomb. potting them to windows of thoseilumCt.. bow many of them ar
way of approaching things, and I will buildings when the Ira
could nt eeafgored? Yoo want go do down to
be talking about it more in the oen
even find the x-lt.
Kitty Hawk ad Irresponsibly fly thie
few weeks Let me give lost one or two
It wa
ilvel of electronic too- thing without .n having done a moquick historic examples.
tion. Command cod control, that pet
ee of ieto,'
Theord Motor Co.. and this Is de- ina different world frm the lendo&
So the Wright brother leave the
ecribed by Peterson in a tremendous
Tcboiogy
ha. always been goodfor SPA with a folder full of farms to fill
book Called "A Better Idea." very sin- American.. fro
BOUami
Fran
o
In tripiate.
walkingdown the bl
ho Invented the bifocal giasse. the suddenly encounter the Otoptienl
ple. easy. understandable reading. In
which be onlines how
quality and Fraklin Stone the lghting rod. op Safety and Health Administration.
Can you Imagine Orvile and Wlbur
Doming applied profound knowledge to throogh Mi Whitney cod the Coto
the Ford Motor Co The Pord Motor Co. win. Samei Col cod the revolving pla- walking In. eaying to the OSHAleaPlast year had 9 of the 10 meet efficient roi. Mom cod the Moree Code and the te, -Were bicycle mechanic. We he
iCtories in the United Statee In the teierob,
all the way op to the Invented thie thing. Ware pretty er
op and we think it II come
a;to Industry Niean had the 10th. The present. American he been proud of it ge
trd Motor Co. now rival.
ta e
the Ide char we arc the moot prg
dow
We
not -ore about that yet.
the moet productive
com- mt,
the meet techoology-oriented, never lied It before. We are not Ox
paUl In the world.
the mcst fuoturietic of elI people: and
ctl1-0ar what the gafety condltiom
Why? Because they profoundly ret today the eureracracy of the wel- are. ht Wilber aid he wmid get I0
amived what they were doing, bow
fore et.
i. slowly and htoedily gind and we willhow
they were working. how they related to Ing down ow ability to be tochico
pee.
their customere. how they related to logically advanced ad the Culturai By the time OSHA got done with all
supplier. and they have changed the titodr of the left and the rootor-cei- the different Safely equipment they
fundamentals culture of the Ford Motor tur
are -o anrltchoelog
that they wold want to pot on the original
of Kitty Hawk fler, which y00 ran ge by
Co Peteron describee it brilliantly 1. ar -ewing down the deelopment
hi book, I would simply suggest that now medicine, the development of new the way right down here to the SmithMeum. Co
every American citizen has to become leanin
syem. the development Of eooan Air and Space
familiar with the concept of quality
now way. of getting thing done.
down and Imagine that plane, thin.
ar mentol. after OSHA
It
very important to endereand to fral, light.
and with Demings work. Every Amer
Irana cl~eo has; to think howdoes thi.
-- to of coot. that the only two pierce
got d e with the eatbeits and t
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extra thins. and the thisa and the
thats and the structural reinforoements, the sucker would never have
Cotten off the ground And we would
have no problem of airplane crashes
today, because we would not have any
airplanes.
If you think I exaggerate. talk to
anybody In the pharmacentieal laduscry who is trying to get a new drug to
come to market to help people with
terminal diseases. You cannot get the
drug to be experimented with because
the people who are dying might be
sick. So literally what happens is the
bureaucracy man that we cannot allow
mature adults to try this out because,
after all. It might women them. And
you say to them. "Well, these people
are going to die In the neat two
months."
can
"It does not matter. We cannot allow
yes to take this risk. even if they want
to.take theris"k.
Or go. talk to people who make the
most minor modification and are then
forced to get back in line at the b.
reaucracy and wait for 1 year. S yess
or 3 years to get some bureaucrat to
approve the paperwork In order to pt
something on the market which. in
fact. is clearly, by any commonsense
standard, already demonstrably safe.
I would just suggest to you that between the culture of the left and the
welfare state bureaucracy, we have become a much more antitechnology soclety than It should be. and It ia a trag.
edy because technology could revelu-

tionise health care and radically lower
toe coastof taking rare of yourself and
give you a great deal more diagnostic
Information without having to go to
the doctor.
Technology.could explode the capacity of humans to educate themselves
and to learn without having to show up
at school durln# certain bours. So we
should bevery technologIcally oriented
ad we should reestablish technological AdvanceAsa key part of our inMor.
opay
Third. entrepreneurial free enterprise
is of the rente not lut of being prodoctive. the eamenreof not just being
prosperous. hot It is the most powerful
method for getting government to
work.
When govenment In the 1rth century
wanted to build railroads, they encouAgedprivatee terprse to do It, When
Covermnrrnt in the 1950'swanted to
have les aircraft lor trenspertation
uses, It was Private companies who did
It. You canm
make a very powerful srmumont that If the shuttle were betog
built by a Private company rather than
by NASA.It would be cheaper, faster,
lees expenive to maintain. And come
1n ahead of schedule Andunder budget
Instead. the longer we bereaucratiss
the space program. the more we make
It a.socalist space Program the moe
"emesiIt gete. the more bureautrati It get., the slower it gets. and
the Ieeeefficient it gets.
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Now entre
rial free enterprise apart Andthought what we are doing
ts Important in a number or levels. io tr
of the sytem we currency
First Of.l. It Is the most powful way
e, we should not raise a penny in
for minorities to rise and become taxes on working Americans because
wealthy. We can see this with Asi- government baa not yet sacrificed by
Americans who hae the moat entre developing new Ideas and mew sppreneuriel orinaton of all the ethnIc proanhe.
groups currently coming to the United
pourth, afte equalty, technology,
State. We also see this with the West ceshnologlcal Advance, and entr
Indian blacks who hav a higher ave
preneuri iwe enterprise se the Iag Income to the United State. thP clples of American alvllualon. We
do white Any group which starts out simply have to be committed to teachtrying to oat up sal
business. lo people the work ethic. It wu faworking very hard. saving, developing abtn to mnd Oneof the things
a better future. Is.In fact, goingto rim that Allowedme to fed comforiahis
in America. In Amrce.. If you will get giving chis talk to reaise that when
a lob. keep a lob, work. If nessary. At the Atlanta Constitution In January
a second lob and live 1 e n below IM Asked to 10 State-they Asked
Your takehome pay. e
If you A sothern blacks the following question:
vY . I i 1-11" how rapidly "Do you believe that everyone should
you
eacr.ulal
be required to work who gets welfare.
MrSpae.taisntjtahm-ncungwmn
ihyngoh'
lly. That Is true for Latians C
Icludighyon pct
of s hrn
d ,
t
. Japanese. '
b
a. Chinese. Indan and Fastas.
Virtually every grou which come. t culrd to work It they get welfare. In
America with a strong work ethic and tro
that was Actually two
a strong extended family rises very points higher than southern wite.
rapidly.
A I id arir It is tone for West white sad ye.
Indian blaks. It Is true for moat IeMr. Snea tre
iab
i eb
panca. It Is only when the wf
e
ats starts.tisbreak down the work
bilIty for their children the
ethic, start to break down the savines work ethic, In the Importance of asethic. Uta to break do" the wilng- is,. and yet our-Tan Cods.our welfare
ne. to go out on you owe and set oP cede And,all too often, our shool sysa busiss. wu is break down the tem fell to rinfome and fai to
famly-only whem the "ofer state strentheu Precisely . these behavior.
take
A ethnic Crop and braks We should replace wlfare with
down them habits do we In fact em workfare. We should he a school si.
them trapped In perry.
tee which rewards warning. We should
When you look at entreweneuriel havea syotem which Is aimed at health
fee enterprise ther inAnotherway to car at rewarding welinses. We should
look at It. McDonald's has the most change the Tax Codeto encourage sapowerful lob training system in the tage rather tha to Punish people who
world. Mor Young People got mor
ave by raisin their lan
On every
entry level trliing to McDonald's front we should retahtish the Wintha anywhere els. Yet the trsgdy of ciple. of American civilization so that
the welfare State is that our attitode Is It places the welare state wih An
is raise the taxes on McDonld's to opportunity society and so the lawrtransfer the money toeabaeacracyto linae the right values.
for the Job Corps even though Is
Last And fith Mr. Speaker alter
rent S dese
It as bee pr
that
rdvcquality. technlogipai
eise
you wii have a lower lifetime saying pr nura free enterprise, and the
level If you go to the Job Corps than If Princils of Americans cietinallon, we
you avold It.
ee
need to emphe
psychological
My Peint is thiM
iasple
tirngth. Five
words Coereo.
We should be encouraging lob train- had work, PWssevernce discipline,
through the busintses that Are and Integrity. I went to repe the
eg
productive and sntrepeerial We Cooroga. bad work. Pereerance. disshould be mcou
mgitrg
the maximum ciled . ad interity.
number of small busteses. We should
Let me y bluntly, Mr. Speaker. If
be encosreng every minority group you do not he psychological treth
Andevery woman to go out andstart a in a free society you ar not going to
business becausethe beat way is break got there. You will not be able is hold
the glss ceiling in to own the Cis.. We a family together, you will not be able
should be rethinking government. r
to learn a trade, you will not be able to
thinking health caren
me inking learn- en a small business. you will not be
tog, rethinking all the different aspects able to rise economically AndYOU
will
of bureaucracy applying ontrepraeoro not be able to do the har work of freeLLafree enterprise before we talk about do that is the eance of citsuship.
a single penny In las Increases.
For two generations we have failed to
Mr. Speaker. until we have reformed be honest with the poor about the fact
the Now York City bureaucracy the that you need mr coueege. mor hard
wont single breaucracyin the con- work. moe
vsratc. mor dietry . work roles. Until we have - cipline and mor Integrity If you Are
formed the Federal boureacracy In poor. The rich tal afford to buy subWasingtron. ct we have really taken stitryte. but In a free society every ctLIP
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has
b

strength.,

to

have

psychological

Itee firt turned on to this by Cary
Wills In his book. "Inventing America." which Is a etady of the Declaration of Independence. Will. describes
George Washington. a passage that I
will bring ever In the near future, and
I will read It into the RECDRD.and he
eays:

omythat is growing so we can leadthe possle to sav the America&city.
Isnoget
planet and so that we can have the And I woutdsY that t
Cogre. en
strength to provide power. aselstance Or morel challenge to
thin City than to take paseionately
overeas.
of
Chailenge
the
Now. as subsets of economic growth deeply, and Intensely
we haveto worry about the deficit. we sving the American city.
have to worry about Incentives for say- The humanlace of gels, thelou of
this Capitol sr
Investment and job creation, life, the tregedeen
in. and
have
Wehaveto worry about creatinga cul- heartbreaking. Mer Ameritans
tore. an educational systemandchang- diedto DC. than hav diedin Somalia
intg the bureaucracyso that It to llaes the Marlne endthe Armylanded
proeconomIc growth. But I think the ther. Think about that. That I* tho
tonic and the goalought to be growth. objective faCtual reality, endI wi port on It to a specialorderlater en
andthat ought to beourfirst goal.
Second. Mr. Speaker. we need to the spring. Mor Americans he died
focos on health. Notice that I did not her to the National Capital than hew
sayhealth care.Health careIs subordl- died n Somalia. Doozthat not shock
nate to health. If wehavegoodenough you. alarm you.sicken y00?
We read about 5. and 0-yearelds
prenatal care,we are going to have
healthier babies who need Iess health killed by etraybullets.We rendabouta
care. If we h4"v goodenoughemphsals principal in New York who wee eel
fora
on wellness. weare going to havefewer walking the neighborhood loobing
heart attacks and need less health truent he wanted to saveandgetbeck
care. We need to look at the totality of to echeol. and he is biled by a atrey
having a healthy America. That means bullet. Wehada teacher In the Atlanta
more preventive coze, more emphasis aea lust a week e. ropedandbrutalto
on wellness. It meansentrepreneurial toedbecauses went to school017
nt
health care rather than bureaucratic the morning and the guarddoes
health care,It meansreturning power come until 8. ShewasasaultedIn the
to
goung
we
are
point
what
At
school.
to the citizen in health care, making
y. Enugh"?
euchthat the citizen. as patient. is
Wehavechildren her within 2 miles
able to choosewho thela doctor Is.
what kind of services they want, and or within I mile of thin budidig who
that the citizen basinformation. I will ae not gottiug educated,but whoar
dont work.We
spend a goodbit of time In the near ittao
tore talkinr about the media sc- hae amties thso d not
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EXHIBIT 46
D-R-A-F-T
"RENEWING

AMERICAN CIVILIZATION"

Vision Statement
March 19, 1993
In order to renew American civilization we need new language
to explain our new vision, to arouse new human and financial
resources, to create a new party system so we can defeat the
Democratic machine and transform American society into a more
productive,
responsible, safe country by replacing the welfare
state
with an opportunity society.
In the absence of a great crisis
(the Civil War, the Great
Depression) the four best examples of this kind or popular effort
to renew America are:
1)
the
Jefferson-Madison-Burn
invention
Democratic Party to replace the Federalists;
2)
the Jacksonian coalition to replace John
Adams, Henry Clay and the National Bank, and;
3)
the McKinley business-progressive-urban
defeat the threat to modern industrialism.

of

the

Quincy

coalition to

Any effort
smaller than these is doomed to fail.
Therefore,
we must learn to speak, to recruit, to organize and to arouse on a
scale and in a 21st Century system no one has yet dreamed of or
developed.
our country, our American
at stake is literally
What is
and the future of the human race (which is pulled
civilization,
between freedom, Chinese style dictatorship and the chaos of Bosnia
and Somalia and Haiti).
Our courage and our commitment must match the scale
challenge.
Only then do we have a chance to succeed.

of the
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D-R-A-F-T
RENEWING AMERICAN CIVILIZATION:
A PROPOSAL FOR CITIZEN ACTIVISM
March 19, 1993
by Newt Gingrich
Where we are:
The Current Civilization
American civilization is decaying. Most Americans know that
the combination of twelve year old kids dying of AIDS and eighteen
year old students, who cannot even read, receiving high school
diplomas, threatens the very fabric of our civilization.
the core values of American
Most Americans believe in
civilization (81% of Southern blacks favor work requirements, for
all
welfare recipients, including women with young children, 75% of
Americans favor a balanced budget, by 75 to 14 Americans
all
believe hard work is more important than luck in succeeding).
There is a 70% to 80% majority for the principles we believe
the 1972 and 1984 Presidential
in
(reduced to about 60% in
elections by the Republican failure to reach out to minorities who
share our values).
The political system is rigged by the Democratic machine so a
center-right national majority among the American people is
The
distorted into a solid Democratic majority in the Congress.
machines, special
combination of incumbent advantages, big city
domination
of the
Democratic
advantages
for
labor unions,
Washington lobbying, PAC communities and a remarkable network of
leftwing activist
groups (such as dominated the Bork and Clarence
Thomas nomination fights) have made it impossible to shake liberal
domination of the Congress (in
the House the Democrats have
controlled since 1954).
This forty year monopoly of power by one
history.
the
largest
in
American
party is
their

Now the Democrats have added control of the White House to
control of the House and Senate.

While Clinton is very good at disguising his very liberal
goals with centrist language, the objective facts of his personnel
appointments
and
the details
of
his Executive
Orders
and
legislative
proposals make clear the fact that this
is the most
leftwing Administration in American history.
The big surprise about the Democrats is
that anyone is
surprised.
Assume the same Democratic control of the Senate (six
years) and House (forty years) that enraged the American people,
led to the term limitation movement, and reinforced the Ross Perot
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phenomenon.
Add to that Democratic machine the first
McGovern
field staff
to win the Presidency.
Throw in a combination of
Carterites on foreign and defense policy, of Washington Democratic
lobbyists and staffs,
of pro-centralized government academics (our
equivalent of modern British Labor and European Socialists), of
economic redistributionists
(tax the rich, tax virtually everyone
and give it
to the planners and bureaucrats),
of counter culture
and gay rights
activists,
and of Democratic big city mayors with a
generous
helping
of
lawyers
and
you
have
the
Clinton
Administration.
The Democratic machine will be pro-spending, pro-pork, pro-tax
increase, anti-defense, erratic
on foreign policy, pro-litigation,
pro-regulation, in favor of government enforced social experiments,
and in favor of government domination of the private sector and the
family, in favor of income redistribution by government fiat
based
on class, race, and geographic (and occasionally just
on political
whim) and amazingly unethical as a routine.
The Democratic machine will be anti-business, anti-success,
anti-religion,
anti-traditional values,
anti-white male, antifamily, anti-rural, anti-suburb, and anti-military.
These two paragraphs explain over 90% of the first
two months
of the Democratic machines monopoly of power in Washington.
Those of us who believe in the work ethic, the free enterprize
system, the desirability
of success, the importance of American
and the necessity of strength in a dangerous world are
civilization
now faced with a challenge of historic proportions.
We know
American civilization
was decaying before
the
We now know after two months of
Democrats took the White House.
the Democratic machine that they will accelerate the decay and make
it worse.
We have three choices:
one, decide the challenge is too great, withdraw from the
fight, and hope the decay does not effect our personal
lives and our families too badly or too quickly.
framework
Two, continue to fight within the political
has defined American politics and government since
that
Accept the structure of a minority Republican
1968.
Party opposing the policies of a dominant Democratic
system we at least oppose the worst
In this
Party.
While
proposals and slow down the rate of decay.
American civilization will lose in the end at least we
will have done our duty.
recognize that the entire future of American
Three,
and the American people is at stake (and
civilization
depending on America's economic and cultural strength is
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If we renew
the future of the human race).
literally
American civilization we will almost certainly lead the
If
safety and prosperity.
human race to freedom,
no
American civilization continues to decay there is
diverse
enough
to
and
ethnically
powerful
enough
country
lead the world. With a decaying America the future will
almost certainly be a host of Bosnias, Somoalias and
Haitis, and at home our violence levels will continue to
distress will
grow and our economic and societal
increase.
The human stakes are immense and the resources required to
renew American civilization will dwarf anything we have seen.
It has rigged the rules
The Democratic machine is entrenched.
is
It
routinely lies,
in
power.
of the game to keep itself
regularly unethical and on occasion simply breaks the law.
Franklin
assets:

Roosevelt

left

the

Democratic machine

three great

First, it has a vision and language which are coherent,
advantage in
widely understood and give it great
political debate (e.g. fairness, tax the rich, help the
nanny).
as
national
bureaucracy
the
victims, compassion,
it
has a structure of raising and focusing
Second,
resources which helps it dominate the news media, the
legislative process and elections (total resources on the
left dwarf the Republican coalition).
has a tradition of apprenticeship and a
it
Third,
elected
doctrine of self government which make its
officials vastly more effective at acquiring and using
power than their Republican counterparts.
revolt will have to overcome those
Any successful citizen's
three legacies to defeat the Democratic machine,
replace the
welfare state
with an opportunity society, and renew American
civilization.
Any program which is not comprehensive enough, large enough,
and mentally tough enough to achieve that scale of replacement will
simply fail and America will fail with it.
WHERE WE MUST GO:
,A VISION OF A RENEWED AMERICA
We must communicate a vision of renewing American civilization
and a language of renewal. We must convince citizens that renewal
is necessary (most already believe that) and doable (most have no
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idea of how).
goals.

We must reestablish

freedom

and progress

as our

We must give citizens the tools to rethink and reshape their
governments from local and state to federal.
The government and
law should strengthen and reinforce habits of productivity,
responsibility and safety so Americans can be prosperous and safe
so they can pursue happiness.
Enough Americans must come to share the need for renewal that
they can create an echo effect on talk radio, in letters
to the
editor, and in local meetings, speeches, and campaigns.
The general vision of renewal must be developed into specific
legislative
proposals, specific actions, and specific activist
groups so people can see in practical every day terms how their
lives will be better.
The contrast must be made clear between the decay, corruption,
inefficiency
and
arrogance
of
the
Democratic
machine's
bureaucracies (e.g. New York City, OSHA, EPA) and the extraordinary
opportunities for citizen satisfaction made possible by the five
pillars
(personal strength, Deming's profound knowledge of quality,
technological progress, entrepreneurial free enterprize, and the
principles of American civilization).
We can offer better health, better learning, safer lives, more
jobs with better take home pay, and a higher quality of life
with
greater individual choices at less governmental cost with a lot
less bureaucratic hassle and red tape and dramatically less waste
in government.
Our job is to bring alive these possibilities
in terms people
It is the
can understand, believe and apply to their own lives.
on nutrition to
from
a
lecture
the
transition
of
making
equivalent
an ad for "Egg McMuffins".
across America millions
We must also recognize that all
people are already working to renew American civilization.
In my
23% of the citizens have had some contact with
Georgia district
There are millions of
work place.
ideas on quality in their
There are
computer users who know how obsolete the government is.
more small business owners than union members in California.

A major part of our challenge is to identify, encourage,
reinforce, arouse and network together the millions who already
lives and their
and are working to improve their
believe in
recognize each other and learn how big a
As
communities.
majority we are our courage will grow and our determination will
increase.

ewe

While we are developing and communicating our positive vision
of renewing American civilization and arousing and strengthening
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the positive efforts of our citizens we must also stop the decay
and destruction brought about from the Democratic machine.
Our energies should be 75% long range and positive, and only
25% short range and opposed to the decaying Democratic machine.
This will take real discipline and constant reminders.
The
Democratic machine is going to be so unethical (sometimes illegal),
its
so wrong in
its
communications,
so patently dishonest in
its
its
proposals and outrageous in
policies,
destructive in
actions that we will be tempted to consume all our time and energy
Fights against the Democratic machine generate
in opposition.
vastly more attention and are much easier to cover than creating a
positive new vision and movement (by about a nine to one ratio).
the
inevitably
to
balance
effort
takes
tremendous
It
confrontational and negative courage of trying to expose and stop
the destructive efforts of the machine with the positive efforts to
renew American civilization.
On the side of stopping the Democratic machine the following
principles should be applied:
1)
Encourage everyone who has a disagreement with the
At the
Democratic program to join a grand coalition.
optimum the anti-gays in the military anger, anti-tax
increase anger and the anti-government waste anger should
all
be drawn into a broad front of opposition to the
will never be perfect and
Democratic machine. While this
grievance, the general
many will focus only on their
possible
building
the
broadest
principles
of
understanding and alliance is correct;
2)
Appeal to the American people over and over.
Highlight again and again the gap between the Democrats
words (reasonable) and their deeds (outrageous).
Hold
the maximum number of town hall meetings.
Get every
detail to talk shows, micromedia and every group that
will use it.
Defeat the big lie with equally big truth.
For example:
a.
Join with the Ross Perot volunteers in
town hall meetings on the tax increases in
April and May.
b.
Insist that every Congressional committee
and subcommittee hold hearings around the
country on the Clinton health plan and open
scrutiny of a secret plan.
C.
Every time the Democrats cheat on ethics,
the law or simply act secretly and in defiance
of the public anger against Washington we must
highlight it
and protest it.
We are the
guardians of the public's right to know.
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3)
Create specific projects on issues large enough to
rally the nation.
By picking our fights on the most
favorable terms we can maximize popular support, make the
Democrats' defense the least believable, and increase
public pressure on the swing Democrats to stick with the
American people against the machine.
For example "Cut Spending First" is the right strategy to
fight the Democratic tax increases.
By 76 to 9 (The Washington
2s poll, March 1993) the American people want more spending cuts.
Perot has been emphasizing $2 in spending cuts for every $1 in tax
increases.
Only 21% of the American people trust
Washington to do
The lowest
the right thing (The Washington Post poll, March 1993).
number in the 35 year history of the poll, lower than Watergate or
Carter. The most powerful 1992 campaign statement was "government
is too big and it spends too much". Virtually every American knows
promise to cut
that Congress has consistently cheated on its
word on raising taxes.
spending but has kept its
We need a "Cut Spending First" national movement:
1)
The coalition should include everyone opposed to tax
increases, everyone opposed to waste in government, every
conservative who wants smaller government and every
citizen who wants the deficit
cut and will pay more taxes
but only if the spending is cut.
2)
Virtually every radio talk show host will support the
"Cut Spending First" theme.
3)
Every business association can be forced by its
members to join (even the US Chamber and the National
Association of Manufacturers would probably have to
join).
The House and Senate Republicans could introduce
4)
rule changes and procedural motions to
resolutions,
$2
insure that permanent real spending cuts of at least
for every $1 in proposed tax increase was signed into law
before the tax increase came to the floor of either the
This would require the President to
House or the Senate.
spending cuts before even
in
sign into law billions
The Republicans on the two
bill.
bringing up his tax
Budget Committees would certify the cuts before the tax
bill
came to the floor.
5) Petition drives would be launched in every Democratic
every state with a
and in
district
Congressional
Democratic Senator asking them to sign on to the "Cut
resolution and to pledge not to vote for
Spending First"
any taxes before the spending was signed into law.
Republicans in the House and Senate would have a
6)
dialogue in which they redaily "Cut Spending First"
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explained the strategy, reminded citizens of the history
of Congress breaking its word on taxes and spending, cite
specific examples of pork barrel and waste that should be
cut before a penny is taken from the American family
budget and listeners would be urged to join the petition
Senator and Congressman to
drive and check with their
make sure they had pledged to "Cut Spending First".
and
Republicans would turn each appropriations bill
7)
on the
an
assault
into
bill
reconciliation
the
machine.
the
Democratic
of
deceptiveness and dishonesty
The House Democratic Budget has $246 billion in tax
increases and a phoney $264 billion in spending cuts.
However, $36 billion was already cut in the 1990 budget

deal for which earlier tax increases have already paid.
Another $68 billion is in unspecified domestic spending
is in unspecified defense
cuts. Yet another $113 billion
the House
Thus only $47 billion in
spending cuts.
Democratic Budget is in actual specified spending cuts.
To meet the Perot $2 in spending Cuts for $1 in tax
increases the Democratic machine has to either reduce its
in
or find $445 billion
total
tax increase to $23 billion
additional real spending cuts.
8)
The Democratic machine should be challenged over and
Even at only
spending cuts.
over to be.honest about its
$113 billion in additional unspecified defense cuts and
$63 billion in additional unspecified domestic cuts that
is
a huge potential threat to an amazing number of
Every hearing, every
communities and constituencies.
every town hall meeting should
Presidential speech,
the truth about the secret
include demands to tell
spending cuts.
9)
The world is once. again dangerous enough to begin
arguing for a strong national defense. The combination
of an anti-military President, gays in the military,
drastic defense cuts, and crises around the world are all
beginning to rearouse public
support for a strong
defense. Serious studies, articles,
speeches, and forums
that link Iraq, Bosnia, Somoalia, Haiti, North Korea,
Russia, and Middle Eastern fanatics and terrorists,
into
a pattern of dangers will rapidly win the intellectual
debate with the Carterites who dominate the Democratic
national security posts.
This will shrink the defense
cuts (Panetta is already quietly promising Democrats they
will be well below $113 billion)
and will put pressure on
for more domestic cuts and make even more clear the
Democrats failure to achieve a $2 for $1 spending cut to
tax increase ratio.
10) The success of John Kasich and the House Republican
Budget Committee members in developing a serious, no tax
increase, real specified spending cut budget needs to be
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highlighted and emphasized.
Both The New York Times and
The Washington Post editorialized that the Kasich Budget
was intellectually superior and more honest than the
Democratic Budget.
The House Republican Budget proves
you can cut the deficit
by cutting spending without a tax
increase. This message needs to get to every Perot voter
and editorial writer.
11) Really intense anti-tax groups should be encouraged
to aggressively buy advertising and fight for the "Cut
Spending First" strategy.
12)
April 15th should become a national "Cut Spending
First" rally day.
13) If the Democratic machine ignores all
these efforts
there should be organized picketing at their district,
state
offices and in Washington during the actual mark up
of the legislation.
If Italians
can invent a Lombard
League, the Russians, Rumanians and others can take back
their countries then it should be possible for enraged,
honest, hard working, tax paying Americans to fight
against the political
machine that is lying to them and
taking their money.
14) As momentum builds, the Washington lobbyists who are
trying to cozy up with the Democratic Administration
(like seeking a place at the table with cannibals) should
constituents until they join
be embarrassed with their
coalition (the AARP and US
the "Cut Spending First"
Chamber are the first two key problems).
These fourteen ideas are simply project examples of how a "Cut
strategy might reach out to the American people,
Spending First"
sovereign power and put maximum pressure on the
arouse their
Democratic machine.
To renew American civilization
strategies and innumerable projects.

we will

have

to have

many
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